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our 100th Year

First Meeting Sept. 14, 1939

Parks Board
Hears Batting
Cage Proposal
By DEBBIE N. LEE
Staff Reporter
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Murray-Calloway County Parks
Board members took under consideration a proposal to construct a
batting cage at the old city park during
the board's Tuesday afternoon
meeting.
The proposal for the Wittek batting
cage, which would include four pitching
machines for baseball and one for
softball, was presented to the board by
Wayne Wilson and Ray Reeves. They
asked that the facility be located south
of Payne Street across from the park
office in the old park.
According to the proposal, the park
would receive 10 percent of the revenue
generated by the facility. Wilson and
Reeves estimated the gross yearly
income of the facWty to be from $20,000
to $30,000 and the approximate cost of
construction at $15,000.
The cost of construction, upkeep with
the exception of lawn care, operation,
utilities, and liability coverage would
be the responsibility of the partnership,
named R & W Inc. The firm would also
restore the park grounds to its original
state upon completion of the five-year
lease with option to renew or closure of
the business.
Wilson, noting that a facility like this
is located near Kentucky Darn Village,
said he felt that those involved in the
local baseball programs needed a
batting cage for practice. Those not
participating in the organized
programs could also use the batting
cage for entertainment, according to
Wilson and Reeves stated that they
were open to other suggestions about
the location for the facility in the park
when several board members
suggested alternate sites. Reeves said
that if the betting cage was approved,
the pair would also be interested in
building a golf driving range in the
park.
Board members will discuss the
proposed facility with representatives
of the Fiscal Court and the Common
Council before taking action on the

Nunn's Son Defends
Father's Race Tactics
By DEBBIE N. LEE
Staff Reporter
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matter at the next regular board
meeting. That meeting date was
changed from Oct. 9 to Oct. 16.
During Tuesday's meeting, Florence
Hudspeth was sworn in as a new
member of the park board by District
Judge Sid Easley, a member of the
board. Mrs. Hudspeth was appointed to
fill the term of Chester McCuiston, who
Wed June 20. The term expires Nov. 15.
Plans are already under way for this
year's Christmas in the Park display,
parks director Gary Hohman said. The
display, which was started last year,
featured 13 larger-than-life floodlighted
Christmas card scenes on either side of
the winding road through the park.
Letters have been sent to civic groups
this year asking them to sponsor one
display at a coat of $50. Hohman said
that he hoped to add 10 new scenes to
this year's display and said that thus
far he had received three positive
responses and one negative response
from organizations. Murray State
University students and park employees will do the designing and
building of the scenes.
Hohman told board members that
total park pool attendance for the
summer was 20,658. Paid daily general
admission accounted for 15,029 of the
total. Season passholders, which included 57 family passes and 51 single
passes, utilized the pool 5,629 times.
According to Hohman, total revenue
from park concessions was $17,242.25.
The second section of the old L & N
Railroad depot is scheduled to be
moved to the new park either today or
Thursday, Hohman said. The first of
three sections of the structure was
moved Aug. 24 to a site at the north end
of the park near the swimming pool
area.
The depot will house a park office,
headquarters for the Community
Theatre and an indoor area for theatre
productions. The building also contains
a large open area which will be utilized
by both the Community Theatre group
and the public.
See PARKS,
Page 12-A, Column 7

Steve Nunn, 27-year-old son of
Republican gubernatorial candidate
Louie B. Nunn, defended his father's
recent campaign tactics in an interview
in Murray Tuesday.
The younger Nunn, who is state
campaign chairman of Young Kentuckians For Governor Nunn, and his
wife, Martha Lu, were in town to speak
to a group of students on the Murray
State University campus Tuesday
night.
"My father wants Kentuckians to
know the kind of man he is running
against and the kind of people this man
associates with." Nunn said. "He would
not be running this type of campaign if
Terry McBrayer or Harvey Sloane
were the Democratic candidate
because Kentuckians know them.
Kentuckians don't know John Y. Brown
Jr."
Former Gov. Nunn's campaign has
recently centered on allegations concerning Brown's business dealings,
lawsuits, and his business associates.
"My father has been in politics for 28
years and he has never had one scandal
or one indictment against him," the
younger Nunn said. "I'm very proud of
that."
Nunn said his father is "very encouraged by the number of Democrats
who are disenchanted with their candidate" He said his father had told him
that he was receiving much more
Democratict support this year than he
had in his previous campaign in 1967.
During his father's first term of office, Nunn said, he built more miles of
road than any other governor. He said
that Nunn plans to continue that effort
If elected.
Turning to agricultural interests,
Nunn emphasized that like many of
Calloway County's residents his father
was also a tobacco farmer. He said,
"My father will do whatever is
necessary to ensure that markets are
found for Kentucky's No. 1 cash crop."
He noted that his father felt that
President Carter had "turned his back"

on 200,000 Kentucky farmers who grow
tobacco.
Former Gov. Nunn also proposes to
combine the state Board of Elementary
and Secondary Education and the state
Council on Higher Education into one
board that will be a full-time body to
study educational needs, according to
his son. He added that his father was
strongly opposed to a professional
negotiations bill for public employees
and officials.
When questioned about why his
father had re-entered the political
world, Nunn said, "My father had a
dream for a better Kentucky when he
first took office in 1967. That dream
turned into a nightmare when he found
that the state was facing banlu-uptcy.
"It took him two years to get the state
back on its feet and he didn't get to
accomplish all that he wanted to during
his term," he continued.
Nunn, who attended Transylvania
College in Lexington and is presently an
insurance agent in Whitford County,
was 15 when his father became
governor in 1967.

Budget Request To
Be Considered At
Regents Meeting
The Murray State University board of
regents will consider the university's
biennial budget request as well as hear
a financial report for 1978 and 1979 at its
meeting Saturday, Sept. 15 in the board
suite of Wells Hall on the MSU campus.
Also to be discussed at the meeting,
set for 1:30 p.m., is a discussion of the
Wrather Hall-Jackson Purchase
Museum project, and discussion of
health manpower needs on the campus.
In other business, the regents are
scheduled to consider the establishment of a Center for Environmental
Education and hear a report on the
university foundation from Dr. Thomas
B. Hogancamp, executive director.
Recently reappointed regent M.
Ronald Christopher of Murray will be
sworn in at the begining of the session.
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Lions Celebrate
Anniversary At
CCHS Cafeteria
The Murray Lions Club celebrated its
40th anniversary Tuesday night with a
banquet and program in the Calloway
County High School cafeteria.
The banquet and program were
conducted according to the charter
meeting agenda, held Nov. 14, 1939, at
Murray High School.
The first meeting of the Murray club
was held Sept. 14, 1939, in the National
Hotel. It became the 37th club in
Kentucky. The Fulton Lions Club was
the sponsoring club.
A highlight of the program was a gift
presentation of a Lion blanket by
Murray president George Lilly to
Bryan Tolley, the only charter member
still on the club's roll. Other charter
members currently inactive are Ray
Brownfield and Dr. Woodfin Hutson.
Tolley holds the Grand Master Key
for sponsoring 50 members and has a
perfect attendance record during his
tenure.
Recognition was given to several club
members from other cities in attendance. Special recognition was paid
to members of the Fulton Lions Club.
Dr. C.C. Lowry, Murray Lion and
District Governor 43-K, presented the
club charter to Lilly.
Finis Davis, past international
president, was the guest speaker.

ANNIVERSARY — The Murray Lions Club celebrated its 40th anniversary
Tuesday night. The club was established Sept. 14, 1939, and chartered Nov.
14 of the same year. The program honored all present and past members
of the Murray club. Several officials from other Lion clubs were in attendance.(Top photo) Dr. C. C. Lowry, left, Murray Lion and District Governor 43-K, presents the Murray charter to President George Lilly. (Bottom
photo) Bryan Tolley, right, the lone active charter member of the Murray
club, and his son Charles display the lion blanket gift presented to the
elder Tolley for his 40 years as a lion.

Davis, a native of Arkansas, spoke of
the growth of Lionism and its uses to
make life more prosperous.
Joe Pat James, past district
governor, served as toastmaster for the
event. Codie Caldwell, another past
district governor, introduced Davis.
Welcoming addresses were given by
Murray Mayor Melvin B. Henley and
Eddie Holt, president of the Fulton
Lions Club.
All past presidents of the club were
honored, along with Murray Lions who
held the district governor position.

Report On Testing
Programs Set For
City Board Meeting
A report on the testing programs in
regard
to
the
Educational
Improvement Act will head the agenda
for the Thursday, Sept. 13, meeting of
the Murray Independent Board of
Education. The meeting will be at 7:30
p.m. at the board office building.
Mrs. Doralyn Lanier, curriculum
supervisor, will give the report. Other
items on the agenda are the consideration of the working budget for
1979-80 and personnel recommendations.
Board meetings are open to the
public.

House To Order
President To Study
today's index
Registration Proposal
Two Sections-20 Pages
c,„se,
Thp
WASHINGTON (AP
this week will order President Carter to
study proposals for draft registration
but not to actually renew it, House
leaders are predicting.
Speaker Thomas P. O'Neill said
Tuesday a count shows House
Democrats favor by 3-1 the study rather
than a proposed mandate to renew
registration of 18-year-olds starting
Jan. 1, 1981.
An administration count for Carter,
who opposes draft registration,
reportedly found nearly 200 firm House
votes for the study against 100 for
renewing registration.

Main Street Meeting To Precede Council

Council To Act On Ordinances
Action on three ordinances dealing
with rates of Murray utility systems is
expected at the regular meeting of the
Murray Common Council Thursday
night.
The regular meeting, set for 7:30
p.m., will be preceded by a public
meeting at 6:30 p.m. to which local
their
citizens have been invited to air,
views on the state Department of
Transportation's proposal to four-lane
Main Street.
The council has been asked by state
transportation secretary Calvin
Grayson to express its official position
on the project. City officials have indicated the council may make a
decision on whether or not it favors the
Main Street proposal during the regular
session following the public meeting.
The ordinances scheduled for action
would:
— Raise the rates for residential
refuse collection from $4 to $4.50 per
month for up to 96 gallons of refuse.
(Second and final reading.)
— Revise the usage rate and increase
tap-on fees charged by the Murray
Water System. (First reading.)
— Increase various rates charged by
the Murray Sewer System. (First
reading.)
The council is also scheduled to
consider on second and final reading an
amendment to the city's personnel
ordinance that will prohibit close
family members of elected officials or
city employees from being hired to
work for the city without approval of
the council.
Mayor Melvin Henley is expected to
make recommendations for an appointment to the Murray Planning
Commission as well as appointments to
the community development board
which will oversee the revision of the
Mel Conner transportation study.
The council will be asked to approve a
resolution authorizing acceptance of a
$268,060 grant from the federal
Environmental Protection Agency for

the design of a new sewage treatment
plant for the city. Approval of the grant
was announced earlier this month.
Also listed on the agenda for the
meeting is a report from Mayor Henley
concerning two letters he has received.
One of the letters is from the Murray
Housing Authority requesting a
prohibition of the use of BB and pellet

guns inside the city limits. The second
letter is from Leon Chapman of Paris,
Tenn., requesting the city to reimburse
him for damage to his car he claims
resulted from hitting a pothole on a city
street.
The meeting, to be held in the couhcil
chambers on the second floor of City
Hall, is open to the general public.

Aces
Classifieds
Comics
Crossword
Dear Abby
Deaths &Funerals
Dr. Lamb
Horoscope
Local Scene
Opinion Page
Sports

2-A
6-B 7-B
6-B
6-B
2-A
12-A
3-A
2-A
2-A, 3-A
5-A
8-A,9-A

sunny hazy
and warm
Sunny hazy and warm today.
Highs in the middle 80s.
Increasing cloudiness tonight
with a chance of rain toward
morning. Lows tonight in the
middle 60s. Periods of rain and
thunderstorms on Thursday.
Rainfall may be quite heavy.
Highs Thursday in the mid to
upper 70s.
Kentucky Extended Forecast
Friday through Sunday: Cooler
with a chance of showers Friday
and Saturday. Highs mostly in
the lower to mid 70s. Lows mostly
50s.

•

•••
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SCHOLARSHIP WINNERS — Dana Mansfield (left) of Murray and Karen Bailey (right) also of Murray are
congratulated by Or. Alice Koenecke, chairman of the Department of Home Economics at Murray State University
after winning scholarships. Mansfield, a freshman Home Economics major was awarded The Kentucky Tennessee
Distributors scholarship, a $225 award. She is the daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Paul Mansfield. Bailey, also a freshman
Home Economics major was awarded The Ruby Simpson Freshman scholarship, a $400 award. She is the daughter
of Mr. and Mrs. Gene Bailey.
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John Y. Brown In
Baffling Situation

Physical Therapist To Speak
Meet Of Diabetes Association
Tressa Heltsley, licensed
physical therapist, will speak
on "Exercise, Physical Fitness and Foot Care for the
Diabetic" at the opening fall
meeting of the CallowayMarshall County Chapter of
the American Diabetes
Association to be held
Thursday, Sept. 13, at 7 p.m.
at the First Presbyterian
Church, 16th and Main
Streets, Murray.
Also on the program will be
Diedra Rogers and David
Potter. This past summer they
attended a diabetic youth
camp at Rough River. They
each received scholarships
from the local diabetes
chapter to attend the two week

Band Uniform Sale
Planned Thursday
At Middle School
The Murray Middle School
Band will sponsor a band
uniform sale on Thursday,
Sept. 13, from 7 to 8 p.m. in the
Middle School band room.
Clean uniforms in good
condition should be taken to
the band room between 6:30
and 7 p.m. on the night of the
sale. Persons wishing to sell
uniforms are requested to pin
an envelope to each piece,
stating the owner's name,
telephone number, size, and
price.
a
submittiog
Anyone
uniform for sale should check
at 8 p.m. to see if the uniform
was sold.
For more information
persons may call 753-9642, a
spokesman said.

An AP Analysis

-
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Tressa Heltsley
—Guest Speaker

Miss Vera Miller
Dies With Funeral
To Be Wednesday
Miss Vera Miller of 718
Sycamore Street, Murray,
died Monday at 10:45 a.m. at
the Murray-Calloway County
Hospital. She was 78 years of
age.
The Murray woman was a
member of the Seventh and
Poplar Church of Christ. Born
May 8, 1901, in Calloway
County, she was the daughter
of the late Irvan Miller and
Maggie Lamb Miller.
Miss Miller is survived by
two sisters, Miss Era Miller,
718 Sycamore Street, Murray,
and Mrs. Eva Farris, 511
Street,
Seventh
South
Murray; one niece, Mrs. Jerry
. (Dot) Lavender, Calvert City.
, The funeral will be held
-Wednesday at 10:30 a.m. at
the chapel of the BlalockColeman Funeral Home with
John Dale officiating. Singing
will be by members of the
Seventh and Poplar Church
with Jerry Bolls as leader.
Burial will follow in the Old
Salem Cemetery.
Friends may call at the
funeral home.

Leaders Meet Will
Be Held Thursday
At First Church
A Cub, Scout, and Explorer
Leaders' **Roundtable"
meeting is scheduled for the
adults of the Chickasaw
District on Thursday, Sept. 13,
at 7 p.m. in the fellowship hall
of the First Baptist Church,
Mayfield.
Counties included je this
district are Calloway, Graves,
Fulton, Carlisle, and Hickman. The purpose of the
meeting is to provide current
information to leaders,
sharing ideas, and for, planning future activities within
the units.
Car pooling by leaders from
outside Mayfield is suggested.
For more information on this
or any scouting activity,
persons may call Charles
Clark of the Four Rivers
Council, BSA, at 443-6461 or
753-6090.

Hog Market
Federal-State Market News Service September 11, 1979
Kentucky Purchase Area Hog Market
Report includes 7 Buying Stations
Receipts; Act. 235 Est. 450 Barrows &
Gilts 50-100 lower Sows 1.50 to 3.00
lower some 4 00 lower
$37.75-38.00
US 1-2 203-230 lbs
$37.377i
US 2 200-240 lbs.
*5050-3750
US 2-3 240-250 lbe
lbs
2-4500-25)
US
Sows
$50 (93-5000
US 1-2770-350 be
*2700-5000
us 1-3 300-450 lbs
$26.00-29.00
US 1-3 450-500 lbs.
*5000-3100
US 1-3 500-650 lbs.
*5000-2700
US 2-3 300-500 lbs.
Boars 25.00-27.00

.411_
mem maws
1973 Chevrolet
Malibu

Local car, lady driver, automatic, power
steering and brakes, air conditioner, AMFM radio, extra nice, approximately
27,000 actual miles.
$2675

00

GM QUALITY
SERVKA PARTS

GM

acerniAL ispyogis pRvi rginsiom

Keep That Great GM Feeling
With Genuine GM Parts

Dwain Taylor Chevrolet, Inc.
641 South
1.111.F minor few

/ ;„ 41S4-44
'00
fe.
,
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tthilirvstr
;• '1,1.e/rest.'
of
the
completion
anticipate
ALMOST READY — Scott Foster (left) and Blake Francis
equipment is a part of the
the new playground equipment at Robertson School The
stresses coordination
which
Education"
"Movement
program
education
physical
new
and catching
throwing
kicking
hopping
jumping
and basic movements like running
tasks
and
identical
sports
formalized
and
stressed
is
child
the
of
part
Creativity on the
in
education
teachers
Physical
avoided.
such as climbing ropes and doing pushups are
Carter.
Newton,
Kathleen
and
Robertson,
Frank,
Norma
are
the Murray School System
•

camp.
•
Mrs. Heltsley, featured
speaker, joined the staff of
Murray-Calloway County
Hospital as chief of physical
therapy in August. She is a
native Tennessean and came
to Murray from Lauderdale
County Hospital in Ripley,
Tenn.
She attended the University
of Tennessee at Martin and is
a graduate of the University of
Tennessee Center for Health
Services School of Physical
Therapy.
Officers for the 1979-80
chapter year are Jan Hough,
Donald
Dr.
president;
Hughes, vice-president;
Robert Hopkins, corresponding secretary and treasurer;
and Mrs. Dwain McClard,
recording secretary.
The officers invite all interested persons to attend
Thursday's meeting.
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Democrats Looking For
Aid To Draft Kennedy
By DONALD M.ROTHBERG fair last month he put out
AP Political Writer
Kennedy campaign material
WASHINGTON (AP) — — buttons, brochures and
Democrats trying to drum up bumper stickers left over
support to draft Sen. Edward from Robert F. Kennedy's
M. Kennedy as the party's 1968 presidential bid.
1980 presidential nominee are
"They were all gone in less
riding a wave of en- than two hours and weren't
couragement brought on by well displayed at all," Carty
events of the past few days.
said Monday.
The phone is ringing off the
More important, he says, is
hook," said State Sen. Sharon the sudden change in the
Pollard of Massachusetts, a response to his frequent letleader of the draft movement ters to Kennedy urging the
in Kennedy's home state.
senator to run.
"As the indications become
"In the past, I've always
more clear that Sen. Kennedy gotten back the standard
is thinking seriously of response you gee and hear
making a bid, more and more about," he said. "The one I got
people are calling," she said. back today ( Monday) about
"It's a social phenomenon the response at the fair surwe've never seen before and prised me.
we'll never see again."
The latest of the "indications" came in a Kennedy
interview published in today's
editions of The Boston Globe.
"I have not ruled out the
possibility of a candidacy,"
Kennedy told the Globe. "I
have no time frame; I have no
BOSTON ( AP — Sc:;
.date and I have no further
Edward M. Kennedy says the
comments or statements
way President Carter deals
about a date."
with the faltering U.S.
In another development
economy may be the deterMonday, House Speaker
mining factor in his .decision
Thomas P. O'Neill of
about whether to run against
Massachusetts told reporters:
him.
"I don't think that he (KenIn an interview published in
nedy) could be denied the
editions of the Boston
today's
Democratic nomination if he
Globe, Kennedy said another
were to run."
major factor in his decision
There's never been any
will be "the American
question about the support for
people's perception of how
ts.
in
Massachuset
Kennedy
things are and whether things
But 3,200 miles away in
are going to get better. Jim
Carty,
Wash.,
Vancouver,
"I have not ruled out the
the Clark County prosecutor,
possibility of a candidacy,"
has operated largely as a oneKennedy said in the interview.
man draft movement and
"I have no time frame. I have
grasps encouragement where
no date and I have no further
he can find it.
or statements
comments
Carty tells how at a county
about a date."
He said his decision will be
based in part on Carter's -own
L,O1.'LSV1LLE, Ky AP — USDA —
ability to deal with the
Estimated receipts cattle and calves 2000;
economy." Asked if he exfeeders 50 percent; slaughter steers and
heifers not fully tested: cows opening 1 00pected Carter to be the
2.00 higher, bulls steady, calves sod
Democratic Party candidate,
vealers untested early; feeders steady,'
a position he has repeated
Slaughter steers few choice 3 1010 lb
65.00. couple choice 4 1620 lb 6000: good
previously, Kennedy said:
504400,
61
lb
1000-1300
2-3
and choice
"That question can best be
Slaughter heifers few choice 4 905 lb
6570: good and choice 2-3 890470 lb 61.00answered by his own aWy to
63 00:
deal with the economy.'''''
Slaughter cows commercial 3-6 42 50.
Kennedy said he, Carter and
4750, utility 1-3 47 0046 25; cutters 1-2
45 03-64,00. canners 41 50-4300.
Carter lunched at the
Mrs.
lb
Slaughter bulls yield grade 1 1300-1755
president's invitation Friday
64 0067 75, yield grade 1-2 1000-i4nc lb
57 50-63 00.
in the White House.
Slaughter calves and ',eiders untested
"I indicated to the president
early,
Feeder steers medium frame No. 1
that I wanted to work closely
muscle thickness 300400 lb 96.50111.00;
with the administration over
400-500 lb 9300-002 50: 500-400 lb 010093.00; 600-700 lb 79 0042.60; 700400 lb 71.50- the next few months on energy
71.50 medium frame No 2300-650 lb 6600and the economy, . But that's
1650 . 500-700 lb 75 0046 00, large frame
all I'll say about the lunch "
mixed 1-2 150-500 lb 7500-16 03, 503-1025 lb
66,0077 00, heifers mixed medium and
He and Carter have "some
large frame No 1 300-500 lb OD 0049 00,
areas of disagreement," said
5013-603 lb 75 0044 25, medium frame No 2
Kennedy, without elaborating
350-600 lb 66 00-1 00, stock sours medium
frame No 1 7011050 lb 52 00-6140,
on details.
Hogs 900; barrows and gilts fully steady,
He denied a report in the
US 1-2 200-235 lb 3975-40.00. No 2500-240 lb
311 2S-39 75 , 2-3 210-160 lb 0050-5050. sows
Atlanta Constitution and
.30-100 lower US 1-2300-660 lb 31.00-33.00.
400-650 lb 33 20-3375, few 670 lb 34.15. boars Journal Sunday that he asked
Carter not to seek re-election.
over 300 lb 31 25-33 00

Carter Dealings With
Faltering Economy May
Force Kennedy To Run

Livestock Market

Sheep 25, untested early

Stock Market

The

WIZARD'S CAVE!!
FREE $25.00
TO BE GIVEN AWAY

Wednesday, Sept. 19
YOU MUST BE PRESENT TO WIN!

ASK ABOUT OUR FREE LUNCH

„

Wizard's Cave
Central Shopping Center

iiia,._41k1 PIN BALL
POOL

It offered me *many
thanks' and 'appreciation' and
said, want to thank you for
enof
words
warm
couragement and support.' I
think he's moving in the right
direction."
And in Oregon, Bill Garrett,
head of the "Ready for Teddy" committee said he has
had so many telephone calls in
the past couple of days he
. can't keep up."
-Ws really been overwhelming," said Garrett.
"The response is explosive."
There are Kennedy committees in at least 19 states,
some tiny like Carty's gnd
others highly organized like
•.he one headed by Dudley W.
:)udley in New Hampshire.

VIDEO GAMES
REFRESHMENTS

Prices of stocks of local interest at
noon. EDT,today, furnished to The Murray Ledger & Times by F irst of
Michigan Corp. of Murray, are as
follows
Industrial Average

•0 43

Air Products
American Motors
A.shland
American Telephone
Borianza
Chrysler
Ford Motor
G A I'
General Care
General Dynamics
General Motors
General Tire
Goodrich.
Hardees
Heublein
1.8 M ..
Jerico
K Mart
Pennwalt
Quaker Oats
Tappan
Texaco
Wal Mart
Wendys

09

3209 unc
7'. .
394 .
• 55'. unc
3F513 3KA
114. ++.
43F. unc
11% 4i.
,
14,
41k6 4L
50%
21% +t

,

14", +
. +
2119
674 -44
31098 21%A
274. unc
335
.
4 *09
12% **.
5009 -09
K
32*,
19KH 17'4A

"That's wrong," Kennedy
said. "He denied it. I denied it.
It didn't happen."
Kennedy said his attitude
about a possible candidacy
changed during the summer
congressional recess.
"Over the latter part of July
and in August, I had a good
deal of time to reflect both on
the direction of the country
and how we as a society are
coming to grips with the issues
that face our people," Kennedy told the Globe.
-. "These issues are intensifying, and that's why I'm
not excluding the possibility of
a candidacy.
-I've been approached by
people in the Democratic
Party, by political leaders and
by ordinary working people
urging me to reconsider the
possibility of a candidacy.
"My position at this time is
that I have not ruled out the
possibility of a candidacy.
That's basically my current
thinking."

By SY RAMSEY
Associated Press Writer
FRANKFORT, Ky. AP) — It's a
perplexing situation for Democratic
gubernatorial nominee John Y. Brown
Jr.
Should he answ :r the :negations of
:Tner Gov.
his Republican op(
Louie Nunn, or.
iuerely give
Or would any
further circulatiou, ahd even credence,
to the insinuations and charges which
the 45-year-old multimillionaire has
labeled as lies and distortions?
Brown and his advisers apparently
are going to have to resolve the
the
because
soon
quandary
Republicans show every sign of
believing they are on to something that
can produce votes or cut down Brown's
current margin.
The dilemma for Brown is rather
unfamiliar in Kentucky gubernatorial
races, which usually are bursting with
enough substantive material about
issues to keep both major candidates
busy and hopping mad.
But, just as the Democratic primary
was a departure from the norm, so is
the November election campaign.
Brown's victory last May against
four major rivals, two months after
announcing, was an astounding break
in Kentucky tradition.
In the next two months, if Nunn and
his brother Lee, the state GOP chairman, find it profitable, the campaign
tone also may split from the routine —
in that the major Republican thrust will
focus . on Brown's way of life and
friends.
This type of approach is what the
experienced Nunn brothers seem to do
best, at least judging from several
successful candidates they backed over
the past decade. It also has drawn
criticism and contempt from their
enemies, sometimes Republicans as
well as Democrats.
At the moment, the outlook is bright
for Brown for three major reasons: He
Is an attractive candidate with continuing momentum from his upset in
the primary; he has dot been involved
in the politics which apparently has

TVA•

••
Continued from Page 1)

will have an abundance of power in the
1900s while other utilities may find they
do not have the capacity to meet future
demand.
Though he said TVA itself would
never initiate such a move, Freeman
told a group of Associated Press
broadcasters in June 1978 that such a
circumstance might prompt pressure
on Congress from residents in adjacent
areas to expand TVA's service boundary.
Freeman testified last February at a
hearing in Knoxville that the debt

ceiling increase was needed to complete the 11 new reactors TVA then had
under construction.
Officials for the General Accounting
Office, however, testified at the saming
hearings that TVA had overestimated
by as much as 40 percent the power
loads needed to meet the demand for
electricity in the 1960s and 19903.
Then Tennessee Energy Director Ed
Spitzer said at the same hearing that
the unneeded TVA capacity might be
used to supply electricity to other,
energy-short areas of the nation.

Bel-Air Decor
Open Till 8:00 P.M.
Mon. Thai Friday

Accept Visa tr
Bel-Air Shopping Center we
Master Charge
Phone 753-3642
Murray, Ky.

Hart's Fireplace
Glass Screens
and Accessories

Breathalyzer
Demonstration
Is Scheduled
Trooper Richard Wright of
the Kentucky State Police will
demonstrate the breathalyzer
to the Alcoholism and Alcohol
Seminar to be held Wednesday, Sept. 12, at 6 p.m. in
Room 250, Wells Hall, Murray
State University, according to
the instructor, Dr. Frank
Kodman, who invites all interested persons to attend.
and
justice
Criminal
psychology students take this
seminar, CRJ and PSY 543,
for credit. This fall marks the
ninth year that this course has
been offered.
The seminar features experts from West Kentucky
including Dale Bernard from
Volta House in Hopkinsville,
Willard Alls from Murray;
David Cooper from Substance
Abuse Center in Paducah;
Don Brock ,from the MurrayCalloway Mental Health
Center; Dr. R. B. Barton of
Murray State University.
In the spring semester, CRJ
and PSY 544, Seminar in
Drugs and Drug Abuse, will be
offered.
Interested persons not
enrolled in the course are
requested to call the instructor to reserve a seat for
the Breathalyzer demonstration anckliscussion.

turned off many Kentuckians, and the
Democrats outregister Republicans 2to-1 in this state.
As a result, Brown claims his polls
showed him with a lopsided lead over
Nunn, a 55--year-old political pro with
plenty of scars and enemies.
But the canny Nunn brothers apparently have decided a hammering
offense is the best strategy for the long
haul, and believe they have found an
Achilles heel in Brown's fortunefavored career.
The Brown camp asserts the lifestyle
attack, through an "Operation
Uncover" statement, is a sign of Nunn's
desperation.
Nunn, who is spreading the
allegations through his campaign
chairman, insists it is a valid issue in
the campaign.
Meantime,the rhetoric continues and
apparently
Republicans,
the
remembering that issues could count,
have released a paper containing
Nunn's stand on more than 20.
In that respect the former governor
seems to be ahead of Brown, who has
expressed opinions on only a handful so
far.
"I think the real story is why Louie is
doing it 1 releasing his issues paper),"
said State Auditor George Atkins, a
main tactician for Brown.
"Obviously, they got their poll information showing their gutter campaign is having a negative effect and
they're trying to change the Nunn
image."
Atkins said Brown has been issuing
stands on issues throughout the campaign and that before election day, he
will take positions on at least a dozen
major ones — including the environment, integrity in government and
roads.
Nunn claims he has been campaigning on the issues all along, and has
continued his challenge to Brown for
more debates — up to now, one 90
minute version has been scheduled on
the Kentucky Educational Television
network next month.
Nunn's main opponent in the GOP
primary, Ray White of Bowling Green,
tried in vain to get the former governor
to debate him publicly.
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Parks Board
Hears Batting
Cage Proposal
By DEBBIE N. LEE
Staff Reporter
Murray-Calloway County Parks
Board members took under consideration a proposal to construct a
batting cage at the old city park during
the board's Tuesday afternoon
meeting.
The proposal for the Wittek batting
cage, which would include four pitching
machines for baseball and one for
softball, was presented to the board by
Wayne Wilson and Ray Reeves. They
asked that the facility be located south
of Payne Street across from the park
office in the old park.
According to the proposal, the park
would receive 10 percent of the revenue
generated by the facility. Wilson and
Reeves estimated the grow yearly
income of the facility to be from $20,000
to $30,000 and the approximate cost of
construction at $15,000.
The cost of construction, upkeep with
the exception of lawn care, operation,
utilities, and liability coverage would
be the responsibility of the partnership,
named R di W Inc. The firm would also
restore the park grounds to its original
state upon completion of the five-year
lease with option to renew or closure of
the business.
Wilson, noting that a facility like this
is located near Kentucky Dam Village,
said he felt that those involved in the
local baseball programs needed a
batting cage for practice. Those not
participating in the organized
programs could also use the batting
cage for entertainment, according to
Wilson.
Wilson and Bevies stated that they
were open to other suggestions about
the location for the facility in the park
when several board members
suggested alternate sites. Reeves said
that if the batting cage was approved,
the pair would also be interested in
building a golf driving range in the
park.
Board members will discuss the
proposed facility with representatives
of the Fiscal Court and the Common
Council before taking action on the

matter at the next regular board
meeting. That meeting date was
changed from Oct. 9 to Oct. 16.
During Tuesday's meeting, Florence
Hudspeth was sworn in as a new
member of the park board by District
Judge Sid Easley, a member of the
board. Mrs_ Hudspeth was appointed to
fill the term of Chester McCuiston, who
died June 20. The term expires Nov. 15.
Plans are already under way for this
year's Christmas in the Park display,
parks director Gary Hohman said. The
display, which was started last year,
featured 13 larger-than-life floodlighted
Christmas card scenes on either side of
the winding road through the park.
Letters have been sent to civic groups
this year asking them to sponsor one
display at a coat of $50. Hohman said
that he hoped to add 10 new scenes to
this year's display and said that thus
far he had received three positive
responses and one negative response
from organizations. Murray State
University students and park employees will do the designing and
building of the scenes.
Hohman told board members that
total park pool attendance for the
summer was 20,658. Paid daily general
admission accounted for 15,029 of the
total. Season passholders, which ineluded 57 family passes and 51 single
passes, utilized the pool 5,629 times.
According to Hohman, total revenue
from park concessions was $17,242.25.
The second section of the old L & N
Railroad depot is scheduled to be
moved to the new park either today or
Thursday, Holman said. The first of
three sections of the structure was
moved Aug. 24 to a site at the north end
of the park near the swimming pool
area.
The depot will house a park office,
headquarters for the Community
Theatre and an indoor area for theatre
productions. The building also contains
a large open area which will be utilized
by both the Community Theatre group
and the public.
See PARKS,
Page 12-A, Column 7

Nunn's Son Defends
Father's Race Tactics
By DEBBIE N. LEE
Staff Reporter
Steve Nunn, 27-year-old son of
Republican gubernatorial candidate
Louie B. Nunn, defended his father's
recent campaign tactics in an interview
in Murray Tuesday.
The younger Nunn, who is state
campaign chairman of Young Kentuckians For Governor Nunn, and his
wife, Martha Lu, were in town to speak
to a group of students on the Murray
State University campus Tuesday
night.
"My father wants Kentuckians to
know the kind of man he is running
against and the kind of people this man
associates with." Nunn said. "He would
not be running this type of campaign if
Terry McBrayer or Harvey Sloane
were the Democratic candidate
because Kentuckians know them.
Kentuckians don't know John Y. Brown
Jr."
Former Gov. Nunn's campaign has
recently centered on allegation's concerning Brown's business dealings,
lawsuits, and his business associates.
"My father has been in politics for 28
years and he has never had one scandal
or one indictment against him,"_ the
younger Nunn said. "I'm very proud of
that."
Nunn said his father is "very encouraged by the number of Democrats
who are disenchanted with their candidate." He said his father had told him
that he was receiving much more
Democratic support this year than he
had in his previous campaign in 1967.
During his father's first term of office, Nunn said, he built more miles of
road than any other governor. He said
that Nunn plans to continue that effort
If elected.
Turning to agricultural interests,
Nunn emphasized that like many of
Calloway County's residents his father
was also a tobacco farmer. He said,
"My , father will do whatever is
necessary to ensure that markets are
found for Kentucky's No. 1 cash crop."
He noted that his father felt that
President Carter had "turned his back"

on 200,000 Kentucky farmers who grow
tobacco.
Former Gov. Nunn also proposes to
combine the state Board of Elementary
and Secondary Education and the state
Council on Higher Education into one
board that will be a full-time body to
study educational needs, according to
his son. He added that his father was
strongly opposed to a professional
negotiations bill for public employees
and officials.
When questioned about why his
father had re-entered the political
world, Nunn said, "My father had a
dream for a better Kentucky when he
first took office in 1967. That dream
turned into a nightmare when he found
that the state was facing bankruptcy.
"It took him two years to get the state
back on its feet and he didn't get to
accomplish all that he wanted to during
his term," he continued.
Nunn, who attended Transylvania
College in Lexington and is presently an
insurance agent in Whitford County,
was 15 when his father became
governor in 1967.

Budget Request To
Be Considered At
Regents Meeting
The Murray State University board of
regents will consider the university's
biennial budget request as well as hear
a financial report for 1978 and 1979 at its
meeting Saturday, Sept. 15 in the board
suite of Wells Hall on the MSU campus.
Also to be discussed at the meeting,
set for 1:30 p.m., is a discussion of the
Wrather Hall-Jackson Purchase
Museum project, and discussion of
health manpower needs on the campus.
In other business, the regents are
scheduled to consider the establishment of a Center for Environmental
Education and hear a report on the
university foundation from Dr. Thomas
B. Hogancamp, executive director.
Recently reappointed regent M.
Ronald Christopher of Murray will be
sworn in at the begining of the session.

Vohuise lee No. 21:

Lions Celebrate
Anniversary At
CCHS Cafeteria
The Murray Lions Club celebrated its
40th anniversary Tuesday night with a
banquet and program in the Calloway
County High School cafeteria.
The banquet and program were
conducted according to the charter
meeting agenda, held Nov. 14, 1939, at
Murray High School.

ANNIVERSARY — The Murray Lions Club celebrated its 40th anniversary
Tuesday night. The club was established Sept. 14, 1939, and chartered Nov.
14 of the same year. The program honored all present and past members
of the Murray club. Several officials from other Lion clubs were in attendance.(Top photo) Dr. C. C. Lowry, left, Murray Lion and District Gtavernor 43-K, presents the Murray charter to President George Lilly. (Bortom
photo) Bryan Tolley, right, the lone active charter member of the Murray
club, and his son Charles display the lion blanket gift presented to the
elder Tolley for his 40 years as a Lion.

The first meeting of the Murray club
was held Sept. 14, 1939, in the National
Hotel. It became the 37th club in
Kentucky. The Fulton Lions Club was
the sponsoring club.
A highlight of the program was a gift
presentation of a Lion blanket by
Murray president George Lilly to
Bryan Tolley, the only chatter member
still on the club's roll. Other charter
members currently inactive are Ray
Brownfield and Dr. Woodfin Hutson.
Tolley holds the Grand Master Key
for sponsoring 50 members and has a
perfect attendance record during his
tenure.
Recognition was given to several club
members from other cities in attendance. Special recognition was paid
to members of the Fulton Lions Club.
Dr. C.C. Lowry, Murray Lion and
District Governor 43-K, presented the
club charter to Lilly.
Finis Davis, past international
president, was the guest speaker.

Davis, a native of Arkansas, spoke of
the growth of Lionism and its uses to
make life more prosperous
Joe Pat James, past district
governor,served as toastmaster for the
event. Codie Caldwell, another past
district governor, introduced Davis.
Welcoming addresses were given by
Murray Mayor Melvin B. Henley and
Eddie Holt, president of the Fulton
Lions Club.
All past presidents of the club were
honored, along with Murray Lions who
held the district governor position.

Report On Testing
Programs Set For
City Board Meeting
A report on the testing programs in
regard
to
the
Educational
Improvement Act will head the agenda
for the Thursday, Sept. 13, meeting of
the Murray Independent Board of
Education. The meeting will be at 7:30
p.m. at the board office building. Mrs. Doralyn Lanier, curriculum
supervisor, will give the report. Other
items on the agenda are the consideration of the working budget for
1979-80 and personnel recommendations.
Board meetings are open to the
public.

House To Order
President To Study
today's index
Registration Propbsal
Two Sections-20 Pages
p;tarsi?
WASHINGTON (API __
this week will order President Carter to
study proposals for draft registration
but not to actually renew it, House
leaders are predicting.
Speaker Thomas P. O'Neill said
Tuesday a count shows House
Democrats favor by 3-1 the study rather
than a proposed mandate to renew
registration of 18-year-olds starting
Jan. 1, 1981.
An administration count for Carter,
who opposes draft registration,
reportedly found nearly 200 firm House
votes for the study against 100 for
renewing registration.

Main Street Meeting To Precede Council

Council To Act On Ordinances
Action on three ordinances dealing
with rates of Murray utility systems is
expected at the regular meeting of the
Murray Common Council Thursday
night.
The regular meeting, set for 7:30
p.m., will be preceded by a public
meeting at 6:30 p.m. to which local
citizens have been invited to air their
views on the state Department of
Transportation's proposal to four-lane
Main Street.
The council has been asked by state
transportation secretary Calvin
Grayson to express its official position
on the project. City officials have indicated the council may make a
decision on whether or not it favors the
Main Street proposal during the regular
session following the public meeting.
The ordinances scheduled for action
would:
— Raise the rates for residential
refuse collection from $4 to $4.50 Per
month for up to 96 gallons of refuse.
(Second and final reading.)
— Revise the usage rate and increase
tap-on fees charged by the Murray
Water System. f First reading.)
— Increase various rates charged by
the Murray Sewer System. (First
reading.)
The council is also scheduled to
consider on second and final reading an
amendment to the city's personnel
ordinance that will prohibit close
family members of elected officials or
city employees from being hired to
work for the city without approval of
the council.
Mayor Melvin Henley is expected to
make recommendations for an appointment to the Murray Planning
Commission as well as appointments to
the community development board
which will oversee the revision of the
Mel Conner transportation study.
The council will be asked to approve a
resolution authorizing acceptance of a
$268,060 grant from the federal
Environmental Protection Agency for

the design of a new sewage treatment
plant for the city. Approval of the grant
was announced earlier this month.
Also listed on the agenda for the
meeting is a report from Mayor Henley
concerning two letters he has received.
One of the letters is from the Murray
Housing Authority requesting a
prohibition of the use of BB and pellet

guns inside the city limits. The second
letter is from Leon Chapman of Paris,
Tenn., requesting the city to reimburse
him for damage to his car he claims
resulted from hitting a pothole on a city
street.
The meeting, to be held in the council
chambers on the second floor of City
Hall, is open to the general public.

Aces
.
Classifieds
Comics
Crossword
Dear Abby
Deaths &Funerals
Dr. Lamb
Horoscope
Local Scene
Opinion Page
Sports

2-A
6-B 7-B
6-B
6-B
2-A
12-A
3-A
2-A
2-A,3-A
5-A
8-A,9-A

sunny hazy
and warm
Sunny hazy and warm today.
Highs in the middle 80s.
Increasing cloudiness tonight
with a chance of rain toward
morning. Lows tonight in the
middle 60s. Periods of rain and
thunderstorms on Thursday.
Rainfall may be quite heavy.
Highs Thursday in the mid to
upper 70s.
Kentucky Extended Forecast
Friday through Sunday: Cooler
with a chance of showers Friday
and Saturday. Highs mostly in
the lower to mid 70s. Lows mostly
50s.

41.

SCHOLARSHIP WINNERS — Dana Mansfield (left) of Murray and Karen Bailey (fight) also of Murray are
congratulated by Dr. Alice Koenecke, chairman of the Department of Home Economics at Murray State University
after winning schoilarships. Mansfield, a freshman Home Economics major was awarded The Kentucky Tennessee
Distributors scholarship, a $225 award_ She is the daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Paul Mansfield. Bailey, also a freshman
Home Economics major was awarded The Ruby Simpson Freshman scholarship, a $400 award. She is the daughter
of Mr. and Mrs. Gene Bailey.
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Community Calendar Events
It does seem appropro
Elise Neale from Tennessee,
won one of the scholarships in
the talent division in the Miss
America contest this past
week, since this is really Civic
Music Week in Murray. Do
you remember the many
many civic music concerts of
Elise's parents, Allison and
Harry Neale, a piano duo who
played professional and for
community concerts for
years. Elise apparently
inherited their musical talent.
+++
Helga and Dr. Howard
Keller have returned home to
Murray State, after spending
two months in Germany, this
past summer. Dr. Keller was
teaching there and in Austria.
Helga and I were discussing
the high cost of living here and
also in Germany. Helga was
on her way to speak to Sally
(Mrs. A.B. Crass's consumer
education class about the cost
of living and the high prices in
Germany at this time. You
know, in days gone by, the
American dollar was the most
powerful money in the world,
but no more. Probably the
German mark ranks first now.
+++
Patsy (Mrs. Tim) Miller
admitted to shedding a few
tears on Sunday afternoon,
when Tracey Austin defeated
Chris Everett-Lloyd in the
finals of the U.S. Open. Chris
made a delightful reigning
queen of tennis and we will
miss her. She also set a good
example on Sunday, proving
she can lose gracefully also.

Wednesday,Sept 12
Thursday,Sept. 13
Murray Chapter No. 92
Circles of First United
Methodist Church Women will Royal Arch Masons will meet
meet as follows: Wesleyan at 7:30 p.m. at the lodge hall.
with Helen Beal at 6:30 p.m.:
right, "elegance does en- Ruth Wilson with Barbara
Grove 6126 of Woodmen of
dure."
Erwin and Hannah with Jean the World will meet at 6 p.m.
+++
Watkins, both at 7:30 p.m
at the Triangle Restaurant.
The 40th Anniversary of the
Murray Lions Club was
Teachers Recognition
Independence
United
celetrated with much en- Dinner of the First United Methodist Church Women will
thusiasm on Tuesday evening Methodist Church will be held
meet at 7 p.m. at the church.
in the Calloway County High at the church at 5:45 p.m.
School cafeteria. Effie and
Mission Luncheon, churchLeonard Vaughan were on
Murray Bass Club will meet
wide for both men and women,
hand to celebrate the event. at 6:30 p.m. at the Triangle
will be held at 11:30 a.m.at the
Leonard was president of the Inn.
Memorial Baptist Church.
club from 1948-1949, and he
Nashville,
Kay DeKalt
has a special place in the
Term., will -c&;e-rit a concert
Performances of Kelly
history of the club, since the
at 6:30 c0
.11. at the First Brothers Circus, sponsored by
preceding past presidents
Baptist Church. and at 7 p.m. Murray Jaycees, will be at 4
from 1939- to 1 947 are
at the Memorial Baptist p.m. and 7 p.m. at the Jaycee
deceased. If you can,try to get
Church. There is no charge Fairgrounds, Highway 121
a copy of history of the
and the public is invited.
North, Coldwater Road.
Murray Lions Club, written by
Joe Pat James - it is so inMurray Shrine Club will
North Calloway Elementary
teresting, and is also a mini- meet at 7 p.m. at the lodge School Parent-Teacher
Club
history of Murray.
hall, Highway 121 North, will meet at 7 p.m. at the
Coldwater Road.
school.

Murray High FHA Has
Meet, Loberger Home

Eva and Keith Morris are at
home after a wonderful and
eye-pleasing tour of North and
South Carolina and Virginia.
They
enjoyed
seeing
Jamestown, Williamsburg
and of course, the Williamsburg Inn. Their children live
in Roanoke,Virginia, and they
had lunch at the beautiful
hotel, Roanoke, which was
just written up in Southern
Living this month, Eva says
Southern Living is exactly

The Executive Council of
the Murray High School
Chapter of the Future
Homemakers of America held
its first meeting at the home of
historian,
the
Lynne
Loberger, on Aug. 21, with
Mary
Morris,
chapter
president, presiding.
Members voted to have
"Big Sisters" for the incoming
freshmen to promote involvement and an understanding of FHA. Susan
Crass, first vice president,
and Stacey Fulton, second
vice president, were appointed as co-chairmen for the
project.
The membership committee
discussed
selecting
a
-Member of the Year" from
each class. Money making
projects for the upcoming
year were discussed by the
treasurer, Karen Brandon.
The meeting was closed
with the chapter ritual.
Sponsors preset were Mrs. G.
•

Revival in Progress

Murray Middle School
'Parent-Teacher Organization
will meet at 7 p.m. at the
school auditorium.

Cumberland Presbyterian
Women of North Pleasant
Grove Church are scheduled
T. Lilly and Mrs. A. B. Crass.
Officers for the year are to meet with Christine
Miss Morris, Miss Crass, Miss Sherman at 7 p.m.
Fulton, Miss Brandon, Sharon
Planning meeting for local
Whaley, secretary, Lynne
Loberger, historian, Julie committee of the InterSams, parliamentarian, Carol national Year of the Child will
Beaman, reporter, Laura be held at 12:30 p.m. at the
Sears, recreational leader, Calloway County Public
Kathy Roberts, song leader, Library. All interested perGina Shipley, devotional sons are invited.
leader,
Teresa
Suiter,
Hazel Senior Citizens will
scholarship chairman, and
Paulette Kelly, honor roll meet at 10 a.m. at the Hazel
Community Center.
chairman.

Your Individual
Horoscope
Frances Drake
FOR
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Thursday,Sept. 13
Special Recreation Participants and Calloway County
Association for Retarded
Citizens will meet in Room 240
Special Education Building at
7:30 p.m. A business meeting
of the CCARC will follow.

Twin Lakers Good Sam Club
will have its monthly campout
at Piney Campground with
Jimmy and Sharon Graham
as wagonrnasters. A supper of
sandwiches and desserts will
be served at 6 p.m. Friday.
Members will be at the
Murray Middle School Band hospitality tent
for Campers
Uniform Sale will be held in Fair Saturday
afternoon.
school
the
of
room
band
the
from 7 to 8 p.m.
Saturday,Sept. 15
Square and round dancing
Citizens'
Senior
Murray
will be held at the Woodmen of
activities will be from 10 a.m.
the World Hall at 7:30 p.m.
ComEllis
the
at
p.m.
to 3
munity Center.
Chapter M, PEO Sisterhood
will meet for lunch at 12 noon
Meeting of the Town &
at the Triangle Restaurant
Country Homemakers Club
with first fall meeting to
has been changed from
follow.
tonight to Sept. 20.
Pennyrile Tours' annual
potluck will be held at
Christian County High School,
Hopkinsville, with social hour
at 5:30 and dinner at 6:30 p.m.
All Pennyrile riders and
persons interested in travel
pictures, slides, and tours are
invited.

Cub, Scout, and Explorer
Leaders' "Roundtable"
meeting for adults of the
Chickasaw District of Boy
Golden Age Club members
Scouts will be held at the
are invited to a potluck at the
Fellowship Hall of the First
WOW Hall at 3 p.m. Each one
Baptist Church, Mayfield, at 7
is to bring a vegetable, salad,
p.m. For information call 753or dessert.
6090.
A

Friday,Sept. 14
Activities for Hazel Senior
Citizens will be at the Hazel
Community Center starting at
10 a.m.
Murray Shrine Club will
have a cookout at Kenlake
State Park at 5 p.m. Food and
drinks will be furnished by the
club.

Illicycle Safety Program,
sponsored by MSU Student
Government, will be at 9 a.m.
at Stewart Stadium.
Al-A-Thon will meet at 8
p.m. a Carman Pavillion,
College Farm Road. This is a
support group for families and
friends of alcoholics. For
information call 437-4229.

Special CCARC
Meet Thursday

SCORPIO
(Oct. 23 to Nov. 21)
Don't be careless ,
financial dealings
wit
The Special Recreation Participants and the Calloway
friends. Capitalize on opCounty Association for Retarded Citizens will meet
portunity for financial gar, Thursday, Sept. 13, at 7:30 p.m. in Room 240 of the Special
via career. Expand horizons
Education Building, Murray State University.
ARIES
SAGM'ARIUS
(Mar. 21 to Apr. 19 I
Following the program the CCARC will have a special
31/11
Be careful not to hurt the (Nov. 22 to Dec. 21
business meeting.
Not
a
time
to
mix person#
feelings
co-worker.
of
Afternoonentertainments life with business. Make plan,
should go well. Romance and for a trip with a close on,:'
Success
re
publishin4.
local visits are favored.
education and travel.
TAURUS
CAPRICORN
( Apr. 20 to May 20)
Dec. 22 to Jan. 19)
Capitalize on a chance to get
Advisers may be critical of
something valuable for home.
The Garden Department of the Murray Woman's Club and
Avoid frivolous expenditures. work projects, yet you should
the Cadiz Garden Club of Cadiz will be co-hosts for the
Don't expect to impress others capitalize on a chance to inmeeting of the Regional Audubon Garden Club on Thursday,
crease revenues through a
with show.
Oct.
11, at Lake Barkley Lodge.
new
work
endeavor.
GEMINI
All persons desiring to attend the meeting should have
AQUARIUS
(May 21 to June 20)
their money for the registration and luncheon in to Zula
Be respectful of elders. (Jan. 20 to Feb. 18)
Despite
Sykes, treasurer of the Garden Department of the Murray
some
slight
Avoid politeness unless its
re
Woman's Club, by Saturday, Sept. 22. Persons may call Mrs
enbased on genuine feeling. disagreement
Sykes at 753-3002,
Otherwise, sincerity may be tertainment plans, everything
should ultimately work out to
questioned.
furthur a sense of togetherCANCER
(June 21 to July 22)
4::) ness.
Watch out for antisocial PISCES
IRA G CORN, JR
ACES
)
Feb. 19 to Mar. 20)
feelings. You're in the mood to
The
potential
exists
for
a
withdraw. Be circumspect re
a financial opportunity. Don't row with a close one re a
domestic matter. Your best
NORTH
9-12-A
"If you have knowledge,
talk too much.
• Q 108 7
bet is to tackle household Jet others light their canLEO
• K 108
duties with gusto.
dles at it - Thomas Fuller.
(July 23 to Aug. 22)
•7
YOU
BORN
TODAY
have
Social life goes well
•K 9 6 5 2
more
leadership
ability
than
providing you forego boasting
WEST
EAST
West had an earful after
or ostentatious behavior. the typical member of your
•6 5 3 2
today's bidding was over. • A
sign.
The
scope
of
your
sucDon't be careless with money
9
✓ 64 32 '
cess depends on your vision. The opponents had found •
or valuable items.
•86 4 2
Q J 10 9 5
best
their
theoretical
spot,
In
business, you can succeed
VIRGO
•A 8 7
•Q J 10 3
in real estate, accounting, but West had all the inforAug. 23 to Sept. 22)
SOUTH
mation needed to give East
Not the time to charm management, and businesses
•K J 9 4
a blaze.
higher-ups. Take a back seat allied with the arts. If you let
•A Q J 7 5
Every
one
of
North's
•A K 3
and avoid too personal an yourself imagine yourself in a bids was correct.
The sin•4
attitude
with
business higher place, then you can gle raise in hearts was
associates. Research favored. assume leadership position in more descriptive
than bidthe world of public affairs.
LIBRA
Vulnerable: North one
spade
and the
ding
Writing,
theater,
and music
(Sept. 23 to Oct. 22) —
South. Dealer: South. The
to
three
raise
spades
deResist a tendency to be would appeal to the artistic scribed his holding accu- bidding:
antisocial. Accept invitations. side of your nature, whereas rately. In fact, there was South West North East
New friends made now will be building, buying, selling, little wrong with any of the
2V
1V
Pass
Pass
helpful. Prosperity re distant engineering and geology may bidding. Nevertheless, it 24.
Pass 34
Pass
satisfy
your
more
practical
matters.
Pass Pass Pass
gave West the clues to beat 4•
bent.
the hand.
West started with the
Opening lead: Deuce of
heart deuce, since he knew
hearts.
that East was short in
e are pleamal to announce that Janne has Cooper.
hearts and long in spades. win some games, but
bride-elect of Rand', Lynn Walker, has chosen her
Declarer won and led a sometimes the defenders
decorative accessories from the Bamboo Gardens.
trump to West's ace and learn just as much as the
Janice and Randy are to be married Sai Ur kly.
bidders.
West's continuation of the
November 3. 1079.
heart trey accomplished
Bid with Corn
two things.
It gave East a vital heart
9-12-B
ruff and it also told East South holds:
•K J 9 4
Hal. 121 .Suaili
75.1-0317
where West's dummy was
✓ A Q J 75
(Suit preference: when a • A K 3
choice exists, the lower •4
card requests the lower
side suit, the higher card
requests the higher suit 1.
South
North
East dutifully returned a iv
1•
club to West's ace and a
Fashions Outlet
ANSWER: Three diasecond heart ruff by East
meant down one.
monds. Jump shift in a
217 Tyson Ave., Paris, TOM,
Had West not tuned in on short suit to show the
the bidding and pictured strength and imply slam
invites rut I() help us celebrate our
possibilities. if North
the distribution, he may
well have led a routine shows interest, a slam may
queen of diamonds. In that be within reach.
case, declarer would win,
Send bridge questions to The
lead trumps and the de- Aces.
Register For Door Prizes
F'O Box 12383,
fenders would take only
Texas 75225, with self-addressed,
Hours: 9-5 Mon.-Sat.
stamped envelope for reply
West's two aces.
Scientific bidding may
What kind of day will
tomorrow be? To find out what
the stars say, read the
forecast given for your birth
Sign.
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Regional Garden
Meet At Barkley
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Friday,Sept. 14
Shopping for Murray Senior
Citizens will be held and call
753-0929 by 9 a.m. for morning
shopping and by 11:30 a.m. for
afternoon shopping.

Calloway -Marshall
Diabetes Association will
meet at 7 p.m. at the First
Presbyterian Church, Main
and 16th Streets.

Welcome Wagon Club will
have a salad supper at the
First Christian Church, North
Fifth Street, at 6:30 p.m. with
the regular meeting to follow.

tr.•ZS

eat-A(41..
By Abigail Van Buren

Links Sex
To Links
DEAR ABBY: My wife, a grandmother, plays golf every
day. Yesterday she said to me,"Honey, I think I know why
I've been playing such rotten golf lately. I'm not getting
enough loving." She explained that her putting and chipping
were way off because she was tense and uptight instead of
relaxed.
Well, I didn't want to let her down so 1 mustered some
strength hoping to improve her .golf game.
This afternoon she handed me her golf scorecard as she
came off the course. It was seven strokes less than yester
day's!
"See. I told you!" she said. "I knew I was right!"
Abby, I still think one thing has nothing to do with the
other. What do you think?
GOLFING GRANDPA IN S. CALIFORNIA
DEAR GRANDPA: There's only one way to find out.
Continue mustering enough strength to follow through
daily. If her score goes DOWN,I hope your strength holds
UP!
• DEAR ABBY: We speak for countless others who, after
having spent a lifetime working to get a place of retirement,
find that we have been "had- by friends and relatives who
come out of the woodwork because we have a place on the
lake.
My husband and I built our summer place with our own
hands -clearing land, felling trees, digging wells and
building our home. In the land of 10,000 lakes, ours seems to
be the only lake with fish in it, and of course there's a tree
boat which is usually left dirty, pllis dead fish here and
there.
When we're not here, they take over as if the place were
their own, bringing friends who pass the word about the fan
tastic fishing.
We had planned on leaving this lovely place to our
children and grandchildren, but we are ready to sell- boat
and all.
We hope they take time out from fishing to read this. Sign
me ...

MAD IN MINNESOTA
DEAR MAD: People who are imposed upon constantly
should not blame others because the,- themselves lack the
gumption to express their objections. Have you ever
thought of putting new locks on your home and boat? If yogi
are too timid to speak your minds, that should do it for you.
DEAR ABBY: This letter is for the two boys who thought
it was useless to work,since their father made them put half
of all their income in the bank.
I am an 18-year-old who has been working steadily for twit
years. Last summer I held two jobs. Now I'm ready to move
out of my parents• house, buy a car and go to a one-year
school.
The problem? I have only $8 in my wallet, and $20 in my
bank account.
My parents never made me save, so I frittered away my
money. Right now, Fm waiting for a loan so I can go to
school. A car and apartment are totally out of the question.
I am the most dependent 18,year-old I know. Please learn
from my mistakes and be thankful that your parents forced
you to save. I wish my parents had been more like yours.
FRITTERED AWAY
CONFIDENTIAL TO "STEADY READER IN
NEWCASTLE, PA.": Don't expect to find an honest part
ner for a crooked deal.
Do you wish vou had more friends? For the secret of
popularity; get Abby's new booklet: "How lo Be Popular:
You're Never Too Young or Too, Old." Send SI with a long,
self-addressed, stamped 128 cents1 envelope to Abby, 132
Lasky Drive, Beverly Hills, Calif. 90212.

Stride Rite
fits your baby for
each stage ci
foot development.

nP

Firstie

Intermediate

Bamboo Gardens

A• Z„sa?,

sila. &A,42,

s0a,

Advanced Walkers

Shoes for babies learning to stand,
start'r ig to walk,and actively walking.

8trideRite
•

2nd Anniversary
September 13, 14 & 15

Ch0c1snwn's Shoo Std.

Southstde Shopping Cantor

Murray, Ky

753-4383

•
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Brooks-Starke Vows
In Church Ceremony
Mary
Catheryn
Brooks, daughter of Mr. and
Mrs. Charles Brooks, Grover,
Mu., was married to Patrick
B. Starke, son of Col. and Mrs.
William Starke, St. Roberts,
Mo., on Saturday, Aug. 11, at
the Community Christian
Church, Manchester, Mo.
The Rev. Paul Walker officiated at the candlelight
ceremony. Organ music was
presented by Bob Metzier for
the ceremony and also for the
candlelight lawn reception at
the Brooks' home.
Miss Karen Burton, Baldwin, Mo., served as maid of
honor. Serving as bridesmaids
were Mrs. Joyce Newcomb
O'Daniel, Nashville, Tenn.,
and Miss Lia Starke, St.
Roberts, Mo., sister of the
groom.
The groom chose H. A.
"Skip" Walter, Columbia,
Mo., as his best man. The
Ed
were
groomsmen
Wojcicki, Jennings, Mo., and
Doug Brooks, Grover, Mo.,
brother of the bride.
Grandparents of the bride—
Mr. and Mrs. Sam Calhoun,
Murray, ad Mr. and Mrs.
Basiel Brooks, Gilbertsville—
many friends, relatives, and
out of town guests were
ushered by Tim McCormick,
Ozark, Mo., and Scott Simon
and Gary Powell, Springfield,
Mo.
The bride, escorted to the
altar by her father, wore a
pure white qiana knit dress
fashioned in an empire
silhouette. The v-neckline was
of pearled, scalloped alencon
lace. The lace extended on the
bodice and the short cap
1111Sb
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Lavine Carter Presents
Program At Hopson Home
Lavine Carter presented the
program on the -Book of
Saul" at the meeting of the
Russell's Chapel United
Methodist Church Women
held Aug. 13 at the home of
Toni Hopson.
The devotion was given by
Edith McKinzie. Lois Sparks,
first vice president, led the
opening prayer and reported
on a paper on "Racial
Injustice."
A discussion was held on
"Things Methodists Believe
and Stand For."
Ginny Crihfield, Martha
Crass, and Edith McKinzie
were appointed as members of
the telephone committee.
Refreshments were served
by Mrs. Hopson and Helen
Hanchek to Lois Sparks,
Dorothy Sobieski, Ginny Crihfield, Edith McKinzie-,- Cecilia
Noonan, Martha Crass, Roxie
Jones, Shirley Garland, Billie
Marose,and Marion Fox.
The women will attend the
special program by Kay
Arthur, writer for Reach Out

where Mr. Starke will join the
law firm—Cochran, Tyree,
and
Barton,
Oswald,
McDonald in Blue Springs,
Mo. Mrs. Starke will be on the
legal staff of the Honorable
William H. Becker, Senior
Judge, Federal District Court,
Western District of Missouri.

Following the month's
Army Reserve Duty in
Alabama, the couple will
reside in Kansas City, Mo..

Carmichael Home Scene Of Meeting For
The Elm Grove Baptist Church Women
Jimmie Lee Carmichaelopened her home for the

It was announced that the
The program, directed by WMU Rally Day will be held
Lavine Carter, was on the at the First Baptist Church,
theme, "Bridging The Gap— Cadiz, on Thursday,Sept. 27.
Christians Reach Out To
Williams, Holton, Peggy Shoemaker, Other Races." She was
New officers elected for the
Barbara
president of the Xi Alpha Lois Ruis, Rowena Emerson, assisted by Juanita Lee, next church year were June
Delta Chapter of Beta Sigma Brenda Estes,' Barbara Bobbie Burkeen, June Crider, Crider, WMU director; Bobbie
Phi, presided at the meeting Chilcutt, Debbie Villaflor, and Mrs. Carmichael.
Burkeen, president; Jimmie
held Aug. 31.
Linda Knight, Wanda Morris,
June Crider gave the Lee Carmichael, program
At the close of the meeting
Norma Omelanuk, ha Brown, devotion and read scripture chairman; Mildred Cook,
an Exemplar Ritual was held and Barbara Williams.
form John 5:25-36. Hilda secretary; Lavine Carter and
for Brenda Estes and Linda
Maupin led in prayer for the Juanita Lee, mission chairCossey,
Letha
Cochran.
missionaries having birthdays men;
treasurer; Electa Fulkerson,
Refreshments were served.
on that day.
publicity chairman.
Members present were
Presiding at the meeting
PATIENT AT PADUCAH
Rheanetta Coleman, Linda
Burkeen,
Others present, not menBobbie
Recently dismissed from was
Cochran, Pam Thornton,
the Western Baptist Hospital, president, with reports being tioned, were Louise Outland,
Debbie Lyons, Joyce NunPaducah, was Coy Jones of given by Juanita Lee, Floy Caldwell, and Eunice
nally, Mary Graves, Glenda
secretary, and Letha Cossey, Shekell.
Hardin.
Wilson, Joyce Thomas, Vicky
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Fern Terrace Gazette

Group C of the Ladies
Tennis of the Murray Country
Club will play on Thursday,
Sept. 13, at 9:30 a.m. at the
club. Pairings are as follows:
Court One--Ann Haney,
Adkins, Sheila
Marilyn
Betty
and
Gnagan,
Buckingham.
Court Two—Sandy Coleman,
Mug Rigsby, Frances Hulse,
and Annie Knight.
Three--Sandy
Court
Brannon, Norma Frank, Sue
Spann,and Nancy Fandrich.
Any one needing a substitute
may call Janie Ryan.

1505 Stadium View Drive
Murray, Kentucky
Ph. 753-7109
NANNY GIRL
Editor, laVerne Tapp
Staff Sgt. and Mrs. Stephen
1G. Nanny of Bossier City, La.,
We at Fern Terrace want to wish a Happy Birare the parents of a baby girl,
thday to the following residents: Gladys Harr, DenLaurie Ann, weighing eight
nis Brandon, Robert Lovins, Evelyn Bryant,
pounds two ounces, measuring
Marguerite Currie, Lois Outland, Lue Finney,
Ed221,2 inches, born on Friday,
Thelma Byars, Lela Edwards, Mary Baker and
Aug. 31, at the hospital at the
na Linn.
Barksdale Air Force Base
Saturday we had a watermelon feast and we sinthere.
cerely want to thank the young men who donated
They have one son, Gregg,6.
them. Everyone enjoyed them and had all they
fill up
The father is serving with the
could hold. I didn't think it was possible to
on
Air Force.
Lowell Copeland stomach, but I think we did it
Grandparents are Mr. and
watermelon.
Mrs. Lester Nanny of Murray
We are still enjoying our flower garden out in
and Mr. and Mrs. Harold
front and they are still blooming.
Meekins of Bossier City, La. A
We want to wish a speedy recovery to Mr. Stanley
great grandmother is Mrs.
Grogan and Maud Wilson who are patients at the
John Sturdivant of Paris,
Murray Calloway County Hospital.
Mike
Tenn,
We also want to welcome back to our staff,
Butler who returned from the army. Welcome home
Mike.
and win- 4.7.
We only have a few rooms left for the fall
:s
the
during
yourself
by
be
to
want
HOSPITAL PATIENT
don't
you
if
ter so
with us ;.1Z
Mrs. Beulah Cain of Almo
cold and snowy days, check into staying
of cornhas been dismissed from the
here at Fern Terrace. You will have plenty
of.
care
Western Baptist Hospital,
taken
pany and be well
administrator tX.
: Paducah.
Come by and talk with Mrs. Tapp
living :4t.:
or Mrs. West, assistant administrator, about
1
!
753-7109. We are 4
PADUCAH PATIENT
at Fern Terrace or call LLB at
the
visit
you
have
and
you
Mrs. Nell Hendon of Murra)
with
talk
always glad to
.. has been
dismissed from
home
Lourdes Hospital, Paducah.
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CEPACOL
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TISSUE
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ALL SHADES
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to ask your surgeon about
whether the stretch marks
will be removed because it
depends on where they are
and what type of surgery he
decides to do.
You'll need to follow a sensible diet plan to avoid regaining your weight. I am sending
you The Health Letter number 4-7. Weight Losing Diet
which you can use as a guide.
Other readers who want this
issue can send 75 cents in
check or coin with a long.
stamped, self-addressed envelope for it. Send your request
to me, in care of this newspaper, P.O. Box 1551, Radio City
Station, New York, NY 10019.
And don't forget to keep up
your exercise and proper diet
program. You're absolutely
right that exercise helps a lot
in such situations.

Tennis Group Will
Play On Thursday

SHAMPOO OR
CONDITIONER
4(

OR UNSCENTED
LIMIT 2

SALE ENDS SEPT. 1 7141

Lawrence E. Lamb,M.D.
this same problem Thank
God I'm thin at last.
DEAR READER — First,
congratulations. That's a
major achievement. The fact
that you've been able to keep
it off suggests that you have
improved your life style so
that you can avoid obesity in
the future if you really want
to.
I do advise people to wait a
year after a weight loss
before they undergo surgery
That is not because I think the
skin is really going to shrink
that much or regain its elasticity.
One of the biggest reasons
is that I know that many people who lose weight regain it
almost as fast. That's' because
they really didn't change their
life style. It would be a mistake to lose all that weight
and have surgery and then
gain back all your fat You
can pretty well separate out
the person who is going to
stick to a life style to avoid
obesity and the person who
won't by seeing what happens
to him for a year after he has
completed his weight loss.
You've done the right thing
in seeing a plastic surgeon to
gain information. Different
doctors have different
approaches to the problem
and, of course, it depends a lot
on just how much of a problem really exists. You'll have

treasurer. Plans for the Week
of Prayer for State Missions,
Sept. 9-16, were made.

meeting of the Elm Grove
Baptist Church Women held
Aug. 14 at 1:30 p.m. Eleven
members were present.

Xi Alpha Delta Chapter of Beta
Sigma Phi Holds Regular Meeting

DRUG

HEALTH
DEAR DR LAMB — I am a
20-year-old woman and I successfully lost over 100 pounds
in a little over a year I carried most of the weight in my
stomach area and was left
with excessively stretched
skin and stretch marks. I read
in your column, where you
once advised a person to wait
a year after her weight loss
before she had surgery to take
up the excess skin. I've waited
a year and haven't noticed
any remarkable improvement I've exercised through
the entire weight loss and for
several years before, which
has helped tremendously.
Unfortunately. I'm left with
an apron on my upper and
lower abdomen I've seen a
plastic surgeon about it and
he felt it would never go back
in place I have mixed feelings about the operation and
would appreciate your suggestions
I understand the operation
entails a "bikini cut" and
about 150 stitches or staples.
The doctor said he would have
to remove some fat cells that
were still there and make a
new opening for my navel.
Will the surgery aid in
keeping the weight off and
will the stretch marks be
removed through the surgery"
I'm sure there are other people who have lost a lot of
weight who are faced with

and teacher of a large Sunday
School Class at Atlanta, Ga.,
and Chattanooga, Tenn., on
Friday, Sept. 14, at the First
United Methodist Church,
Paris, Tenn, The Russell's
Chapel women will meet at the
church at 8:30 a.m. to leave
for the meeting.

BEGLEY'S

.Mr. arid $1rs. Patrick B. Starke
sleeves, and encircled the
waistline. The long skirt was
fully pleated extending into a
full sweep chapel train.
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Join Begley's Senior Citizen Savings Plan
If you are 60 years of age or older you are eligible. Stop by
our store today and fill out an application. Save an additional
10% on our already low prescription prices.
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Prices Good Thur. Sept. 13 Thru Wed. Sept. 19

With Beans
Missouri

Watermellons

O'Sage
Freestone

Michigan

Damsons

Peaches

Fresh Crisp

Orange
Juice
$199

Lettuce

Large Mead

a

49c

a:
Li
ti
ti.

Save 50

1 gal

th

Gala
— •

Pet Ritz 2 in pkg. 9"

Towels
Big Rolls
Save 26c

5

Chicken

Runts

Morton Beef, Chicken, Turkey

Chuck
Roast

2 lb. 10 pieces

Pot Pies

a

$2'9
89c
69c Tuna

re
te
:

Clover Leaf White Grated

Frosty Acres Cut

89c

32 oz.
Sara
26'

pkg.

Banquet Fried

Tomat
Catsu
U.S.11A. Choice Bee

2

9c Pie Shells

24
or

$1

Corn

ti•

Nabisco Saltine
lb

Crackers
59c

it

1 Lb. Box Save 26e

Bonnie

Dog
Food
Ration

CRUM* STY1

Ken-L-Ration

Dog
Food
15 oz.
Savo
30'

Field's
Sliced

Showboat

Pork
Beans

Whole Tomatoes

Save 21'2
Martha White

Waldorf

Bathroo
Tissue

p

Macaroni & maco„„,
Cheese
cheese

4

DINNER

4 Roll

Luck's

Pkg.
Save 34'

Great Northern
Pin17toOz. Save
Bea
ns
9'

79c
tqlb
Eggs
3

Lynn Grove
Grade "A"
Large

141'2 OZ.
1 lb Pkg.

$100
cans

Limo 1
Doz. at

For 89c

•
0

Ban Roll-On

With 510.00
Order or More

a

this price

please

a

•
Lower Overhead
Means Lower Prices

"If You Matc lur •LIO I Y••• ou ant :eat I ur rice

We Reserve the

Home Owned

Right to Limit
Quantities

and
Home Operated
Joe M. Porker
and
Sammy Joe Parker
Owners,

We Accept U.S.
Government

Food Stamps

Downtown Shopping Center
•

HOURS: 7.. m.-9 p. m. Mon.-So.
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Looking Back
10 Years Ago

EDITORIAL

Murray State University will receive
$211,900 to aid in building a housing
complex for 96 student families under
the College Housing Loan Program of
the Department of Housing and Urban
Development.
Deaths reported include Ray
Kuykendall, 55, and Mrs. Zetra Garg us
Ray, 57.
Buddy Hewitt, chairman of the
Special Problems Committee of the
Murray City Council, urged the council
to take immediate action to bring some
order to the traffic pattern around
Carter School. He suggested one-way
streets for the school area.
A new home in the Jackson Acres
Subdivision, located at Highway 121
South and Locust Grove Road, is now
open for inspection.
Prof. John Gordon Taylor of the
Education Department, Murray State
University, spoke on "Let's Keep Our
Teenagers In School" at the meeting of
Sigma Department of the Murray
man's Club.

Congratulations
Murray Lions Club
A group of Murray business
and professional leaders held at
meeting in 1939 that proved to
be a boon to Murray and
Calloway County.
At that meeting, forty years
ago this month, the Murray
Lions Club, one of the most active and productive organizations in the history of the community, was established.
A gala banquet celebrating "
the 40th Anniversary of the
Murray Lions Club was held
Tuesday night, dedicated to the
24 charter members of the
organization.
One of those charter
members, Bryan Tolley, is still
an active member of the club
today and has established a
record of 40 years of perfect attendance, a mark that will probably never be matched.
It would be impossible to list
here the many, many contributions the Murray Lions Club
has made to our community

over the years. It would be
easier to note — and we do so
without qualification — that
without a Murray Lions Club,
Murray and Calloway County
could not have made as easily
the great strides into the future
that have been taken during
these forty years.
We join the rest of the community in saluting the Murray
Lions Club on its 40th Birthday!
We also salute each and every
member, both past and present, who has contributed so
much to improving the lifestyle
of the citizens of our community.
The efforts of organizations
such as the Murray Lions Club
are the mainstays of the community life that we know and
love in Murray,Kentucky.
We know that with civic
groups such as this in our
midst, the next forty years will
be as fruitful and productive as
the past forty have been.

Mulligan's Stew

Irish Brogue
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By HUGH A. MULLIGAN
AP Special Correspondent
BARLEY COVER, Ireland ( AP) —
"Is the salmon poached?" I aged the
busboy at our seaside hotel in wild and
wonderful West Cork_
"It is not," he replied with shocked
indignation. "Sure the governor bought
it down at the market this morning."
_ I &odd have, known from the song
and my awn heritage that GI TreTand
they speak a language that the
strangers never knew. Full of flights of
fancy that language is, and it falls on
the ear like the melodious music of
heavenly harp strings, which
sometimes get entangled with the Cork.
Are the oysters fresh?" I heard an
English tourist ask the waiter at a
golfing hotel in County Mayo
"Indeed they are, sir," he answered
in tones of truth varnished only by the
twinkle in his dark eyes. "They came
down on the bus this afternoon."
The hotel's venerable caddy master,
they tell me,once had this advice for an
American lady who had hooked a half
dozen golf balls into Clew Bay and left
another dozen scattered about the
benches on the first tee:
"I think you'd do a wee bit better,
madam, if you didn't lift your hind leg
so much."
That evening around the polished
brass stout knobs in the hotel bar one of
the English visitors on "His Hob"
belched forth a solution to the Ulster
problem that entailed replacing the
British army with Commonwealth
troops from Nigeria and Malaysia "To
Dc-fuse the religious aspect."
Now there's an interesting bit of
utter nonsense," said the publican in
one of those scatback Irish sentences
that can reverse their field and score in
any direction.
Your London man, as they say here,
tried to nod knowingly, but he couldn't.
He was already decapitated. King
James II was similarly scalped on the
razor's edge of Irish wit after losing his
throne at the Battle of the Boyne.
Fleeing from the scene, he managed
to get to Dublin and burst in on his
friend, Lady Tyconnell, complaining
about the conduct of the Irish troops on
his side.
"The cowards ran," cried the king.
"Indeed, your Majesty," said Lady
Tyrcinnell with a smile thinner than a
rapier, "I see you won the race."
A British judge presiding over the
trial of an IRA man on terrorist charges
at the Old Bailey was likewise dewigged when he interrupted an Irish
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lawyer's flow of native oratory on a
point of law.
"Surely," suggested His Worship,
"your client is aware of the doctrine of
'de minimis non curat lex?"
"I can assure you, my Lord," the
Blarney Stone was rolled back with
ease, "that in the remote and
inhospitable hamlet where the
defendant has his humble thatched
cottage, it Toms the sok lépIrof
conversation."
Or as Senator Boyle Roche once told
the Irish Parliament, "The cup of
Ireland's troubles has been overflowing
for years and it's not full yet."
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IMEARTIN
Heartline is a service for senior
citizens. Its purpose is to answer
questions and solve problems — fast. If
you have a question or a problem not
answered in these columns, write
Heartline, 114 East Dayton Street, West
Alexandria, Ohio 45381. You will
receive a prompt reply, but you must
include a stamped, self-addressed
envelope. The most useful replies will
be printed in this column.
HEARTLINE: My wife recently
became disabled due to a stroke. She is
partially paralyzed, but can move a few
steps at a time with a walker. She
cannot, however, go up or down stairs.
I checked into a chair elevator — a
stair glide which goes up and down the
steps powered by a motor. This gadget
is expensive but essential, because our
house is old (built about 50 years ago)
and has a bathroom upstairs and
downstairs but none on the ground
floor.
I am not physically able to carry my
wife. We have no relatives or friends
nearby, and we can't afford to hire a
full-time person to carry her. I could
afford a stair glide with Medicare's
help, but I am told that Medicare will
not help pay for this. I just cannot
understand why they don't, if they
don't. This sure looks to me like
something that is medically necessary.
What do you say? — K.O.
You were told correctly. Medicare
will not help pay for a stair glide.
elevator or any similar item. According
to Medicare sources, these are considered luxury items. We have been
given different philosophies for the
why's of this ruling over the years. The
general opinion is that there are too
many other options, which include
moving to another house and
remodeling.
For those persons who are interested
in information about the entire
Medicare program, we have written
Heartline's guide to Medicare. To order
send $1.75 to Medicare Guidebook, 114
East Dayton St., West Alexandria, Ohio
45381.
HEARTLINE: I have read about the
Heartline Pen Pal Club from time to
time over the years. But, until recently,

The Story Of

I never really understood how dreadful
loneliness can be. My husband died six
months ago, and three months ago, my
youngest son got married and moved
out of the state. I just sit around, watch
TV, read, clean the house — over and
over and over! What must I do to
receive information on Heartline's Pen
Pal Club? — R. W.
People seldom realize how terrible
loneliness can be until they experience
it Loneliness is a primary problem in
our society today, especially among the
elderly. Our society has come a long
way with social groups and functions
for the elderly, but the sad fact remains
that thousands of older Americans still
sit in small apartments and houses,
isolated farms and institutions, suffering the agony of loneliness.
We know that our Pen Pal Club, to
many people, would seem a lot of
foolishness. We also know, because our
members have told us, that we have
helped thousands of senior citizens

Washington Today

WASHliskiTON (AP) - In politics as
in show business, the real professional
always leaves the audience wanting
more. And Sen. Edward M. Kennedy is
a political pro.
That's one of the reasons his 1980
campaign plans are unfolding bit by bit
— a tantalizing hint here, a poker face
disclaimer there.
That way, -the momentum keeps
building in one of the most active non.
campaigns ever waged. There now are
draft-Kennedy movements in at least 19
states, and while the Massachusetts
senator has told their leaders he is not a
candidate, he's never said never.
There is, after all, the small matter of
an incumbent Democratic president in
the way. President Carter has given no
signals that he is anything but a candidate for re-election.
By all accounts, Kennedy is
becoming convinced that Carter's
political troubles are chronic and
cannot be healed in time for next yea r'S
election.
At an Aug.9 meeting with Gov. Hugh
Carey and Sen. Daniel P. Moynihan of
New York, Kennedy expressed concern
that Carter might lose to a conservative
Republican.
He also is said to have told them he
was worried that a Carter-led
Democratic ticket might suffer
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By Dorothy and Kerby Jennings
@Wright, 1171
•++++++++++++++++

This was the 1914 year when the Hazel Hotel, owned by the
closed Bank of Hazel, burned to the ground on Dec. 22. In an
effort to upgrade the Murray Brass Band, Dr. A. V. McRee, secretary and treasurer of the band, secured the services of Mr. Frank
Sylvestor as instructor. A new sprinkler for the town streets was
purchased. Melvin Blalock was named postmaster at Hamlin,
G. W. Smith at New Concord, and J. E. Moody at Hymon. Miss
Alice Waters, after 22 years in missionary work, was returning to
China at the end of the year after enjoying a vacation ansLengaging
in study back in the States. The Murray Driving Club leased the
fair grounds for a July 4th afternoon of races and music by the
Alin° and Murray bands. The fall meeting of the fair was cancelled "because of bad crop conditions," but failed to mention the
winnowing effects Brother Taylor had on fair attendance. Despite
the adverse effects of weather, a New Concord barber placed the
following classified ad: "When you want your hair cut come to
Concord and bring 10 cents." This was also the 1914 year when
the last of the famed passenger pigeons previously mention, died
in September at the Cincinnati Zoological Gardens at the age of 30
years.
Cora Lockhart was injured when hit by a car driven by Deplit
Sheriff Tom Jones on court square, thus marking the first pedestrian
injury by an automobile machine. The Murray Surgical Hospital
acquired a new Case five passenger touring car, "a brilliant looking
machine." The business organization of the new hospital underwent
a change in management that would have profound effect for many
years. It was the dissolution of the medical staff of Mason, Evans
& Keys with Dr. Ben Keys leaving. At the close of the year Dr.
Evans also left the hospital staff.
To Be Continued

make new friends with whom they
share their memories, families, hobbies and in some cases gossip. For
some people, it may not be the answer,
but for many, it is.
For complete information on the club
and an enrollment card, send a long,
self-addressed, stamped evelope to
Heartline American 60 Club, 114 East
Dayton St., West Alexandria, Ohio
45381. Remember,though, that this is a
club exclusively for senior citizens and
we do not accept members under the
age of 50.
HEARTL1NE: Is it true that ally part
of the $60 deductible I pay for Medicare
this year can also be applied for next
year? — H. S.
In some cases this is true. If you meet
all or any portion of your Medicare
deductible in the last three months of
the year (October, November,
December), that part of the previous
year's deductible can also be counted
toward the following year's $60 annual
deductible.
By WALTER R. MEARS
AP Special Correspondent

Kennedy's Plan

Calloway
County
1822-1916
•
••-+•

20 Years Ago

WRITE TO POLITICIANS
AS.-.a service to our readers, The
Times
&
Ledger
Murray
periodically publishes the addresses
of the state and federal elected
representatives serving our area.
FEDERAL LEVEL
Any senator or representative
may be reached through the
congressional switchboard, 202-2243121.
Here are the mailing addresses:
Sen. Walter D. Huddleston
3327 Dirksen Building Washington,
D. C. 20510
Sen. Wendell H. Ford
4107 Dirksen Building
Washington. D. C. 20510
Murray Field Office, 753-1852
Rep. Carroll Hubbard, Jr.
204 Cannon House Office Bldg.
Washington, D. C. 20515
STATE LEVEL
State legislators may be reached
in Frankfort when the General
Assembly is in session by dialing 1564-2500 or by writing to them in care
of the State Capitol Building.
Frankfort, Ky. 40601." Home
addresses of state legislator,
a re :
.
serving Calloway: County
Sen. Richard Weisenberger
Route 7.
Ky. 42066
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wholesale defeats, particularly in the
Senate. There will be 34 Senate elections next year, and 24 of them are for
seats now held by Democratic senators.
Kennedy was quoted as telling the
two New York Democrats that "by
Thanksgiving I'll have a pretty good
idea" as to whether he will run in 1980.
What Kennedy already has going
amounts to a national campaign
without a national he,adquarters.
The whole operatkin got fresh impetus when he chose to tell the world
that his mother and his wife have said
they wouldn't object if he ran in 1960.
Kennedy followed that up by saying
he still is not a candidate, and had no
particular time frame for deciding
when to become one.
He didn't repeat what had been his
standard line: that he expected Carter
to be the nominee and intended to
support him.
The uproar that generated is what
sets the last of the Kennedy brothers
apart from any other political figure. It
was a response Kennedy surely anticipated. It was read by some
Democrats as the functional equivalent
of a declaration of candidacy. The
draft-Kennedy people rejoiced, and
said it would be a big help in their efforts to organize and raise funds.
Anyone else would have been laughed
out of the running for announcing that
he had his mother's permission to run
for president. But for Kennedy,last son
of a family that has suffered two
political assassinations, it seemed
natural.

Bible Thought
So we, being many, are one body
In Christ, and every one members
one of another. Romans 12:5.
The unity of the church depends
on the participation of individual
members.
WRITE A LErrEht
Letters to the editor are welcomed
and encouraged. All letters must be
signed by the writer and the writer's
address and phone number must be
included for verification. The phone
number will not be published.
Letters should be typewritten and
double-spaced whenever possible
and should be on topics of general
interest.
Editors reserve the right to
condense or reject any letter and
limit frequent writers.
Address correspondence to:
Editor, The Murray Ledger &
Times, Box 32, Murray, Ky. 42071

Buford Hurt, chairman of the
Murray-Calloway County Airport
Board, said that groundwork has been
laid for the past several months to get
some action on a good airport here. An
architect and engineering firm have
been hired and an application has been
made for state and federal assistance.
Deaths reported include Harry C
Guier, 48, and Mrs. W. G. Page, 73.
Building permits totaling $65,250
were issued from Aug. 1 to 31 by the
City Building Inspector, I. H. Key.
Jimmy Thompson, vice president of
the Kentucky Future Farmers of
America, will represent the state in a
goodwill tour of Memphis, Tenn., on
Sept. 15. He is the son of Mr. and Mrs.
Pat Thompson and a graduate of
Murray College High School.
The Murray Woman's Club heard a
musical program by a trio composed of
Mrs. H. Glenn Doran, Mrs. John Ed
Scott, and Mrs. Stub Wilson with Mrs.
Richard Farrell as accompanist at the
general fall meeting on Sept. 10.

30 Years Ago
Gingles Wallis, head of Wallis Drug
Company here, has been elected
president of the West Kentucky
Pharmaceutical Association at --the
meeting held at Paducah.
Deaths reported include Mrs.
Dorothy Mangrtun, 63, Mrs. Barry
Winchester, 63, Mrs. Maggie Dycus, 70,
and Henry L. Rudd, 52.
An appreciation dinner was given by
the Woodmen of the World Life
Insurance Company last night at the
Murray Woman's Club House in honor
of Max Hurt, national treasurer of the
organization, who will !alive soon to
conduct his offices in Omaha, Neb.
Waters, retired
Miss Alice
missionary to China for 43 years, now
residing in Murray, was honored
recently at a party on her 81st birthday.
The Rev. George Bell, pastor of the
First Methodist Church, Murray, will
be the speaker at the annual revival
services at the New Hope Methodist
Church, Sept. 18 to 24.

Today In History
By The Associated Press
Today is Wednesday, Sept. 12, the
255th day of 1979. There are 110 days left
in the year.
On this date in 1944, the first
American troops reached German soil
in World War II.
On this date:
In 1814, American forces successfully
defended Baltimore against the British
in the War of 1812.
In 1869, the National Prohibition
Party was organized in Chicago.
In 1943, during World War II, dictator
Benito Mussolini was rescued by
German paratroopers from a hotel
where he was being held by the Italian
government
In 1945, Gen. Douglas MacArthur had
the secret Black Dragon Society
dissolved in Japan and many of its
leaders arrested.
In 1953, Sen. John F. Kennedy of
Masschusetts married Jacqueline
Bouvier in Newport, R.I.
In 1965, an estimated 75 people were
killed when Hurricane Betsy hit
Florida, Louisiana, Mississippi, and
Arkansas.
Ten years ago: President Richard
Nixon ordered bombing missions
resumed in the Vietnam war, saying
the Communists did not intend to scale
down the fighting.
Five years ago: Marcus Wayne
Chennault was sentenced to death for
murdering Dr. Martin Luther King's
mother and a Baptist church deacon.
One year ago: Busing began for
62,000 Los Angeles pupils in an effort to
Integrate the nation's second-largest
school district. Many parents kept their
children home in protest.
Today's birthdays: Former Olympic
star Jesse Owens is 66. Publisher Alf.1-ecl
Knopf is 86.
Thought for today Books are good
enough in their own way, but they are a mighty bloodless substitute for life —
Robert Louis Stevenson (1850-18941.
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Save 40°cb.

Country-Pride
Grade 'A'

Fresh
Pork

WHOLE
FRYERS

SPARE
RIBS

See the Tape Value Gifts
catalog and start saving today

?

Lb. Limit 2

• USDA Choice

S119 Bryan

Fresh Boston Butt Pork

Rib Steak
USDA Choice Club

Fresh Pork

Steak

Cutlets

USDA Choice
Rib Eye

Field Smokec

Breast
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King Cotton

Corn Dogs
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YOU CHOOSE the gift for which

YOU SAVE your register tapes

YOU ENJOY your gifts
which are sent prepaid direct
to your home.

If you now do some of your
shopping elsewhere, it will
pay you to do all of your
shopping with us and receive
TAPE VALUE GIFTS.,.

S149

Pizza

Save20°Lb.

Save20'

Sliced Slab

Morrell

BACON
Family Pack

you wish to save. Then, depending
on which gift you choose, begin
saving $300,$600 or $900 in
register tapes.

in the special collectors envelope
each time you shop in
our store.
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Sweet Potatoes
Red Radishes
Celery
Carrots
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Order Excluding Tobacco &
Dairy Products
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Cole Slaw
BBO Pork Sandwich
Baked Ham
Donuts
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Corn Snacks
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Hard To Watch
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Boone Forced To Make Play-Or-Wait Decision

on
CO

By TONY WILSON
Ledger & Times Sports Editor

Tony Boone (below right) listened to fellow linebacker Donald White (24) in Murray State's season opener against
Southeast Missouri two weeks ago. Last week, though Boone was forced to the sidelines above I after a knee injury in the
SEMO game.

Tony Boone knew he wasn't going to
play a week beforehand,but he admits
that fact really didn't hit him until just
before his Murray State teammates ran
onto the field to face Evansville last
Saturday.
"That was the hardest thing to take
I've ever experienced," he said while
watching the Racers workout yesterday. "I felt like I should be running out
there with them.
For good reason. Boone hadn't missed seeing at least part-time action since
his freshman year at Murray High
School. But the knee injury he sustained
Sept. 1 in the waning moments of the
Racers' game against Southeast
Missouri ended that string.
With only minutes left, Boone, a
senior linebacker, pursued a SEMO ball
carrier in search of a tackle. "I thought
Bud Foster was going to make it, so I
didn't hit the guy." But the SEMO runner's weight was thrown against'his
leg, and Boone went down. Hard.
Now he faces the prospect of missing,
at worst, the rest of the season and at

best, five to six more games. To compound matters, he must decide when
he is healthy again whether or not to
play the remainder of the season.
That, in itself, doesn't seem to be too
hard a choice, unless one knows that if
Boone chooses not to play again this
year, he can become what's known as a
"hardship" case. If a player hasn't
played in more than two games because
of an injury, he can maintain that year
of eligibility and carry it on until the
next year.
Boone himself isn't sure which route
he will take, but he says the chances of
his playing next year "are probably
good. I'll have to consider how good I
feel, and how well the team is doing as
to playing this year. That would be a
factor,too," Boone says.
Murray State. coach Mike Gottfried
says he won't recommend to Boone,
who was the only senior on the defensive unit, a particular decision when he
has his ankle-to-thigh cast removed.
"That wouldn't be fair to Tony," said
Gottfried."To ask him to play, or to ask
him to sit out the rest of the year is
something I won't do. He's earned the

With NFL Season Only Weeks
Old, New York Teams Flounder
By HAL BOCK
AP Sports Writer
We are barely out of August, just past
Labor Day. The first leaves of autumn
have yet to fall and already, the
professional football season in New
York might just as well be over.
Between them, the Jets and Giants
have played four games and the next
victory either one of them gets will be
the first. They are depressing.
Down and out teams sell hope. The
Jets and Giants sell memories.
People jam Giants Stadium because
it's a great place to watch football and
because the home team once had
players named Conerty and Gifford,
Grier and Huff. Now, 20 years later,
management is still cashing in on the
excitement those players produced.
The fans come early for the tailgate
parties and stay late for the postgame
parties. The day is rudely interrupted
by the game that invariably includes
the spectre of a poor soul named Joe
Pisarcik being slammed to the ground
time after time by large and angry

opposing players.
Pisarcik has been sacked 14 times in
two games. Bob Pollard of the St. Louis
Cardinals, who turned him into a yo-yo
four times last Sunday, vaguely
recalled hearing the Giant quarterback
groan. It might, however, have been the
crowd.
There was solace for Giant fans,
though, because up in New England,
the inspired Jets held the Patriots to 56
points while scoring three of their own.
The gamblers who took New York and
54 points came out winners.
The Jets spent the exhibition season
trying to decide who would be their
quarterback, Richard Todd or Matt
Robinson. Neither will be mistaken for
Joe Namath, on whose Super Bowl
memory the Jet fans still revel. The
training camp-long competition did
little more than create confusion in the
offensive unit that hardly needed that
commodity.
The Jets might better have spent the
preseason wondering who would be in
their secondary. Passers' eyes light up
when they see the imposters disguised

as New York's safeties and cornerbacks.
Losing 56-3 the way the Jets did last
Sunday is embarrassing and they know
It.
Blowing a 14-0 lead to lose 27-14 in
your own building the way the Giants
did last Sunday is embarrassing and
they know it, too.
The question now is: What do the
coaches do about it?
Ray Perkins, the freshman coach of
the Giants, challenged his club after
Sunday's loss to the Cardinals. He said
the players were not willing to pay the
price necessary to win and that he
would weed out the losers.
But who's to blame? Is it the players,
caught in a revolvingdoor roster, or a
management that picks up other clubs'
rejects on waivers and puts them in the
starting lineup three days after they get
to town/
That's what happened to Gus Coppens and Tom Neville — both rushed
into a patchwork offensive line that has
allowed Pisarcik to be turned into a
punching bag for aggressive defenders.

Phils Lead East By Points Only

By FRANK BROWN
AP Sports Writer
One would think the
inescapable pressure of the
pennant race would be a
heavy burden for a player to
bear, day in and day out. But
four National League clubs
seem to be enjoying every
second of it:
—"It's a pleasure to come to
work," said Pittsburgh pitcher Dave Roberts, who
celebrated his 35th birthday
Tuesday night with a 7-3
triumph over the St. Louis
Cardinals that virtually kept
the Pirates first in the East.
—"I can't believe this team
... It's just a pleasure to watch
them," said Montreal's Dan
Schatzeder, the winning
pitcher in the 3-2 Expos
triumph which gave them a
sweep of their twinighter with
the Chicago Cubs and a share
of first place with Pittsburgh
in the East.

Cardinals and retain a halfgame lead over Montreal,
even though the Expos —
winners 14 times in their last
15 games — own first place by
six one-hundred-thousandths
of a point.
"This whole club is a different world. I see what I've
been missing all my life," said
Roberts, who notched his 100th
career triumph.
Willie Stargell's two-run
homer was the big hit for the
Pirates, who have won 13 of 17
but lost ground when the
Expos swept Tuesday night.
"We're making the unbelievable plays that you have

to make (to win a divisional
crown)," said Schatzeder,
who watched Dave Cash drive
in the Warren Cromartie with
the winning run in the fifth
inning of the nightcap.
Cash had five hits in the
twinbill. Andre Dawson paced
Montreal's 13-hit attack with
three runs batted in, leading
the Expos to an 8-6 triumph in
the opener despite Dave
Kingman's 45th homer of the
year.
Dave Concepcion hit a tworun homer and George Foster
followed with a solo shot in the
seventh inning to help Cincinnati beat Houston.

Well, that notion evaporated
under the Riverfront Stadium
lights: Richard lasted just five
innings and Seaver managed
52-3 as the teams combined for
28 hits including 10 doubles
and the two homers I and 17
runs.

Only 20 Days Left For Teams
To Decide 3 Pennant Chases

a percentage point in the East
By JOHN NELSON
AP Sports Writer
since the Expos have two
NATIONAL LEAGUE
Three of the four pennant fewer losses, and the Cinraces in the two leagues still cinnati Reds led Houston by a
remain very much in doubt half game in the West.
"It was one of the most with less than 20 days left in
The Reds and Astros have
exciting games I've ever been the 1979 baseball season.
traded that lead five times
in,- said Houston third
Only Baltimore in the since Aug. 28.
baseman Enos Cabell, even American League East is
Milwaukee is in the odd
though the Astros dropped a running away with its position of not having a single
wild and crazy 9-7 decision to division, while the AL West division game left, and the
Cincinnati and watched the and both divisions in the Brewers must rely on other
Reds replace them atop the National League remain East Division teams to slow
West Division.
close. And it looks like direct down the torrid pace of the
The four clubs with pennant confrontations between the Orioles.
fever left the dreariness of the pennant contenders in each of
The Orioles, who'sport the
season's final weeks to the those divisions could decide it. best record in baseball, have
noncontenders,
as
the
After Tuesday night's ac- won 14 of their last 19 games.
Philadelphia Phillies bested tion, Baltimore held an 11- They have not lost more than
the New York Mets 5-2, the game lead over Milwaukee in four in a row since July 7 when
San Diego Padres topped the the Al East, but the California they ended their longest losing
Los Angeles Dodgers 3-1 and Angels led the Kansas City streak of the season at five
the Atlanta Braves nipped the Royals by only four games in games.
San Francisco Giants 2-1.
the West.
The Orioles have three
The Pirates got four innings
In the National League, games left against the Boston
of three-hit relief from the Montren1 led Pittsburgh by Red Sox, who trail by 13v2
veteran Roberts to defeat the less than one one-hundredth of games, Sept. 14-16 in

Baltimore, and finish up with
home-and-away series against
Cleveland
and Detroit.
Milwaukee finishes up against
Oakland, California, Minnesota and Seattle.
In the National League
East, Pittsburgh and the
surprising Expos are locked in
battle that could well be
settled by the six games left
between the two clubs.
The Pirates play two games
in Montreal Sept. 17-18, then
play four at home against
Montreal Sept. 24-26, including
a twi-night double-header on
the 24th.
The Astros, who led by 10
games 'tack on the Fourth of
July before losing 12 of 13,
may have the toughest row to
hoe down the stretch. Houston
has only five home games
remaining this season, while
they play 13 on the road
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Murray-Mayfield
Football Tickets
To Be Available

th.
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'rickets for both students
and adults for the Murray
High football game at
Mayfield Friday will be $3 at
the gate, but tickets will be
available at Murray High until
noon Friday, it Was announced
yesterday.
Students may purchase
tickets for $1.50 at Murray
High, while adults may purchase one of 300 reserved-seat
tickets allocated to Murray
High at $3 each.
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th
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Cawley Ousts
Siegel In Tokoyo

Rose's Wife Files For Divorce

By the Associated Press
CINCINNATI — The wife of
Philadelphia Phillies first
baseman Pete Rose has asked
for half his assets plus
alimony and child support in a
divorce action that would end
._
Their 14-year marriage.
Cabell said the game "had
Karolyn Rose filed for
everything in it — home runs, divorce Tuesday in Hamilton
close plays — you can't pay to County Court of Domestic
see that much action in a Relations. She said she had no
month."
comment when asked about it.
The fans had expected to see
a pitching duel between the
Reds' 'Tom Seaver and
Houston's J.R. Richard,
baseball's strikeout leader.

Reds Take Over NI West Again

bU

right to make that decision himself."
Boone's performance against SEMO
hinted that he may have been in for a
stellar season. He picked up a blocked
punt in the first quarter and ran it in for
a touchdown. And he ranked near the
top of Racer defensive statistics with
seven tackles before the injury forced
hirn out.
Then the hardest part, watching,
made him want to drop his crutches and
play defense again. "There were a couple of passes against Evansville that I
just wanted to run out there and pick
them off," he laughed. "Man, it's hard
to be able to do nothing about it."
. Boone isn't the only one who hates his
watching. Gottfried says Boone's experience "is something you just can't
replace. We've got some good people at
linebacker, but Tony's leadership and
his intelligent play are things we're going to miss a great deal."
Through it all, Boone is able to maintain a sense of humor. "I used to play
a lot of racquetball before practice," he
says. "But now it's just as big a
challenge to take a shower without getting my cast wet."

Rose, in New York Tuesday,
also said he would have no
comment.
She is recuperating from a
blood clot in her leg. She said
during her hospitalization her
husband had not called, but
said she still loved him and
understood he was busy.
The suit charges gross
neglect of duty and asks for a
split of all property plus
reasonable alimony and child

support.

The couple has two children.
Fawn, 14, and Pete Jr.,9.
Rose, who played with the
Cincinnati Reds for 14 years,
moved to Philadelphia as a
free agent last year. His
contract was reported worth
$800,000 for each of four years.
Rose also is reported
receiving substantial income
from endorsements and other
business ventures.

By the Associated Press
TOKYO — Australian
Evonne Goolagong Cawley
ousted Linda Siegel 6-2, 6-0 in
the first round of a $150,000
tennis tournament.
In other matches, Ann
Kiyomura beat Kathy Jordan
7-6, 6-0; Terry Holladay
defeated Barbara Fiallquist 63, 6-0; Kate Latham outlasted
Carrie Meyer 7-6, 3-6, 7-4;
Peanut Louie downed Betsy
Nagelsen 3-6, 6-3, 6-4, and
lenda Liess eliminated Stacy
Margolin 7-5, 6-4.
WOODLANDS, Texas —
Top-seeded Wojtek Fibak and
Tom Okker defeated Vijay
Arnritraj and Dick Stockton 63, 7-5 in a first-round match in
the $150,000 ATP World
Doubles tennis tournament.

LIATTENTIONII

Four Wheel Drive Drag Race
Live Sept. 16th 1979
1:00 P.M.
Murray-Calloway Co. Jaycee Fairgrounds
Classes:
4-Wheel Drive Jeeps
4-Wheel Drive Trucks
Dune Buggy's
A special class for 2-wheel drive trucks
Top Modified Elimination 4-Wheel Drive
(S1oo.o0 for first place)
($50.00 for second place)
For the driver's convenience a recently improved 300 ft. track with adequate stopping distance.
Bring The Entire Family For A
Sunday Afternoon OfRacing!
For Further Information Call 753-7117
Ask For Guthrie McNeely 8:00-5:00

re.
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Holton Reaps Dividends
Of Club, Captures MCC
Match Title Over Howe
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He had to go to the course
early Sunday morning and hit
practice balls with several
wood clubs before he found the
one one with which he could
confidently boom his tee shots,
but the time was well spent for
Mike Holton.
The husky Murray insurance agent came up with a
No. 2 wood and used it
throughout the day to successfully defend his match
play championship at the
Murray Country Club with a 2
and 1 win over stubborn E. H.
Red) Howe, Jr., in the 36-hole
final match of the chainpionship flight.
Holton; whose 250 to 290yard tee shots seemed to get
better
as ,the
match
progresssed, took an early
lead with pars on the third and
fourth holes to be 2 up when
they reached the 5th tee.
Both parred the next three
holes before Howe trimmed
the edge to one with a par at
No. 8, but this was short-lived
as Holton took the 9th with a
par to make the morning turn
at 2 up.
Apparently testing each
other's game, neither posted
scores characteristic of their
play as Holton came in with 40
while Howe had a 42.
By the time they reached
the 14th tee, Holton had increased his advantage to 4 up,
taking the 12th and 13th with
pars. Howe took the 15th with
a par to cut this to 3 up only to
see Holton come back to take
the 16th to again go 4 up, and
this was the way they stood at
the end of the first 18 after

Ignoring The Rules?
Expert Says Title IX Won't Hold Stock With Government
By the Associated Press
The NCAA's expert on Title
IX says he feels the Civil
Rights Commission's newest
recommendation
on
equalization of men's and
women's athletic programs —
which has college athletic
officials on edge — probably
will be ignored by the federal
government.
On Tuesday, the Civil Rights
Commission reversed an
earlier position by suggesting
that colleges and universities
immediately be required to
equalize per capita expenditures for men and
women in all sports, including
football.
The ccumnission, however,
has no legislative or enforcement powers. The
Department of Health,
Education and Welfare is
charged with enforcing Title
IX, the 1972 ammendrnent to

both posted bogeys on the 17th holes with Holton winning 2
and 18th.
and 1 at the 17th.
Holton's 39 on the back side
Although Howe fired an
gave him a 79 for the first even-par 72 in the afternoon
round, while Howe finished round, he could only pick up
two strokes back with a 41 and two holes on the long-driving
an 83 for the opening round.
Holton who posted an afHowe broke out the af- ternoon 75. Only one stroke
ternoon starting gate by separated the two medalwise
taking the first hole with a par as Holton posted a 36-hole card
and the second with a birdie, of 154, while Howe's showed
sinking a breaking 25' putt to 155.
"CRC was pressed by a
trim Holton's edge to 2 up.
To reach the final bracket,
number of women's groups to
The rally was cut short Holton had defeated Lee
change this," he said. -I guess
again, however, when Holton Stewart in the opening round,
I continue to think that HEW
came back with a 20-foot Tommy Fike in the second and
will not accept the CRC
birdie putt on the dogleg 4th to David Buckingham in the
recommendat
ions."
go back to 3 up, an advantage semi-finals.
Originally, football would
he protected on the 5th with a
Howe's wins were over Chad
have been given special
fine, 8-foot downhill, breaking Stewart in the first round,
consideration under Title IX
putt for a par.
Tom Muehleman in the second
interpretation because of the
Howe came back to take the and Clyde Adkins in the semiexpense involved. It was felt
6th with birdie only to see finals.
that since no woman's sport
Holton get it back on the 3-par
In the first flight, Sam
7th with a par. Then Howe, a Spiceland and Jim Brannon
consistent down-the-middle are in the finals, Spiceland
player and making his first having
defeated
Raz
bid for the championship, took Villanova and Brannon having
the 8th and 9th holes with pars eliminated Bob McGaughey in
to leave the 27th green only the semis.
one down.
In the second flight, Gene
He then leveled the match McCutcheon has reached the
on the 10th with a par, but final bracket and awaits the
dumped his tee shot in the winner of the Jerry GroganBy the Associated Press
Association
Commissioner
bunker in front of the llth Holmes Ellis match in the
SAN DIEGO — The Por- Lawrence F. O'Brien, who
green, taking a bogey and lower semi-finals bracket. tland Trail Blazers have put a heard two days of final
seeing Holton regain the lead McCutcheon eliminated value of more than $20 million arguments in the comwith a par.
Robert Billington 4 and 3in the on the services of -Center rtill pensation case. O'Brien said
Both parred the 12th and 13 semi-finals.
Walton, and also have offered he would await complete
before Holton, using the No. 2
In the third flight, Johnnie to buy him back from the San transcripts of the hearing
wood, boomed a 290-yard Gingles has defeated Rob Diego Clippers for $1 million if before making his decision.
drive on the 5-par 14th,stuck a Miller 2 and 1 to advance to compensation cannot be
A report on a San Diego
6-iron on the green and tapped the semi-finals opposite E. W. worked out, according to radio station on what the
in a birdie putt to go back to 2 Dennison in the upper published reports.
Blazers seek came from Jerry
up.
brackets,
while
Wally
Representatives of the two Gross, a veteran NBA network
As it turned out, that was McMillan, a one up victor over teams met for three hours announcer. He said the key to
where the match ended, as 'Jim Pickens, faces David Tuesday in New York before a settlement is Clippers'
both parred the next three Graham in the lower bracket.
Basketball forward Kermit Washington,
National
although Washington already
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Major League Standings
AMERICAN LEAGUE
EAST
W
L
Pet.
Baltimore
94 48
881
Milwaukee
114 00
5113
Bodon
68 61
5.87
New York
78 63
563
77 da
Detroit
532
Clevets(93,
74 70
514
Toronto
45 98
315
WEZT
California
80 65
552
Karma City
524
76 68
Minnesota
514
74 70
Texas
72 73
697
Chicago
431
62 82
Seattle
61
416
85
()attend
50 95
345

GB
11
1314
1514
18%
21
404

4
514
1714
194
X

Teedisy's Games
New York 8, Bon 3
Toronto 3, Baltimore 1
Detrott 14. Cleveland I
Milwaukee 5. Oakland 0
Chicago I. California 7
Minnesota 3. Kansas City I
Texas 5, Seattle

Wednesday's Games
Baltimore (Palmer II-61 at Toronto
. Edge 3-2), MI
New York (Hunter 21) at Boston
Rainey 56),(n)
Cleveland (Wafts 14-12) at Detroit Wilcox 11-7).(n)
California (Knapp 3-31 al Chicago (Kravet 11-13). (n)
Oakland (Langford 12-13) at Milwaukee
Caldwell 144).(n)
Minnesota (Koosman 18-121 •t
K•na•s
City (Leonard 11-10), In)
Seattle Honeycutt 10-10) at Texas
Medici) 10-6., )n)

New York at Boston,(n)
Baltimore at Toronto, In.
Cleveland at Detroit, in
Oakland at Milwaukee, in)
Minnesota at Texas,(III
Only games scheduled

Transactions
BASEBALL
A merles.League
NEW YORK YANKEES Announced
they will move their Clam AA farm club
from West Haven (Conn ) of the Eastern
league to Nashville of the Southern
league, and that they would add a new
farm club. Greensboro of the Clam A
Western Caroline league

National League
SAN DIEGO PADRES- Signed Randy
Jones, pitcher, to • five-year contract.
BASICETBALL
Natioaal Basketball Auariaties
NEW YORK KNICKERBOCKERS—
Released Vtricent Joyner, forward, and
Billy Tucker, guard
SEATTLE SUPERSONICS—Signed
4'innie Johnson, guard, to • two-year
contract Signed Dennis Awtrey, center.
and Joe Bassett, guard

HOCKEY
National Hockey league
ATLANTA FLAMES Signed Kent
NiiiI.011, forward,to a multi-year contract
Signed Pat Riggin, goalie, Mike Perodch,
defenatnan, Dale levels. left wing, and
Earl Ingarfield, Jr , center
NEW YORK RANGERS--Signed lance
Nethery, forward
FOOTBALL
National lirestball League
Signed Brad
CARDINALS
LOUIS
ST
Oates, Wens?* lineman
SAN FRAN(TSOD MFRS- Pieced Mike
Hogan, fullback. on the injured reserve
lLot Signed Jeff McIntyre. linebacker

was comparable in expense to
football, football would be
excluded from equal per
capita spending figures.
Paul Dietzel, athletic
director at Louisiana State
University, said the only way
to equalize spending for men's
and women's programs
completely would be to cut the
men back to two or three
sports while leaving the
women with 10 or more.

director at Ohio State, said:
"It costs $800 to equip a
footIoll player. How much
does it cost to put a female
swimmer in a tank suit? We
would-have to spend it ($8001
to cover football if it were
included. I question the
sensibility of that formula."
Vince Dooley, head football
coach and athletic director at
Georgia, said his school's

"That would put us out of
business," Dietzel said of the
commission's
recommendation. "Let's say that
Tulane, for instance, has a $3
million athletic budget. They
would immediately have to
have a $5 million budget to
provide the same thing.
"What would we spend the
money on — eight assistant
By the Associated Press
women's volleyball coaches?"
ANAHEIM, Calif. — Coach
Hugh Hindman, athletic
Ray Malavasi showed a little
Italian temper when asked
about possible gamebreakers
on his Los Angeles Rams.
"We have several," he
answered when asked why the
Rams appear to be the grindit-out variety of team without
the so called "home run hitter."
"We've got Preston Denhas asked the commissioner to
allow him to stay in San Diego. nard, Wendell Tyler, Willie
Miller
and
Lawrence
McCutcheon," replied
The New York Post reported
Malavasi. "And Ron Jessie
in their Tuesday editions that
has the ability to make the
Walton's
contract
also great catch.
He hasn't done it
stipulates that $700,000 of his
for a little while, but we still
contract is guaranteed. The
see it in practice."
contract also says that if
Questioned why Dennard
Walton doesn't play 65 gam8
in any one year he will be cut and Tyler didn't play more,
Malavasi showed his anger,
to $700,000. And if the Clippers
don't draw more than 310000 saying, "There are a lot more
fans in any one season he will things involved. Cullen Bryant
is probably the most unalso be cut to $700,000.
derrated back in the league
and we're going to use him a
lot. So our rotation is not 50-50.
We're trying to build the
experience df the younger
players and then they'll get
more playing time.
record of 56 feet,6s inches on
-We hope to get more points
his last attempt and won the against San Francisco. The
triple jump.
49ers were one of the weakr,
The two triumphs pushed teams last year but playing
the Americans' medal total to better football this year."
The 49ers are 0-2, having
17 gold and 45 medals overall,
two more than the United lost to Minnesota and Dallas
States' best previous per- while the Rams stand 1-1 with
formance in these biennial, a loss to Oakland and a victory
multiple-sport Games.
over Denver.

LA Has Several Players
Who Can Make Big Play

U.S. Women Win Gold Medal

Baseball Leaders

NATIONAL LEAGUE
EAST
W
L
Pct. GB
Montreal
63 55
.191
vit
63 57
Pittsburgh
MI —
70 05
St louts
530
9
Chicago
73 86
514 1214
Philadelphia
71 71
.503 14
Nets York
SO 30
56 68
WEST
Cincinnati
568
82 63
Houston
81 63
563
N
los Angeles
6$ 76
471 1314
San Franclacv
83 82
434 19
San Diego
62 83
01 20
Atlanta
58 ir
368 Z
Tuesday's Games
Montreal 63. Chicago 6-2
Pittsburgh 7, Si L01112 3
Cincinnati 9. Houston 8
Philadelphia 5, New York 2
San Diego 3. Las Angeles I
Atlanta 2, San Francisco 1
Wednesday's Games
Atlanta (Solomon 8-111 at San Frandeco (Curtis 101)
St. Louis (Forsch 940) at Pittsburg")
(Candelaria 134), I n
Chicago (Lamp 111) at Montreal Rogers 124), in
Houston 1.1 Metro 164. at Cincinnati
14-41 ), n
Philadelphia I Lerch
at New York
Swan 12-11). (n)
San Diego (Rasmussen 4-1 I at Loa Angeles Hough 4-5 I, n)
Tbar•day's Games
Atlanta at San Francisco
St Louis at Pittsburgh, ( n
Chicago at Montreal.(n)
Philadelphia at New York, ( n

AMERICAN LEAGUE
BATTING (400 at bats) Lyon, Boston,
341, Downing, Cagarnia, 329, Brett,
Kansu City, 338, Oliver, Texas, 327,
Latcano, Milwaukee, 325
RUNS Baylor, California, 111, Brett,
Kansas City, 107. Lansford, California,
105, Lynn, Boston, 103, Rice, Boston, 103
RBI Baylor, California, IX, Lynn,
&dal, 112, Rice, Boston, Ill, Thomas,
Milwaukee, 108, Singleton, Baltimore, 104

NATIONAL LEAGUE
BATTING (400 at bats)—Hernandet,
SL Laois, .347; Templeton, St.Louis, .325;
Rose, Philadelphia, .315; Parrish. Montreal, _314; Knight, Cincinnati .314.
RUNS—Hernandez, St.Louis. 102;
Lopes, Los Angeles, 101; Schmidt,
Philadelphia, 97; Parker, Pittsburgh, 97;
Moreno, Pittsburgh. 95.
RBI—Kingman, Chicago. 106; Winfield,
San Diego. 102; Schmidt, Philadelphia.
101; Hernandes, St.LOUiS, 97; Foster,
KITS Brett, Kansas City, 194 Rice, Cincinnati. 95: Garvey, loe Angeles, X.
Boston, 171; Bell, Texas, 179; Larudorci
HITS—Templeton, St Louis, 193; HerCaliforms, 174; Baylor, California, 170
nandez, St Louis. 190; Garvey, Los
DOUBLES Brett, Kanass City, 41;
Angeles, 181; Matthews. Atlanta, 180;
Cooper, Milwaukee, 40, Lemon, Chicago, Moreno, Pittsburgh, 177.
36, Bell, Texas, 39; Lynn, Boston. 38.
DOUBLES—Hernandez, St Louis, 45;
TRIPLES Brett, Kansas City, 17,
Youngblood, New York, 40; Cromartie,
Molitor, Milwaukee, 13, Wilson, Kansas
Montreal, 39; Parker, Pittsburgh, 38;
City, 13; Randolph, New York 11; Porter. Rose, Philadelphia, 36.
Kansas City, 10
TRIPLES—Templeton, St.Louis, 17.
Dawson,
Montreal,
12;
Bowe,
HOME RUNS Thomas, Milwaukee, 40,
Philadelphia, 11; McBride, Philadelphia.
Lynn. Boston,37, Flirt, Boston, 36, Baylor,
11, Moreno, Pittsburgh, 11
California, 33; Singleton, Baltimore, 32
HOME RUNS- Kingman, Chicago. 45,
STOLEN BASES Wilson, Kansas City,
Schmidt, Philadelphia, C: Winfield, San
69. Lenore. Detroit, 67. J.Cruz. Seattle,
Diego, n; Stargell. Pittsburgh, 28; Lopes.
40. Willa Texas. 35; Bonds, Cleveland, 32
Los Angeles. 28.
PITCHING 114 Decialoiwl Flanagan,
STOLEN BASES—Moreno, Pittsburgh,
Baltimore,21-7, 720,3.26, Kern. Texas, 1288: North, San Francisco, 5/; Taveras,
4, 750, 141; Clear, California, 114, 733,
New York, 44, Lopes. Los Angeles, 40;
3.32; Caldwell, Milwaukee, 144, .700,3.06,
Scott, St.Louls, 36
Guidry. New York, 16-7. OX, 2.88, John,
PITCHING (14 Decisionsl—Schatzeder,
New York, 164, 692, 2.98; McGregor,
Montreal, 10-4, .714, 3.09, Bibby, PittBaltimore, 11-5, .6611, 3.39; Wise,
sburgh, 10-4, .714, 2_96; Ramo, Pittsburgh,
Cleveland, 15-7, .862, 3.80
10-4, .714, 2.611; LaCoss, Cincinnati, 14-6,
STRIKEOUTS Ryan, California, 182.
.700, 321; Seaver, Cincinnati, 14-6, 700.
Guidry, New York, 171; Flanagan,
3.43; Blyieven, Pittsburgh, 11-5, .688, 3.45.
Baltimore, 168, Jenkins, Texas. 149,
J.Niekro, Houston. 18-9, .867, 2 92.
Kocamen. Minnesota, 139
Reuschel, Chicago, 17-9, .654, 3.34

With 73-60 Verdict Over Cuba
By the Associated Press
MEXICO CITY — The
United States women's
basketball team defeated
Cuba 73-60 to win the gold
medal in the World University
Games.
In track and field, American
Willie Banks set a Games

stand all along has been "the
federal government should let
the institutions plot their own
destiny."
"The schools recognize the
need to make opportunities
equal for men and women,and
we feel like schools have acted
responsibly in the last couple
of years in making some
adjustments where they have
been needed," Dooley said.

Rams'Malavasi Feels

Reports Say Portland Has Put
$20 Million Value On Walton

se
ay

the Higher Education Act that
prohibits sex discrimination in
federally funded educational
programs.
Toni
Hansen,
NCAA
assistant executive director,
said he thought HEW had
become disenchanted with the
equal per capita concept and
will have already done its
own thinking on these matters" when it comes time to
make a decision later this
year.

O.J. Simpson saw action for
San Francisco against Dallas
and is expected to see even
more in what will be the final
action of the former Southern
California Heisman Trophy
winner in the Los Angeles
Coliseum.
Most of the problems for the
49ers this year have been in
the defensive secondary.
"Since our first mini-camp,
we've had 29 defensive backs
come through," said 49er
publicist George Heddleston.
"Our doctors have given 158
phystcal examinations."
An NFL team can have only
45 players on its roster.
"The 49ers are doing a lot
more offensively than they did
last year," Malavasi said.
"The have more motion in
many different ways with a lot
of sets.
"It is a more flexible offense
and I think San Francisco is
improving. The offense is
more of a preblem to you."
The Rams coach said he
hadn't seen enough of San
Francisco quarterback Steve
DeBerg to proier an opinon
although he will be closely
studying the films of the first
two 49er regular-season
games.
And he reiterated his
statement of last year that
Simpson wasn't the threat he
had been in his first half dozen
years in the National Football
League but that he had looked
good in the Dallas game
Sunday.

LUCITE® SAVINGS
SALE
PRICES

LO

and House Paint
'
On LUCITE Wall Paint

Yaz Fails In 3,000th Hit Bid;
Twins Edge Kansas City 3-1
By BOB GREENE
AP Sports Writer
Carl Yastrzemski will get
his 3,000th major league hit
today ... or Thursday ... or the
day after ... but he will get it.
"I never thought one hit
would be so hard to get," the
Boston slugger said Tuesday
night after failing for the
second straight game to
become the first player in
American League history to
have 3,000 hits and 400 home
runs.
But Reggie Jackson of the
New York Yankees isn't
worried.
"You know as well as I do
he's going to get his 3,000th hit
as sure as the sun's going to
come up," Jackson said of
Yastrzemski. "As long as he
doesn't get upset and start
pushing."

AMERICAN LEAGUE

Yastrzemski went hitless in
three official at-bats against
former teammate Luis Tiant
and relievers Ron Davis and
Rich Gossage as the Yankees
defeated the Boston Red Sox 83. He walked — his first ,base
on balls since Aug. 13, 45
games ago — popped to
second
baseman
Willie
Randolph in shallow center
field, flied to right and fouled

to catcher Jerry Narron.
"The law of percentages is
on my side," Yaz said. "I'm
not being given a chance to
think of anything else. I've
had very few hitter's pitches
to hit. I've been getting pitcher's pitches. I want to get it
over with."
Even the Yankee starter,
Tiant, is pulling for the Red
Sox veteran.
"I want him to get it but not
against me," Tiant said. "He
deserves it, but I'm not going
to give it to him.I like him as a
player, as a human, as a
friend. I'm proud of the man."

Tigers 14, Indians 1 — Jason
Thompson doubled home
three runs as Detroit exploded
for eight runs in the first inning, then slammed an eighthinning homer to lead the
Tigers over Cleveland.
White Sox 8, Angels 7 — Jim
Morrison slammed a pair of
solo home runs and Alan
Bannister singled home the
tie-breaking run to lift
Chicago over California.
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Don Baylor powered his
33rd homer of the season, a
threerun shot, and Brian
Downing added his 10th home
run for the Angels.

Brewers 5, A's 0 — Cecil
Cooper smashed his 22nd
homer and added a sacrifice
fly to lead Milwaukee over
Oakland. Jim Slaton, 14-8,
scattered five hits for the
Brewers, who broke a fourgame losing streak.
The loser was Matt Keough,
1-15, who had lost 18 decisions
in succession until he beat the
Brewers in Oakland last
Wednesday

Twins 3, Royals 1 — Danny
Goodwin had two hits, including his fourth homer of the
year, and scored twice to lead
Minnesota past Kansas City.
Geoff Zahn, 11-6, snapped a
personal three-game losing
streak in getting the victory.
although he needed ninthinning help from Mike Marshall.

Blue Jays 3, Orioles 1 —
Tom Underwood scattered
nine hits and Rico Carty
cracked his 10th home run of
the season as the Blue Jays
defeated Baltimore, snapping
Toronto's. 15-game winless
streak ageifiSt the Orioles.

Rangers 5, Mariners 2 —
Texas spoiled the major
league debut of pitcher Roy
Branch as rookie Billy Sample
drove in two runs with a
double and a single and
Mickey Rivers homered to
power Texas over Seattle
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Central Shopping
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1-6 Sunday
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ADVERTISED ITEM POUCV
loch of these advertised items is required to be readily ovoiloble for sole
in each Kroger store except os specifically noted in this od If we do run
out of on advertised item we will offer you your choice of a comparable
item when available reflecting the some savings or roincheck which
will entitle you to purchase the advertised item at the advertised price
within 30 days
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EVERYDAY IN EVERYWA Y. •
Kroger Leon-Trimmed

WHOLE
PORK LOIN

Kroger
Lean Trimmed

Fresh Picnic Style
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U:S. Gov t. Graded Choice Beef
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r
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CHUCK

tt*

Whole or Half

$

Kwick kris

HAMS

58

lb

KROGER GARDE

WATER
ADDED

USDA.GRADE A NOW FARMS

FRESH
FISH
DEPARTMENT

Chicken-Fried Steak
swum«
Breaded Shrimp

Mow pochorl at* is. arisloil teatime.,
•Ilyobord Elicotthy hi Know from reliable lost Cost Oishonor
•Accirrotrily lorbollid *pricier
doted let sssss
freshmen A.cpiopit Ttv%do. i -do.
•FresIbly esoght,

DOWN FLEET PEELED &

Deveined Shrimp

Feud
Fign
e
CATFISH

1 69

14 01 $
I
RAG

999

LS $

PIG

GRAND CHOICE BEEF

Boneless Flat Briskets

$
LI

FRESH
PERCH

179

.vaTia :4)0(41 99

Boneless Ham

111

MEATY

LI

394
794

LA

994

4 6 LI AIIG
LI

594

Turkey Drumsticks

LI

Smoked Picnics
CIRCLE

Pork Sausage
FRESH FROZEN

Baking Hens

29

Fancy Tokay Red or White

SEEDLESS
GRAPES

OOc
L.,on &toeless
COUNTRY STAND
Fresh Mushrooms
FANCY CALIFORNIA ^
Pascal Celery
FANCY INESTERN
Cherry Tomatoes
CALIFORNIA JUNDO
Bell Peppers
SUNNYSLOPE FARM
Red Peaches

BAKED
VIRGINIA HAM

$2

WHOLE HALF
SLICED

SAVE
99
$ 1.00

N\

FRENCH
BREAD
MONIST QUALITY
KAHN':LIVER CHEESE
CUSTOM SLICED
TH COOKED SALAMI

Removes Denture Stains

11!

hhk.
,OP A
Russ"
JUMBO BOLOGNA LI $ 1 SS
NOMESTTLE
SWEET COLE SLAW
3 774
DIETER'S MIGHT
TURKEY BREAST ROLL LI $2"
DESSERT TREAT ORANGE
ALMOND DELIGHT LI $14
'
NOMESTYLI PIMENTO
CHEESE SPREAD
$1 79
GREAT WITH MINION BEER
ALL-BEEF SAUSAGE LI $2"
1.:ft.saw
c... cr...,

MACARONI
SALAD

EFFERDENT
Nice £ Easy

HAIR

TABLETS

$117

COLORING

989
NOTE C.ny.ut

PLATE
LUNCH
2 VFX7FT.473I.KS

1 MEAT,

ROLL

EXCIUDING SARINCUE
ITEMS

79
El

GLENDALE OLD FASHIONED

/DOME

FAMILY PAR

Cubed Steaks

U S Govt

94

1101

FiGn
eat Wieners

Fryer Backs
ARMOUR

3-lb.
bag

4el
r
04.
c--tilt-YElt
SP'ICIAL 1

SLICED
BACON

SEMI-BONELESS

POT ROAST
lb

SPARE
RIBS
$139

79c

* --- RUDY'S SAUSAGE A BISCUITS ...
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Meaty Pork

PORK
ROAST

L
N3 III..
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WORTH 20` OFF ..

IIIIIII mg

58

PORK
SALE

SLICED
FREE

,

RIB
CHOPS

10 ct
box
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with this coupon and $10.00 purchase, excluding items prohibited by law and in oddition to price of coupon

lmerchandise. Subiect to applicable loxes limit one(oupon E spires Sept 1 8th

XTRA LARGE EGGS

FOUNTAIN SQUARE

BANQUET

ICE
CREAM

KROGER

4'

$1
•

69

CHICKEN

FREEZER PlEEZER

$119 TWIN

.

FRIED

79` iB qiu siSt4RED

POPS
kroget

SANDWICH
BREAD

(ROGER BROWN I. SERVE MSGUITS OR

Krusty Rolls
M1NUTI MAID FRESH

17oz $1 00
PIGS

KROGER

Orange Juice

Country Style Rolls

KRAFT SHARP

ASSORTED KROGER

Cracker Barrel Cheese

Easy Dinners

13.02$
PIGS

119

KROGER NEW ORLEANS CELLO

ie-oz $109

French Bread

LOAVES

I

(ROGER

Home Pride Budget

Onion Rings

24.01$ 129
LOAVES

KROGER DEEP DISH

Parkay Margarine

IUNIG(11 BROWN 'N SERVE

Pie Shells

Rolls

RODEN

Lite Line Cheese

Ekco Assorted

CORN
BROOM
$244

BAKER'S SECRET,
BAKEWARE

Coffee Cake

Assorted Dry

Pillsbury

STRONGHEART

DOG FOOD

HUNGRY JACK

You'll find the cost-cutter symbols on hundreds of your favorite items throughout our
store, Plus, each week yoe'll find cost-cutter weekly ad specials for extra savings on
grocery items, dairy, frozen foods, health and beauty aids, meats, and produce

NOW

BISCUITS
NOW

DIXIE
REVENUE PACK

Cup Dispenser

Dial Soap
KIN

10-or.
MEM

STOKELY
RATION

Whole Tomatoes'6.c7i

Tender Chunks
Step Saver
KRAFT

JUMBO ROLL

Grape Jelly

Saran Wrap
mtoc
Sandwich Bags

KOMORIT ROLL

SWISS CHOCOLATE

Reynold's Wrap

Ovaltine Mix

KLEENEX

EXTRA SHARP CRACKER 5A11E1

Kroft Cheese
KRAFT NALFMOOM

Longhorn Cheese

lO0

Vanish Crystals 34

LAND• LAKES LIGHTLY

S75

STORIES FRENCH STYLE OR CUT
IA 01
CAN

Salted Butter

Green Beans

KRAFT NEUFCHATEL

OROGEN FROZEN

Honey Buns

TOILET BOWL CLEANER

Facial Tissues

Vit $ 7 69

Cream Cheese

69
IMPERIAL QUARTERS

MAN PLEASES

Margarine

Banquet Dinners.''p: 1 39

100

Frozen Pizza
BANQUET FROZEN

Pot Pies

NOW

KROGER MIEN

Mixed Vegetables spli
STORM

Fruit Cocktail

Pure Vegetable

PURITAN
OIL

ASSORTED KROGER

15-02.

43
574

RICH'S FROZEN

Coffee Rich
PROM(FROZEN

Little Ears
INNOLD

Furniture Polish "eix s 69
Dixie Fun Cups 'VI si 29

S DANCE SIZE

NOODLE MTN allESE

rulings

Kroft Dinner

Corn Chips

PIG.

75

c
2/79
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Deaths & Funerals
Mrs. Alexander
Dies Tuesday With
Services Thursday

Mrs. Redden Dies
Tuesday; Funeral
Here On Friday

Mrs. Mary Lou Alexander,
903 Main Street, Murray, died
Tuesday. at 825 p.m at the
Murray-Calloway
County
Hospital. Her husband,
Lawton Alexander, died in
1966.
The Murray woman was a
member of the First United
Methodist Church. Born in
Stewart County, Tenn., she
was the daughter of the late
Fay Miller and Lucy Hargis
Miller.
Survivors include two
daughters,
Mrs-.
Nell
Adkinson, Fairfax, Va., and
Ms. Madge Alexander, 903
Main Street, Murray: two
sons, Jack Alexander, Benton,
and Eli Alexander, Murray:
three sisters, Mrs. Ilene
Downs and Mrs. Mamie Cole,
Paducah. and Mrs. Euna
Allen, Sedona, Ariz.; eight
grandchildren; two great
grandchildren.
Services will be held
Thursday at 10 a. in. at the
gravesite at the Murray City
Cemetery with the Rev. Dr.
'Walter Mischke, Jr., officiating.
Pallbearers will be Eli
Alexander, Jr.. Jon Alexander. Sturat Alexander, Tom
Adkinson, Dean Alexander,
and Steven Alexander.
:614 In charge of arrangements
will be the J. H. Churchill
Funeral Home where friends
may call from 7 to 9 p.m.
tonight (Wednesday) and on
Thursday morning.

Rites Held Today
For Vera Miller

The funeral for Miss Vera
Miller, 718 Sycamore Street,
MIAMI 1AP) — At least millions of dollars in damage
Murray, was held this mor340,000 persons were ordered in 1969.
rung at 10:30 at the chapel of
evacuated today in four states
In neighboring Alabama, an
the Blalock-Coleman Funeral
as Hurricane Frederic, additional 70,000 were ordered
Home with John Dale ofdescribed as "extremely to leave and urged to go to one
ficiating and Jerry Bolls
dangerous," roared toward of about 40 emergency
directing the singing.
the central Gulf of Mexico shelters set up at schools and
Pallbearers were Ralph
coast with winds of 130 mph National Guard armories in
Clark, Cleo Bucy, Ben
pushing tides of 10 to 15 feet.
Mobile and Baldwin County.
Brumley, Lemon Nix, Tommy
Forecasters warned it could
The National Guard was
Solon
Lavender,
and
become the most vicious called out in the Florida
Shackelford. Burial was in the
hurricanes to hit the area Panhandle where civil defense
Old Salem Cemetery.
Camille
since
caused officials said about 150,000
Miss Miller, 78, died Monwidespread
death
and were being evacuated from
day at 10:45 a.m. at the
destruction a decade ago.
five counties.
Murray-Calloway County
Louisiana officials reported
The hurricane was expected
Hospital. She was the
to sweep ashore tonight. about 20,000 persons were
daughter of the late Ivan and
Forecasters said winds of 60 ordered out of the danger
Mattie Lamb Miller. Miss
Miller was a member of the mph were likely in the area of area, mainly in Plaquimines
Pensacola, Fla., by sunset and Parish.
Seventh and Poplar Church of
Officials pointed out,
would increase to hurricane
Christ.
however, they could not force
Survivors include two force later.
Civil defense officials said people to leave their homes.
sisters. Miss Era Miller, her
At 10 a.m. EDT, Frederic's
100,000 persons were
twin Sister, and Mrs. Eva about
winds were centered
130-mph
evacuated
being
along
the
Farris, Murray, and one
Mississippi coast where about 160 miles south of
niece, Mrs. Jerry Lavender.
Camille left 250 dead and Pensacola, Fla., and about 230
Calvert City.

Mrs. Arthur i Othe Miller )
Redden of Detroit, Mich., died
Tuesday at noon at the Detroit
Osteopathic Hospital.
Highland Park, Mich. She was
67 years of age.
The deceased was born Jan.
13, 1912, in Calloway County
and was the daughter of the
late Ernest Miller and Lillie
Lee Miller. She was a member
of the Highland Park Board of
Education, Woodmen of the
World, and a chapter of the
Order-of the Eastern Star.
Mrs. Redden is survived by
her husband, Arthur Redden;
three sons, Charles Redden,
Grand Rapids, Mich., Ralph
Redden, Troy, Mich.,andSam
Redden, St. Johns, Mo.; dne
sister, Mrs. Opal Miller Smith,
Nashville,
Tenn.;
two
brothers, James Miller, Nashville, Tenn., and Robert
Miller, Bee Springs; 10
grandchildren; four great
grandchildren.
The funeral will be held
Friday at 10:30 a.m. at the
chapel of the Max Churchill
Funeral Home with the Rev.
Dr. Jerrell White officiating.
Burial will follow in the Old
Salem Cemetery.

Safety Clinic For
Bicycle Riders To
Be Held Saturday
A Bicycle Safety Clinic will
be held at the Roy Stewart
Stadium, Murray State
University, on Saturday, Sept.
15. This will be sponsored by
the MSU Student Government
in connunction with the
Kentucky State Polie and the
International Year of the
Child committee.
All ages are invited to attend and each is to bring his or
her own bicycle. Group
sessions will be held for
persons in the 6 to 8 age group
at 9 a.m., the 9 to 12 age group
at 10 a.m., and 13 through
adults at 11 a.m.

Mrs. Gamner Is
Dead At Age Of 56

Word has been received of
the death of Mrs. Mary Opal
Chrisman
Garnner
of
Columbia, S. C., who died
there on Saturday.
Mrs. Garmier, 56, was born
in Calloway County. Her
parents were the late Bob
Chrisman and Sally Henninson Chrisman.
She is survived by one
Robert Gene Martin died daughter, two sons, an uncle,
Tuesday at 7:15 a.m. at his Arlie Chrisman, Highland
home in Hazel. He was 37 Park, Mich.. and several
years of age.
cousins of Calloway County
He is survived by his wife, and Michigan.
Mrs. Shirley West Martin,
Funeral and burial services
Hazel; four daughters. Teresa were held in Columbia,S. C.
Cavitt and Gloria Jean Cavitt,
Murray, Tracy Martin and
Patty Martin, Hazel; three
step daughters, Linda Hooper,
Paris, Tenn., Janet Wilson,St.
Lawrence (Uncle) Walters
Louis, Mo., and Betty Grote;
step son, Darrel Brawley; six of Hardin Route 1 died
Monday at 2:30 p.m. at the
grandchildren.
Mr. Martin is also survived Murray-Calloway County
by five sisters, Bernice Hospital. He was 80 years of
Bennett, Anna Ruth Martin. age.
The deceased was a retired
Kathryn Jones, Lovetta
Martin, and Janet. Pratt; employee of Ingersoll-Rand
three brothers, Wells, James, Company and a veteran of
World War I and World War
and Douglas Martin.
Funeral services will be
He is survived by four
held Thursday at 2 p.m. at the
Hazel United Methodist sisters—Mrs. Orba Warner,
Church with the Rev. Atkins Hardin, Mrs. Edna Schwartz,
officiating. Burial will follow Ashrnore, Ill., Mrs. Sylvia
Green, Tuscola. Ill., and Mrs.
in the Hazel Cemetery.
Pallbearers will be Willie Mildred Gardiner, Lakewood.
Kendall, James Tharpe, Glen Calif.; one brother, Roy
Hart, Darrel Brawley, Robert Walters. Alton. Ill.; one
nephew, Lewis Warner.
Lee Martin, and Terry Todd.
In
charge
of
the Hardin.
The funeral will be held
arrangements is the Miller
Funeral Home of Hazel where Thursday at 10 a.m. at the
friends may call. The wake chapel of the Caudill-King
Funeral Home, Charleston,
will be from 7 to 8 p.m. tonight
Ill. Burial will follow in a
Wednesday at the funeral
cemetery at Streater. Ill.
home.

Robert G. Martin
Dies Tuesday At
His Hazel Home

Lawrence Walters
Dies At Hospital

0

Methodist Women
To Hear Speaker
At Friday Meet
The Paris District of the
United Methodist Church
Women will have a special
meeting on Friday, Sept. 14, at
the First United Methodist
Church, Paris, Tenn., with
special guest speaker to be
Kay Lee Arthur of Reach Out,
Inc.
This is open to the public
with all women of the United
Methodist
Churches in
Murray and Calloway County
being urged to attend.
Mrs. Arthur will conduct
two sessions at 10 a.m. and 1
p.m. Each person attending
should bring a sack lunch.
The guest speaker is a
writer for Reach Out, Inc., a
program, directed and coordinated by Jack Arthur.
which involves young people
from all over the United States
in a year of Bible study and
training. She also teaches
three Bible studies weekly to
over 2,000 people, and has
served as a missionary in
Mexico.

HICKORY HUT
PIT BARBECUE

pull RIBS!

BARBECUE

PULL
6001 TNI101188 n1E8111111

Anc

SLAW OR BAKED BEANS sto
FREE PINT OF SLAW
OR BAKED BEANS
WITH EACH PURCHASE OF

BARBECUE BY THE POUND
Play Our College Quiz Game El Win!

Ask About Our Catering Service
And Custom Barbecueing
You Bring It, We Cook It

HICKORY HUT PIT BAR-B-0
806. Chestnut 753-8370

NATIONAL
Muzorewa's government and
MIAMI i AP — Hurricane agree to tackle constitutional
Frederic roared toward the issues first, a high-ranking
U.S. mainland with 120 mph conference source says.
winds today and forecasters
The adversaries in the
warned it could become the seven-year-old
war
in
strongest hurricane to hit the Southern Africa made their
central Gulf Coast since first conference statements
Camille whipped up death and Tuesday. Guerrilla leader
destruction in 1969.
Joshua Nkomo and Robert
• Hurricane warnings were Mugabe insisted priority in
posted late Tuesday from the discussions must be given
Panama City, Fla., to Grand to their demands for a tranIsle, La., and schools were sitional government conordered closed in Harrison trolled by them to repplace
County, Miss.
Muzorewa's elected bi-racial
government and a new
MEMPHIS, Tenn. API — Zimbabwe Rhodesian army
Elvis Presley's personal dominated by their guerrillas.
physician
indiscriminately
prescribed painkillers and
SAN
SALVADOR, El
other drugs for the late rock Salvador (API — Leftist
'n' roll king, the state Board of demonstrations
in
El
Medical Examiners has. Salvador's capital are incharged.
creaing in size but the
Dr. George Nichopoulous military government is
was charged Tuesday in an standing back in an apparent
administrative complaint with attempt to keep the situation
improperly prescribing drugs from exploding.
to 16 persons, including
Some 800 marched Monday,
Presley. Nichopoulos was 4,000 demonstrated Tuesday
Presley's physician for 11 and President Carlos Humyears before the entertainer's berto Romero's regime exdeath on Aug. 16, 1977.
pects as many as 30.000
INTERNATIONAL
Saturday as
Salvador
LONDON 1API — The celebrates 138 years of inZimbabwe Rhodesian con- dependence from Spain.
ference will be in trouble if the
guerrilla leaders don't shelve
WASHINGTON
their demand for the removal
WASHINGTON(API — U.S.
of Prime Minister Abel House members are girding

Annual Country Club
Meeting Set For Oct. 2
Jones. Directors whose terms
are expiring Dec. 31 are Howe,
Tommy Sanders and J. D.
Rayburn.
In other action Monday
night in an abbreviated
September meeting, the club's
directors approved three
family membership applications:
Joe and Carleen Belcher,
Route 6; Phillip K. and Susan
McKnelly, 1102 Meadow Lane;
and Dr. David G. and Janet
Fitch,312 North 8th Street.
Earlier the board had approved these membership
applications:
Homer and Debbie Branch,
Quail Creek Drive; Dave and
Brenda Brackett. 514 South
Street; Dr. William G.
LOULSVILLE, Ky , AP , -- Estimated 13th
receipts cattle and CiiVe3 100, slaughter and Susan Hart, 1320 Main
steers and heifers not fully tested. cows Street;
and Keith and
opening 1 0152 CO lower. bulls weak to 1 00
lower, calven and vealers steady, feeder] Mary beth Hays, Route 2.
fully steady slaughter steers few good
Also, Dr. Russell and Cindy
and choice 2-3 910-1015 lb 63 7541 25,
809 Olive; Michael
Howard,
slaughter heifers choice 34 9301050 lb
6950. cows commercial 3
Deborah Keller, 2300
,
5 12 00-44 CO and
utility 1.3 1.3 OD-6
, cutter 1244 00-3200 College Farm Road; Frank
canner and
under SOO lb 39 05-44 00
slaughter balls
la 10011506 lb 51 0043Z 2-3 and Cheryl Beamer, 2213
51 7641.50 choice 250-350 lb vealers 95 015 Edinborough
Drive; David
06 42, selected high choice and prime ICO.
Graham, 715
Rosemary
and
104 lb and choice 300-450 lb calves 7700
11516. feeder steers medium frame 165260 Olive: and David Gallagher,
lb 127 00.139 000. 500.400 lb 69 00.113 DO
Shady Oaks Trailer Court.

annual
The
general
membership meeting of the
Murray Country Club has
been set for 7:30 p.m.
Tuesday, Oct. 2, at the
clubhouse, according to club
president Walter Jones.
Jones also has appointed a
nominating committee to
name six members of the club
as candidates for three
vacancies on the board of
directors which will occur at
the end of the calendar year.
The committee will be
composed of past club
presidents E. H.(Redi Howe.
Jr., and George Oakley and

400-500 lb 93 00.104 00 500400 lb 13 0093 CO, 030-730 lb 71004700, large frame
No 1 100-755 lb 75 5044.50. medium No
2
200400 lb 96 (61-4200, large No 2
including
Holsteins 150.710 lb 70 00-71 OD hetteri
medium frame No 1 325-625 lb 6250-1939
No 2 370-100 lb 69 00.71 00, large No 2 700
100 lb 65 0069 50. stair cows medium No.
700.610 lb 50 2666 50
Hogs 1100 includes 1000 feeder pigs
barrows and gilts 50 higher 1-2 215-240 It
10 2540 03, 2 110.250 lb 39 75-40 25 2-3 27 5700 lb 36 75-39 72. sows steady to 100
lower, 1-0300-400 lb 32 05-33 00. 430.713 Ih
22 00-33 00, few 33 023 16. 3 305-500 f139 7541 75. boars over 300 lb 31 50-32 50
Sheep 25, untested early

This Week's Special

For Information

Rogordiog
.1

miles southeast of New
Orleans, near latitude 27.8
north, longitude 87.3 west. The
storm was moving northwest
at 12 mph and was expected to
veer slightly to the northnorthwest at 12 to 15 mph
during the day.
The wall of the hurricane's
eye varied from 20 to 40 miles
in width, said forecaster
Vaughn Carmichael. Gales
extend out 150 miles to the
north and south of the eye.
Tides of 10 to 15 feet above
normal are predicted up to 50
miles to the east of where the
eye crosses the coast.
Hurricane warnings were
posted from Panama City,
Fla., to Grand Isle, La. A
hurricane watch was in effect
west of Grand Isle to Vermilion Bay, and small craft
from Venice, Fla., to Vermilion Bay were adviced to

The News In Brief

Livestock Market

RIBS
$189

PINT OF

At Least 340,000 People Ordered To
Flee As Hurricane Nears Gulf Coast

Electrolysis
(Permanent ,
Removal of Iisit)
coo

753-8856

MISS
YOUR PAPER?
Subscribers who have not received their home-delivered copy of
The Murray Ledger & Times by
530 p m Monday Friday or by
330 p m Saturdays are urged to
call 753-1916 between 5:30 p.m.
and 6 p.m., Monday through Friday, or 3:30 p.m. and 4 p.m,
Saturdays.
A circulation department
employee is on duty during these
time periods to insure delivery of
your newspaper Calls must be
placed "by 6 p.m. weekdays or 4
p.m. Saturdays to guarantee
delivery
The reglilar business office hours
of The Murray Ledger & Times are
8 a.m. to 5 p.m., Monday through
Friday and I am. to noon, Saturdays.

for the second battle of 1979
over their salaries for the next
fiscal year.
On Tuesday, a House
Appropriations•subcommittee
resurrected legislation that
would grant a 7 percent costof-living pay boost — a
proposal the House rejected
last June. House leaders had
expected the panel to revamp
the bill and impose a pay
freeze.
WASHINGTON (API — A
House committee is ready to
approve legislation that would
speed high-priority energy
projects amid predictions that
Congress will give President
Carter much of what he wants
for his energy program.
A last round of debate was
planned by the House Commerce Committee today on
the
proposed
energy
mobilization board, which
would be able to waive
federal, state or local laws to
speed up important projects.
A refrigerator works best
when it isn't overcrowded.
There must be room for air
circulation inside — otherwise
the compressor will work to
hard to keep the right temperature.

stay in port.
Forecasters said the storm
was"extremely dangerous."
"We're intentionally not
indicating specific area. The
track indicates a little bit
more turn towards the northnorthwest," forecaster
Vaughn Carmichael said. "Of
course, the central portion of
that warning area is the most
likely to be affected but a
slight jog could do anything to

the storm."
One man was killed and
another was reported missing
as 2,500 offshore oil-field
workers were leaving their
rigs to the storm.
The hurricane passed
directly over the 230-foot
crippled freighter Mary's
Ketch, but the Coast Guard
said none of the 16 crewmen
was injured. The ship was
being towed into Tampa.

Parks...
(Continued from Page 1
The board decided to notify the
Community Theatre to move the stage
the group has constructed near the old
courthouse. The stage was said to be a
hazard to children playing in the park.
Board members voted unanimously
to back efforts of the Murray-Calloway
County Jaycees and several other civic
organizations wishing to establish a
YMCA in Murray. Several people have
expressed interest in locating a facility
in the old city park, however, there has
been no formal proposal presented as
yet.

StockMarket
Prices of stocks of local interest at
noon, EDT,today. furrustied to The
ray Ledger & Times by Ftrat
Mictugan Corp , of Murray, are
follows
I ndustrud Average
Air Products....
Amencan Motors.
Ashland
American Telephone
Bonanza
Chrysler
Ford Motor ....
G.A.?
General Care
General Dynamics
General Motors
General Tire
Goodrich
Harden
iieublem
I 13.11I
Jenco
Mart
Penwell
Quaker Oats
Tappan
Texaco
Wal Mart
Wendys

-3 07
324
7% uric
.30%
• W. -%
3ttB 3904.4
• T% unc
43% +
. 11% -Ns
14% +
• 40% unc
50% +'u
22% +1%
.. 23% unc
14 -44
110‘'s one
IS
3018 20%01
27 1a
334
366
. +%
12% unc
29% unc
314 -%
16443 17A

PROTECTION
THAT RIDES
WITH YOU.

by

to

le
St
1

For the best combinatio
of price, protection and
service, see how we
compare.

Hog Market
Federal-State Market News Service September 12, 1979
Kentucky Purchase Ares Hog Market
Report includes 7 Buying Stations
Receipts Act 434 Est. 400 Barrows
Gilts 50-1 15 higher Sows sUody to $1.42
her
1-2 300-130 Its
10M11040.00
US 2200-240 Its
13111211411.9111
US 2-3 )10-350 Its
12r7 35.3L71
US 14 290460 IL.
Sows
US 1-2 71171410 Its
021.11049.110
US 14 30640lb.
127.000.110
US 14 1664111111
000.10
US 1-3 SONIA 100. P0.011141
31.50
US 3-3 306410Ita.
1121.60-27 Oil
Boars 25 00-T7 00

Bob 'looney
Insurance Agency
107 K. 4.0
7S3-4937

FEDERAL
KEMPER
INSURANCE
COMPANY
a aubsdiarviii
EIFF
10 1 1 .

BEGLEY'S INTRODUCES

DRIVE-IN
PRESCRIPTION
SERVICE
STOP BY BEGLEY'S AT 300 SOUTH 8th STREET
WHEN YOU NEED YOUR NEXT PRESCRIPTION FILLED.
SIMPLY DRIVE UP TO OUR CUSTOMER SERVICE
BOOTH, PLACE YOUR DOCTOR'S PRESCRIPTION
ORDER IN THE AWAITING CARRIER, AND DROP THE
CARRIER IN THE DELIVERY PORT. OUR PHARMACIST
WILL FILL YOUR ORDER WITH THE SAME
PROFESSIONAL CARE THAT YOU HAVE ALWAYS
ENJOYED AT BEGLEY'S. ALL THIS AND YOU
NEVER HAVE TO LEAVE YOUR CAR.

THIS IS BEGLEY'S, SERVING THE NEEDS
OF THE PEOPLE OF KENTUCKY.

•

•
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'Lost Cobra
Being Sough
GAINESVILLE, Fla. )AP
— A 44t-foot cobra that
escaped from a snake
collection as its owner
prepared for Hurricane David
is as eager to avoid humans as
they are to avoid it.
At let, that's what owner
Raymond W. Bienert Jr., 23, is
telling his wary neighbors at
Valley View Mobile Home
Park in southwest Gainesville.
"After I talk to them and
explain this, nobody is excessively concerned," he said.
"I think the animal is concerned with getting away
from all this activity and is
very likely deep in the woods if
it's alive. It's not a pet. It's a
research animal."
The missing snake, a hybrid
of more than one strain of
cobra, was imported as an egg
or a hatchling, and Bienert
acquired it as a very small
snake about four years ago.
"It's never been outside a
cage, never seen a live rat. I
fed it dead mice. It's never
been in the wild," he said. "It
may have been killed by a
predator or even a dog."
The cobra disappeared as
Bienert packed his nine
snakes to move from his
mobile home, and he said he
was certain the snake had
slithered into a space in the
walls.
The escape was reported to
the sheriff's office Sunday, six
days after it occurred. U.
Jerry Hansen of the sheriff's
office said anti-venom was
collected as a precaution but
there have been no reports of
snakebite or even a snake
sighting.
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Teens Are Target Of
••
Drinking Risk Program
•

International Year
of the Child 1979
youth center to Murray young
people and had lately fallen on
the idea of pressing a drive for
a YMCA. There was a logical
alliance with the Early
Childhood Development
By Philip Deaver
As you may already know people at the University; with
by the vast amount of national the staff at the library which
publicity that has been had been working hard to
programs
for
generated, the United Nations provide
has designated the year 1979 children; with concerned
International Year of the teachers and counselors at the
Child. In this spirit, the United public schools; with local
States is participating at all ministers. Cooperation was
levels — nationally, from pledged by nearly every group
State departments, and or organization that was
approached. A plan is
locally.
Several months ago, Mrs. evolving to have a -Family
Ruth Fitzpatrick, state Togetherness Celebration" in
coordinator for International Murray.
But in all the meetings
Year of the Child )IYC) in
the
original
Kentucky, visited Murray and between
talked with a local gathering gathering and the day the plan
about how IYC was being finally began to take shape,
observed in large and small you couldn't help but be
communities throughout the fascinated at what a town this
is, small enough to be pretty
state.
and
green and intimate, large
Some communities were
having day-long festivals, enough to have good services
involving whole families in and mountains of energy.
In the coming weeks, in this
activities and games; some
were taking the opportunity to space, the world of the child in
create a renewed drive for Murray and Calloway County
immunizations; one corn- will be explored. Sometimes
ritually had a photography problems will be explored —
contest for children in order to there are problems: Police
dramatize how the world is Chief Jerry Lee said in one
meeting of the IYC committee
seen from those eyes.
The promoters of Inter- that problems of idle youth in
national Year of the child the city at night are occupying
hastened to say that this is not so many police man-hours
another consciousness that a curfew was being
raising, extremely heavy seriously considered, and he
attempt to bring additional was wondering where on earth
public services to children. these kid's parents were.
They say that IYC is a year of There are problems: a
celebration,
and
that counselor from the public
celebrating the child is the schools was concerned that
main idea — if, as a secondary almost all activities include
benefit, incarcerated the same basic- kernel of
children, abused children, or young people, while many
starving children, have their children are not touched by
cause advanced, then better any of it.
But also in this column, the
yet. But there are ample
forces rallying to those lattes vast number of things the city
causes. International Year of and county are doing for kids
the Child was mainly to be a will be looked at, credit given
where credit is very due.
celebration.
And finally, in this space,
In passing time, though, the
children
themselves will be
IYC effort has become a
strong pivotal element in celebrated,as was the original
addressing the plight of intention of International
children who have fallen on Year of the Child. With this
misfortune or were born into kind of focus, it is hoped the
it. In addition, in looking into reader will learn a little about
the world of the child, the the community, that it is not a
movement was suddenly bad place to raise kids up
looking into the world of the right; that there are problems
family, the school, the com- and ways people in the
munity. One thing kept community can help solve
them; that an astonishing
leading to another.
And so when the local amount of volunteer and
committee for International professional energy is already
Year of the Child began going into making this area a
looking for projects, there was better place for children to
no shortage of things to do. live, to play, and to learn.
Watch this space for more
There was a logical alliance
information
on "International
with the Youth Center committee, which had been Year of the Child." There will
working long and hard for a be part for YOU to play in our
way of bringing some kind of celebration.
(Editor's Note; This is the
first in a series of columns
devoted to The International
Year of the Child.)

1973 Chevrolet
Malibu
111111r

Local car, lady driver, automatic, power
steering and brakes, air conditioner, AMFM radio, extra nice, approximately
27,000 actual miles.
$2675

00

GM
GM QUALITY
SEWV/C1 PARTS
DIVISION
%WTI
corwrinAL mamas

col

Keep That Great GM Feeling
With Genuine GM Parts

Dwain Taylor Chevrolet, Inc.
753-2617
641 south
mew maw
a411
'
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WASHINGTON (AP) — A cumstances, one drink ma
true-false test on the risks of affect a driver's judgment,
drinking
and
driving, resulting in such actions as
designed primarily for new running through a red light,
drivers, has been prepared by passing on a curve,speeding.
the U.S. Brewers Association
— 9. Consumption of alcohol
as part of its new Alcohol by persons riding with you
constitutes a public offense in
AwarenessProgram.
many states.
The test is included in the
— 10. If you have been
association's leaflet on
drinking at a party,coffee will
drinking and driving, being
distributed by motor vehicle sober you up quickly before
you drive.
bureaus, law enforcement
ANSWERS
officials, state highway
departments and driver
•suonaeaa inoA uadietis
education classes.
JO piat12pn1 .moA ano3dun
"Even though the test is LUOM )nq `axeme noif daaii
aimed generally at young dot' uea aanoa •asieA .0j —
persons, many adults cannot
give all the right answers,"
.9 —
says George Minshew, senior
luapia
vice president of the -3B ue
papane Atplet•
association. He suggests that -dn pue Allaaalp a3e saie3
parents check and discuss aaue3nsin pow -asjeA
—
with family teenagers the
•atuj,.9 —
following test statements:
.t.poq JO pauospdup JO pout;
TRUE OR FALSE?
aq
noA .asjeA .g
— I. All states prohibit
flJJ —
driving under the influence of
linpe
alcohol.
UB se palea.il aq Heys Jourui
— 2. A 16-or 17-year-old e leto auittualap ueo pnoa
person who commits a moving alluanni ams •asleA .g —
traffic violation would be
•sasUano ajarqaA
_ treated differently than an .10)0U! .10j unpe ue se palean
aq HMIS JOUILLI 1E10 apinaid
adult offender.
— 3. By law, it is never gams awes •asieA .z
—
possible for a person under 18
to be sentenced to prison.
— 4. If, while driving, you
are at fault injuring someone
and drive away without
stopping, you may have
committed a criminal offense.
— 5. If you are arrested as
DWI
(Driving
While
Intoxicated — or DUI,Driving
Under the Influence of intoxicants), you can lose your
license and be subjected to a
fine, but you cannot be
prisoned.
— 6. The highest proportion
of alcohol-related accidents
occur in the 21-24 age group.
— 7. If you cause an accident while driving, your carinsurance rates will not be
affected.
— 8. Under certain cir-

ON THE GO during autumn and early winter months often means weekends away.
Whether the occasion is a brief holiday or a football game,knit separates are the ideal solution for travel woes. They're easy to pack,easy to wear and some,such as these two outfits
in a wool and polyester blend,are even washable. At left, a belted cardigan sweater makes
an ideal topper for a color coordinated sweater skirt, both in looped yard. At right, a tweed
knit belted pullover teams up nicely with a pair of coordinted pants. (Fashions by James
Kenrob.)

.s
TOUChdOWEI ,
K.- '-1 s_.A•_.

* **** ****** *

Conservation
Measures Can
Often Cut Bills
WASHINGTON (AP) — A
variety of small, inexpensive
conservation measures often
can cut home energy bills a
total of 25 percent, the Energy
Department says.
In a draft of a brochure
expected to be distributed late
this year to 4 million
Americans, the department
says its various tips "could
save you 25 percent, between
$100 and $250 a year, at
current gas and electricity
prices, on an investment of
$100 or less."
Deputy Under Secretary
Maxine Savitz, in testimony
Monday to a House Government
Operations
subcommittee, said the department has stressed energy.
saving measures in the past
that entail major costs, such
as paying a contractor to
install insulation.
Now, she said, the department will give equal emphasis to inexpensive or nocost measures.
Leading the list of opportunities to save, the draft
says, is "hot water ... both
because • it is an amazingly
large part of household energy
bills and also because the
coda can be easily and
cheaply reduced."
A single shower, for
example, often costs 15 cents,
the draft says.

*

* * * * ** *

ultra
ban

PRELL

GLEEM

ULTRA BAN

SHAMPOO

BODY on TAP

TOOTHPASTE

ROLL-ON
ANTI-PERSPIRANT

SHAMPOO
7 Oz.

16 OZ. LIQUID OR

7 Oz. FAMILY SIZE

7 Oz. CONCENTRATE

YOUR CHOICE

ONLY

4-WAY

$128

EXTRA STRENGTH
TABLETS 24's

Q-TIPS

prolessoonal
POUND-ENO &WS EL ES
RECOMMENDED By DENnSTS
MmTMLW4

PROFESSIONAL
TOOTHBRUSH
with round-end bristles
•Sofi
•Medium
•Firm

NO DOZ
KEEP ALERT TABLETS
15's

COSMETIC PUFFS
260's

PAMPRIN
PRE-PERIOD RELIEF
TABLETS 24's

78c

4
PACK

Bel Air
Center
Murray, Ky.

9-9 Mon.-Sat.
1-6 Sunday
153-8304

NORMAL, OILY, OR DRY
FORMULAS

DATRIL

NASAL SPRAY
REGULAR
50z.

28G

REGULAR OR UNSCENTED

99c

$199

11.K.

1.5 Oz.

Louie B. Nunn
Becomes Grandpa
VERSAILLES, Ky.(AP) —
Republican gubernatorial
nominee Louie, B. Nunn
became
a
grandfather
Monday night when his
daughter, Jennie Lou Penn,
gave birth to a 7-pound, 3ounce girl.
The baby, named Margaret
Cornelius Penn, was born at
9:29 p.m. EDT at the Woodford Memorial Hospital here,

** * * *

MURAT DRUG CE1TERS,

* * * * * * * * * *,*

Sale Prices
Effective Thru
9-15-79

40,
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NORTHSIDE
6-10 Mon.-Thurs.
6-12 Fri., 6-10 Sat.
Closed Sunday

PRICES GOOD SEPT. 12TH THROUGH SEPT. 18TH

USAGE

U.S. CHOICE

OSAGE

9'

PEACHES

PEACHES

ROUND
STEAK

2/
1
2
HUNTS

CATSUP

320Z.

89c

24-1 QT. SZ.$1

MARTHA WHITE BIX MIX

BISCUIT MIX
IGA
EARLY JUNE

51/2 OZ.

PEAS
NORTHERN

69

and
Dr.
1)r
ft*,

LB. $1 99

5/$100

LB.$1 77

ROUND STEAK
BONELESS SIRLOIN

LB.$269

TIP TEAK

3$

WILLIAMS

PORK SAUSAGE

LB.

FAMILY PACK

LB.$239

CUBE STEAK

2202.9

29 BREAKFAST
STEAK

BETTY CROCKER

LB$277

BONELESS RU'

CAKE MIXES.oz. ;;7i
. ,T 2\
GALA

PAPER TOWELS

ROLL

BANQUET BEEF, TURKEY, SALISBURY, CHICKEN

DINNERS

11 OZ.

'Ffifirdif
59c Raiff
.

59

LB

iii

$188 JOWL

LB $1 29

piEcE

1.1
.49c

ailli BEEF
iii
(oR
i

PKG.

89C

9" giiliROUND
E buE

LB

$188

FAMILY PACK SLICED
co°

SLAB BACON
MILK
PRODUCE
YOUR

160Z.

99c
$2°9

IGA WHOLE

WHEATSWORTH OR PREMIUM
0
4°

CRACKERS\ 1%,t•

GAL

R ma

••••

BANANAS
KRAFT PURE

ORANGE JUICE

LB.

OSCAR

PRIDE OF ILLINOIS
REAM STYLE OR WHOLE KERNEL
GOLDEN

89

TIP ROAST

ASSORTED

GGS

29

THIN SLICED

PE FILLING

HITE FEATHER
RADE A MEDIUM

EMS

BONELESS

LUCKY LEAF CHERRY

CORN

4.4
111C44,_

ROUND STEAK

.1 One
4 ROLL

TISSUE

miX.1117'

BONELESS LEAN TOP

(AG:
*
SWEET PEAS

W'
De ,
Sc
A.
Jus
Cly
cri

LB.

LIPTON

TEA BAGS

1511

SOUTNSIDE
7-10 Mon.-Sat.
10-8 Sunday

We Reserve The Right To Limit Quantities

tul
Pr
lee
fit
Jo"

GAL.

!olls
$1 29 SH GREEN
ONIONS
MUSHROOMS

59'

FRESH

99c
39c
39c
2 49c
89c
EA.

2 LB. BAG

FOR

8 OZ. CUP
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Faculty Members Join College Of Business
A departmental chairman,a
full professor, five assistant
professors and three visiting
lecturers are the 10 new
faculty members who have
joined the College of Business
and Public Affairs at Murray
State University for the 197980 school year.
The new chairman is Dr.
Winfield H. Rose in the
Department of Political
Science,
Public
Administration and Criminal
Justice. The professor is Dr.
Clyde Vedder, a specialist in
criminal justice, while five
assistant professors are:
Dr. Ronald D. Taylor and
Russell L. Welch, marketing
and business administration;
Dr. Dan R. Ward, accounting;
Dr. Douglas E. Huffman,

Dr. his master's and doctoral
and
management;
degrees at Duke University,
Da voider Singh, economics.
The visiting lecturers are: Durham, N.C.
An educator of more than 35
Dr. Donald F. Hardy, II, and
R. Christopher Perry, both in years on the university level,
political science; and Robert Vedder came to Murray from
A. Seay, accounting and Odessa, Tex., where he was a
professor of criminal justice
finance.
and
sociology
on the
A native of Appalachia, Va., University of Texas campus
from
Rose came to Murray
there.
East Texas State University,
His undergraduate degree
cowas
he
where
Commerce,
was
earned at the University
ordinator of the master's of of California at Berkeley and
public administration (MPA) both his master's and docprogram._ He succeeds Dr.
torate at the University of
Farouk Umar, who has
California at Los Angeles.
classroom
to
returned
native of
Taylor, a
teaching.
Springfield, Mo., will be
teaching retail and marketing
Rose earned his un- management in the Departin ment of Marketing and
degree
dergraduate
mathematics at Carson- Business Administration,
Newman College, Jefferson coming- te.;
ISlurray from
City, Tenn., in 1964, and both Carbondale,
where he has
been on the faculty at
Southern Illinois University.
Both his undergraduate and
master's degrees were earned
at Southwest Missouri State
University, Springfield, and
his doctorate in 1978 at North
Texas State University at
Denton. "
Welch, an attorney, will be
teaching business law, and
social, legal and political
environment of business in the
Department of Business
Administration.
A native of College Station,
Tex., he has come to Murray
from the University of Texas
at Austin where he recently
received a master's degree in
business administration. His
undergraduate degree was
earned at Texas Tech
University at Lubbock in 1972
and from which he received a
law degree two years later.
Ward, a native of Malden,
Mo., will be teaching accounting in the Department of
Accounting and Finance. He
comes to the campus from
Louisiana Tech University,
Ruston, where he received his
doctorate earlier this year.
His undergraduate degree
was earned at Southeast
Missouri State University,
Cape Girardeau, in 1972, and
his master's at Arkansas State
in 1974.
Huffman, a native of
Malvern, Ark., will be
statistics and
teaching
operations management in the
Department of Management.
He holds an undergraduate
degree from Henderson State
College, Arkadelphia, Ark.,
and both his master's and
doctorate from Clemson
University, Clemson,S. C.
A captain in the Kentucky
National Guard, he will be
commander of the Murray
detachment of Headquarters Headquarters Company, 1st123rd Armored, located in
Paducah.
Before coming to Murray,
he was an assistant professor
of management at Memphis
State University.
A native of New Delhi,
India, Singh will be teaching
principles of micro and macro
economics as well as labor
economics in the Department
of Economics. He came to
Murray from the University of
Missouri at St. Louis.
Singh earned his un-

Arkansas
Simulated
Diamond Rings
0•

at
degree
dergraduate
Benedict College, Columbia.
S. C.; masters at both Duke
and the University of South
Carolina, and last year was
awarded a doctorate at South
Carolina.
Hardy, who comes to Mur-

Dr.Clyde Vedder

Dr. Douglas E. Huffman

ray from East Texas State
University, will be in charge
of the university's new
master's in public administration program at Fort
Campbell as a member of the
Department of Political
Science, Public Administra-

tion and Criminal Justice.
He holds two degrees from
Miami University, Oxford,
Ohio, and earned his doctorate
Washington
George
at
University, Washington, D. C.
He is a native of Columbus,
Ohio.

Dr. Winfield H. Rose

Dr. Ronald D.Taylor

Dr. Donald Hardy II

Dr. Davinder Singh

Also in the Department of
Political Science is Perry, who
will be lecturing on American
government, parties and
pressure groups, and business
and government. A graduate
of the University of Kentucky
in 1971, he is doing doctoral

Northside And Southside

Thurs., Fri. & Sat.
Sept. 13, 14, 15
$1 ROO
•vir

Life Time
, Guarantee
1,4
,
4 f

.

Dr. Dan R. Ward

Russell L. Welch

Robert A. Seay

R.Christopher Perry

On Display And
Sale At

JI

work at the University of
Minnesota.
A staff accountant with a
Nashville, Tenn., firm before
coming to Murray, Seay holds
two degrees from Murray
State, and is a native of Lone
Oak.

omm

Treat yourself to
Maxwell House Instant Coffee.And
we'll treat you to a 44Er savings.

/t'•

.

CHRIST
ALMIGHTY.
This is•one of the basic concepts of the Christian Church.
We are known as the Disciples of Christ. The central belief of
our church is that Jesus Christ is the Son of God. This does indeed make him all mighty.
However, we feel that each person has the right to worship
and approach God according to his or her personal interpretation of the Bible. Freedom of faith is a birthright of
each of us.
Eventually we all must answer to the Almighty so we
should have the responsibility for the life we bring before
Him. It can be nobody else's job.
If you are looking for a place where you can express your
faith and life in a way that is compatible with this responsibility, we invite you to visit us next Sunday. We hope you
will find here the church family you have searched for. We'd
like to help.

A fresh, hot cup of Maxwell House"
really is an instant treat. And now,
while you enjoy it, you can enjoy a
savings, too So treat yourself to the
instant coffee that's always
"Good to the Last Drop"and well
treat you to a 4014 savings
ofor..... remora

(,cr1( (al

. Save
I 404

The First Christian Church
North of the square on Fifth Street
Dr. David C. Roos, Minister
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No Cure Known For Brittle Bone Disease
The basic defect is funcThe Mandevilles had never
that? At Christmas, Jay had a says."We put a bulletin board
MINNEAPOLIS I AP) —
Severe cases of 01 are
tional.
lmosteogenesis
of
him
heard
Jay's grandmother was broken arm and leg. That's above his bed and taught
usually marked by- deforming
first
their
Jay,
before
perfecta
and
shapes
using
by
first
but
4-year-old,
a
for
if
terrible
carefully putting a sweater on
dwarfism,
fractures,
him one morning when he you just go ahead you can still colors on the board. He picked child, was born.
preniature deafness, teeth
—
hereditary
is
disease
from
The
himself
reading
up
have
she
good
a
says.
time,"
his
broken
had
screamed. She
excessive
Dr. Lowell [utter, an or- 'Sesame Street' on television" a parent with 01 has a 50-50 that crunitAty,
arm.
conchronic
d
sweating
Another day, Jay rolled over thopedic surgeon who is Jay's and from word and picture chance of passing it on — but stipation. Also, the whites of
a
from
gene
result
can
for
also
family
the
by
made
children
with books
in bed. A different bone physician, says
mutation, which apparently the e)es are generally blue. In
the disease "appear to be him."
snapped.
accepting
was the case with Jay. His 2- patients with less severe
generally
-is
Jay
or
better
normal
mentally,
Four-year-old Jay Mancases, the disease may not be
deville, who had about a dozen perhaps because of their of his disease, Mrs. Man- year-old sister, Laura, shows
apparent to others.
01.
has
he
of
signs
although
no
says,
deville
with
contact
adults."
broken bones before he was
Presence of the disease
imhe
osteogenesis
"With
Jay, for instance, began to learned to speak up when
born and has suffered from
cannot be detected until very
is
bone
broken
the
danger.
in
is
he
perfecta,
feels
read
was
when
and
he
2
about 30 more since then, is
"Things he obviously can't just the tip of the iceberg. Its late in pregnancy, said Dr.
one of an estimated 30,000 9r already knows the words to
Lutter, co-director of the 01
more people in the United about 300 songs, Mrs. Man- do, he doesn't get frustrated ripple goes all the way down
at Gillette Children's
clinic
and
family
do
to
the
tries
he
things
But
through
about.
States who suffer from deville says.
St. Paul, Minn.
Hospital
"He was real responsive and can't, that frustrates community structure," Dr.
osteogenesis imperfecta, a
of the disorder
cause
The
says.
says.
Mandeville
Mrs.
I.utter
him,"
right from the beginning," she
brittle bone disease.
There is no known cure.
Jay, the son of John and
Jean Mandeville of Minneapolis, has a severe case of
01. He weighs only 19 pounds
and his tiny, twisted legs will
not support him. He is,
THERE ME
however, able to use his little
No FORCEAN
arms and has some dexterity
PURCHASES AT BIC
in his hands.
JOHNS YOU NEVER NAVE
While he is normally
TO BUY 10 00 %NORTH
GROCERIES JUST
cheerful and can laugh and
GET ONE OF
TO
play with other children, Jay.
OUR
cannot risk physical contact,
BARGAINS'!
so the activities are limited to
verbal games with little
physical activity.
But the Mandevilles don't
want to shelter their son too
much.
"I want him to have all the
experiences he can have and it
takes a lot of extra thought,"
Mrs. Mandeville says. "He.
gets more out of everything he
does than anybody else I
I
know."
While his physical activity is
limited, he likes to swim with
\
help) and enjoys having his
mother or father hold him up
Half
so he can •'dance" when
Super Tender
listens to records.
But, the Mandevilles say the
U.S. Choice Economy
time since Jay was born has
been difficult, and the hardest
times are when he is hurt.
"How to you ever get used to

in

isn't known. Researchers
have identified different types
of collagen, a substance
present in the body's connective tissue, bones and
cartilage, and think there may
be a difference in the collagen
in people suffering from 01.
- "Because the bones don't
have normal strength they
bend, so some kids may have
deformities. The bones also
break. Fractures can occur
putting on a shoe or just
turning over. They hurt just as
much as in a normal-boned
individual and take just as
long to heal," Dr. I.utter says.
Fractures . become less

adulthood, life expectancy is
the same as any other adult,
Dr. Lutter says.
Jay is progressing well, Dr.
I.utter says, and the odds are
very good that he will live to
adulthood.
Beyond that, however, Jay's
future remains a question
mark. The Mandevilles say
there is no way of knowing
whether his legs will develop
enough so that he will ever be
able to walk.
"Most people with severe OI
can eventually walk short
distances, but are in
wheelchairs. It's really unpredictable."

Frequent as an 01 ictirn
grows older, he says. "The.
bone does get stronger with
maturity and also there is less
activity. Kids learn to adapt to
the disease and cut back on
physical activity."
recognized
only
The
treatment is orthopedic
physical therapy, he says.
"We're unfortunately
treating the symptoms and not
the cause. We're trying to get
through
individual
the
childhood so they can be
mobile with as few encumbrances as possible," he
says.
If an DI patient lives to
•
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Skillful Tale
Woven In New
Novel By Holt
THE SPRING OF THE
TIGER. By Victoria Holt.
Doubleday. 356 Pages. $10.
The Gothic novel, which
blends romance and suspense,
is one of the most popular and
enduring forms of literary
entertainment.
With some 17 novels to her
credit, Victoria Holt is one of
the most successful writers of
•
this genre.
Her latest, "The Spring of
the Tiger," is another typical
Holt product: the writing is
not exactly first-class, but the
wellcalculated plot, full of
twists and turns, gives even a
seasoned reader the -thrill of
riding the trickiest roller
coaster.
Set in the era of horse-drawn
carriages and gas lamps, it is
a tale of revenge, with its title
coming from Byron's poem,
Don Juan,"And their revenge
is as a tiger's spring, deadly,
and quick and crushing."
As the story begins, Sarah
Siddons Ashington, the
heroine, is living in London
with her mother, Irene
Rushton, a famous stage
actress, attended by servants
and a tutor. But as any informed reader anticipates,
such serene happiness is not
allowed to last.
Irene Rushton's affair with
a married man is exposed and
she's shooed off the stage.
Heartbroken, she falls ill and
dies.
Sarah looks forward to a a
new life with her estranged
father who operates a tea
plantation in Ceylon, but he,
too, falls ill. He comes home
for medical attention, ac_._companied by Clinton Shaw,
the owner of a neighboring
plantation, but it is too late
and he dies.
.„,,,Sarah inherits the plantation, marries Shaw and
leaves for Ceylon, to "the
house of brooding mystery, of
sinister undercurrents and
disturbing echoes and an
awareness of encroaching
peril."
Fun reading.
Waka Tsunoua
NEW HEAD
MADISON, Wis. (API —
Carlton E. Overland has been
named acting director of the
Elvehjem Museum of Art.
Overland has been a staff
member at the museum since
1970.
Eric. S. McCready, director
of the Elvehjem since 1975,
resigned recently to become
director of the University Art
Museum at the University of
Texas at Alin.
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FREE BIRTHDAY CAKE!
Send in your birth* date to
W.S.J.P. and win a

FREE Birthday cake

from

BIG JOHNS

Drawiso ash dal se W.S.J.P.
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Fever Is Symptom Of Something Wrong In Body
y is
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,Dr.
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SOLAR BATH — Bob Cucullu, of
Hammond, La., an advocate of solar energy, lathers up his solar
-heated tub.
The oil drum v•as converted to a tub with
plastic to hold
the heat of 110 degrees, which Cucullu says is just right for
an outdoor scrub.
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A fever is a symptom of
something wrong in the body.
It is caused most often by
bacterial or viral infection.
The infection produces heat
that sends body temperature
up above the normal 98.6
degrees Fahrenheit.
For years, the customary
way of taking a temperature
has been with a mercury-filled
glass thermometer. But
recently, some manufacturers
have been promoting plastic
"fever strips." These strips,
which are placed on the
outside of the body, such as
the forehead, are imbedded
with liquid crystals that are
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concerns is that these fever
detectors give a reading of
surface skin temperature,
while the mercury thermometer gives a more accurate body (core) temperature when placed in the
mouth or rectum.
Forehead surface temperatures can vary 2 to 8
degrees between individuals.
Body (core) temperatures
generally remain constant
(98.6 degrees Fahrenheit) ER
the absence of disease for the
overwhelming majority of
people. In addition, external
and internal physical factors
can raise an individual's
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in its sales kit.
(warm), green ( warmer ), or
The plastic fever strips blue ( warmest ). Any shade in
work like this:
the "N" category is conWhen pressed against the sidered a normal temforehead for 15 to 60 seconds, a perature, while any shade of
letter or number registers on color with a numeral reading
the strip to indicate if there is such as 1, 2, or 3 is supposed to
a rise in the skin surface indicate an elevated temtemperature.
Most perature. Generally, doctors
manufacturers use the letter consider a temperature of 100
"N" ifor normal) or "F" (for degrees Fahrenheit or above
fever) or numeral indications as a cause for concern.
(the higher the number the
FDA strongly recommends
higher the skin temperature) that consumers read the
to indicate the skin heat. Some product's directions for use
companies use a letter- carefully, as well as double
number combination.
check any indication of a fever
In addition, the indicators with a clinical mercury
turn one of three colors: tan thermometer. One of FDA's

sensitive to temperatures.
However, the Food and
Drug Administration, which is
investigating these new
devices, cautions that the
"fever strips" should not be
considered replacements for
conventional
therthe
mometer, but should be
regarded only as fever indicators or detectors. When
the strips give an indication of
fever, a conventional mercury
thermometer should be used
to determine the extent, if
any, of the temperature rise,
FDA officials say. Indeed, one
manufacturer of the strips
includes a glass thermometer
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Mixed & Baked Riaht Before Your
BAKED FRESH
DAILY

6" Pot Each $299

_
BIG JOHN'S DELI HAS EVERYTHING YOU NEED
Eves! FOR
A TASTY SNACK, A QUICK LUNCH, OR AN
LATE •
INSTANT PARTY!!
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Big Ju'in's Delicious Bakery Trish Ate
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Gallon $249
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FRANKFORT — Total
of Kentucky's 267
state-chartered banks
reached an all-time high of
more than $9.5 billion for
Fiscal Year 1978-79.
The new figure reflects an
increase of more than $1.1
billion over Fiscal Year 197778, according to the consolidated report of condition of
state-chartered banking institutions released today. The
report was released by state
Banking Commissioner John
L. Williams Jr.
The 13.6 percent increase is
the largest in the history of
state Department of Banking.
Other increases included
deposits - $810 million, capital
accounts - $89 million, loans $596 million and investments $418 million.
reserves

.11
Save 12

FRANKFORT, Ky. — The
Kentucky Division of Air
Pollution Control is one of the
nation's leaders in air
monitoring activities, according to an evaluation
conducted by the federal
Environmental Protection
Agency (EPA).
EPA's annual on-site
evaluation of Kentucky's air
monitoring and laboratory
activities was conducted in
April.
The EPA report to the
Kentucky Department for
Natural Resources/ and
Environmental Protection
said, in part, "This agency
continues to be a leader in the
ambient
, field
of
air
monitoring. This is demonstrated by excellent field and
laboratory activities, genuine
cooperation and sincerely
dedicated personnel."
The report also said the
Division of Air Pollution
Control exceeds EPA's
minimum criteria in its
laboratory activities and fieldmonitoring activities.
Gov. Julian M. Carroll said
he is highly pleased with the
glowing report from EPA.
"We have always been proud
of our Division of Air Pollution
Control," he added.
Frank Harscher, secretary
of the state Department for
Natural Resources and
Environmental
Protection,
said, "EPA conducts a very
tough evaluation. To have our
air pollution division receive
such a positive and complimentary report just proves
that we are doing our jobs in a
responsive and responsible
manner for the benefit of
Kentucky's citizens."

State Reserves High

/7/1IpV

s2"

forehead temperature. These
factors_ include air temperature, direct sunlight or
artificial light on the forehead,
physical exercise, or even
flushing of the face caused by
an emotional state.
The fever strips have been
marketed in this country since
about 1975, but only recently
have manufacturers and
distributors made a concentrated effort to see them in
retail outlets. With the increased marketing efforts
came questions about the
reliability of the devices.
FDA's investigation into the
fever strips will include
gathering scientific information to ascertain the
reliability of the devices, with
an eye to the possibility of
setting standards for the
strips.
If you want more information, contact your
nearest FDA office at 297 Plus
Park Blvd., Nashville, TN
37217.

zip

Ple#se drop in box provided
before leaving the store Cto
not mail. No purchase
necessary. Only one winner
per Camay
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Libraries Boosted By Celebrities
These celebrities are among
thousands of Americans who
value the library and want to
be sure it stays healthy, says
Wedgeworth,
Robert
executive director of the,
American Library Association
ALAI.
The association's executive
reports that people all over the
country - young and old, rich
and poor, the famous and
notso-famous - are becoming
"friends" of the library.

41.
2. Notice

almost doubled since 1970.
Magazine prices are up 9
percent in the past year
alone."
Wedgeworth notes that a
recent book-industry study
predicts that by 1981 libraries
will need to spend far more to
buy much less.
Working independently of
the library administration.
Friends of the Libraries
Boards build community
support for libraries and tell
the public of libraries' specific
"ConsUdering the plight of
needs. Wedgeworth points out.
many of the nation's libraries,
They work to pass laws
they need all the friends they
favorable to libraries, seek out
Wedgeworth.
can get," says
donations and raise extra
has 'touched
"Inflation
funds through special events.
affected
libraries just as it has
They help organize special
every citizen. Book costs have
library exhibits, conduct
study groups, workshops and
classes, and even sponsor
cultural activities.
Among the examples of
support for the library
Wedgeworth cites is the
Littleton, Colo., friends'
group. More than $10,000 was
2 Anglo-Saxon
ACROSS
Answer to Tuesday's Puzzle
raised for the library and the
money
1 Jump
Littleton `Museum this year
4 Raises
3 Has mercy
II T A
ST L
4
1 11 ET CP
4 Housetop
9 Devoured
through a musical revue, a
PEN
TONE
AR
1.1_
1
5 Sea eagles
12 Silkworm
satirical production written,
RAT
ET
REASE
6 Hebrew
13 Planet s
produced and performed b)
month
path
S E RE S IRE
friends, interested community
7 Free of
14 Brown kiwi
E,T E N SE
15 Share
8 Stalk
residents and staff members
R TATED
I L'
S A
9 Biblical
17 Leave
of the two institutions.
t4,0
RELAE
G
mountain
19 Indicate
A basketball marathon is
T
DAY
B ER
YET
10 Rocky hill
21 Deface
RED
DEFE
AB
staged annually in Scranton.
11 Dine
22 Bard
FA T E S
DITN
Pa., with proceeds benefiting
16 Bury
24 Drunkard
t
}
STINTS
OP
18 Crony
1.1,T
26 Ordinances
Scranton Public and the
20 Steal
29 Step part
ERIN
PATH
100i E
Osterhout Free Library.
22 Choice
31 Container
Rf A e Y
SUtA
Personal phone calls made by
33 Scottish cap 23..Lubricated
volunteers and library staff on
25 Flap
34 Negative
, prefix
their offtime to 18,000 voters
27 Blouse
28 Struck
35 knock
56 Conducted
45 Buy back'
helped the Tulsa City-County
37 Cattle genus 30 Uncooked
47 Girl s nick57 Sweet poLibrary with a mill levy
32 Sailor
39 Zeus betato
name
passage which increased the •
36 Dance step
loved
49 Gave up
59 As written
library's budget 50 percent.
40 Males
38 More certain 52 Portico
Mus
41 Sea nymph
42 Wit
Wedgeworth suggests that
54 Sagacious
60 Youngster
44 Explode
43 Fuel
55 In favor of
63 Yes Sp
people interested in becoming
46 Paradise
a friend of the library call
10 11
4 5 6 7 II
1
2 3
48. Algonquian
their local public or college
Indian
14
12
13
11
library to find out how they.
50 Nerve netla
17
work
16
15
can join. If there is no friends
51 Ethiopian
of the library group in the
title
19 11120
community
MI
the ALA suggests
Stiched
53
26 127 22
24
22 23
working' with the director to
55 Sufficient
58 Most dread- 29
31
form a citizens' group to aid
ful
M
a
the library.
u
37
39
1
36
35
34
61 Portuguese
"If it weren't for the core of
currency
42543
45
41
concerned citizens who
62 Desert
44III
recognize the value -of
spots
49
As
47
JIll
64 Greek letter
libraries and the tremendous
1
51
52
65 Unusual
role they play in information
54II
66 Chemical
delivery,
some libraries might
compound
OMB
WE
lila
iiila
not even exist today," says
67 Insane
64
62
61 11
6311
DOWN
Wedgeworth. "The more
Pronoun
66
65
friends a library has, the
67II
better."

Author
' CHICAGO API
James Michener pledged his
friendship to libraries when he
donated proceeds from a
recent speaking engagement
to the Richmond, Ind., public
library. Stipulation: that the
library buy books with his gift.
Michener joined, too, with
- actor Charlton Heston and a
host of other celebrities at the
opening of a Manhattan
bookstore. The store's firstday sales benefited the New
York public library.
Mae West, Efrem Zimbalist,
Olivia de Havilland and
Sammy Cahn are among the
entertainers who frequently
gather to give the University
of Southern California library
a boost.
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WANT AD
CLASSIFICATIONS
Listed here is a ready
reierenc• that will quickly
help
you locate
classification you art, looking for
I . Legal Notice
2. Notic•
3. Card of Thanks
4. In Memory
5. Lost and Found
6. Help Wonted
9. Situation Wanted
10. Bus. Opportunity
Instructions
12. Insurance
13. For Sole or Trade
14. Want To Buy
P.S. Articles For Sal•
16 Hom• Furnishings
17. Vacuum Cleaners
18. Sewing Machines
19. Farm Equipment
20. Sports Equipment
21. Monuments
22. Musical
23. Exterminating
24. Miscellaneous
25. Business Services
26. TV -Radio
27. Mobile Home Sales
28. mob. Home Rents
29. Hooting -Cooling
30. Business Rental
31. Wont To Rent
32. Apts For Rent
33. Rooms for Rent
34. Houses For Rent
35. Farms For Rent
36. For Rent Or leas•
37. Livestock -Supplies
38. Pets-Supplies
39. Poultry -Supplies
40. Produce
41. Public Sale
42. Horn• Loans
43. Real Estot•
4.1. Lots For Sal•
45. Forms For Sal•
46. Homes For Sale
47. Motorcycles
48. Auto. Services
49. Used Cars
50. Used Trucks
51. Campers
52. Boats and Motors
53. Services Off°red
54. For Trade
55. Feed And Seed
56. Free Column
57. Wanted

Phone Numbers
For The
Ledger & Times
Departments
Are As Follows
News Society and
Sports
75319l8
Retail Display advertising 753-19 19
Classified Display.
Classified Circulation and the Business
Office
may
be
reached on 75319 6 and 753-1917.
ANNIIk

PEANUTS

VE GOT IT!

1?ES MA'AM,' THINK

ON SECOND THOUGHT
THAT A1A BE .W1
LOCKER COMBINATION!

I KNOW THE ANSWER

'NANCY
JINN

0

s

NOTICE HOW THE
GENERAL'S MUSTACHE
CURLS UP YYHEN HE
SEES MISS BUXLEY2

I'VE
NOTICED

Of:I I

LT FUZZ
TO SEE
YOU,SIR

LONOIE
HE saefS

THEY DON'T.
MAKE NAPES
THEY usw -ro

6. Help WanTa

Bible st ,,dy each evening or any
time tiy phone Free Store for
the needy all donations appreciareo Bible facts 7594600
NUTRITIONAL
EVALUATION
BY COMPUTER
vLft

PERSONALIZED

CON

EVALUATION
PLriT
or
NU iiiiENT DEFICIENCIES IS
AvAILABLE NOW Richard hoer
Ph 0 in Nutrition has
L.,: ,lstalied the latest in corntor this work Di Brae,
s a consultant and
n utrition to Nutritionally
Lir
P'IrSICIVIS in ill mitior
aeji 3crns the United States
firoeringmeyer is the author
01 1 he Problem Solver MuthSpeaking
Nutrition,
The Nen.-- 'es ot Life
' a' Answer and other writes,a Publications, FOR YOUR
JtAL CONSULTATION AND
ION PH04 /512962
•. tpaointment

It's A
Fact
Free Gift

Wrapping
t,ASp.' ,all,

hI

Starks Hardware
12th & Poplar
753-1227
FREE PARKING'

I

NOTICE

interested in the
_.oseep of the Old Salem
i,netery who have not con' :Am. we would appreciate
i ... support Plekse mail yOUr
_,:-'1r,6t1bOn to /Ka Dodd. Ift
6 kturray or lack Dodo, co
F •'In Block Co . Murray.
Pe'SOnS

Free Store 759-4600
What we do best is 'care
Needltne, 753-6333

CARTER STUDIO
WEDDINGS &
PORTRAITS
753-8298
There must be a reason
More Brides choose

CARTER STUDIO

753-8298
BIBLE CALL
"That's just your in.
ftrpretation" 759-4444
or Children's Story 7594445.

3. Card of Thanks
Mrs Clara B Stubblefield
and family wish to extend a
sincere thank you to each and
everyone for the food and donations received during the death
of my brother Paul Perry
A special thanks to Rev
Richard Drew for the consoling
words, and to my friends for
their moral support in my time
of need I will forever be
grateful
Mrs Clara B Stubblefield
Words are inadequate to express our deep appreciation
and thanks for the many words
of encouragement and hope extended to us during the recent.
illness and now the recuperation of Cliff after his recent
hospitalization due to a heart
attack.
Thanks especially to Brother
lack Jones and Brother Ronnie
Adams who were there at many
special times A special thanks
is extended to each and
everyone who helped in any
way as it will be impossible to
reach everyone by phone or
mail May God's richest blessings be with each of you is Our
prayer
Cliff, Cloia, & family

5. Lost and Found
Found: large puppy. blackaand
brown, found in Gatesborough.
Call 753-7344.
Found Doberman Pincher
Owner may claim by identifying paying for this ad and feed
bill Phone 436-2336 after 6
pm

6. Help Wanted
Applications now being taken
for Advanced Tire Inc , Coldwater Road in Murray. Apuhcants apply in person

HANTOHII.1 OEM BABABU,
PVCTA TOR'
Fait:,DR.LUA6A
! -7
BRING ME I-415
HEAD!

1

DIANA'S WITH THAT MEDICAL
IT WILL
TEAM. IF SOLDIERS FIND
BE DONE.
THEM, THEY'LL 5E 5LAUGHTEREP!
0
GereSa
FOLLOW ME WITH THE
BANPAR GuRAN
WALKS.

HELP WANTED
Appliance 4elivery sad
installation man wanted This is a permanent
lob. Call 153 15116.
Udy wok wanted Apply in per
son at Southside Restaurant on
South 12th Street
Help wanted apply in person
at the Rib Shack, 901 Col
dwater Road
Need full time bakery manager
Excellent pay and benefits
Send resume to P 0 Box 787
Murray Experience in bakery
preferred

Good Pay
Good Benefits
Experienced
cleanup men and
truck drivers
needed. Apply in
person only, between 7 a.m. and 4
p.m.

Kay Mart
Auto Market
511 S.4th
Street
Murray, Kentucky

9-.-Situation Wanted
Want to work part-time in an
office Able to type. (82 wpm)
file run machines and do odd
lobs. Have had previous experience as clerk typist Call
767-2779 and after 7 pm 1536335

11. Instructions
Lyndia Cochran Dance Studio
tegrstranon for dance and gymnastics. Call 753-4647

13. For Sale or Trade
For sale or trade 14 Runabout
with 40 hp Evintude motor
Phone 753-8015

1-6:1-1om Furnishing

26. TV-Radio

Antique bedroom and dining
room suite Call 753 1984

walnut cabinet
Color t v
$100 Call 753 7541

17. Vacuum Cleaners
KIRBY
VACUUM
CLEANERS

15. Articles For Sale

For sale used Singer sewing
machine Zig-zag and all attachments Sews perfect Fully
guarenteed
Cash
price
$39 95 Call Martha Hopper
354-6521
268 New Haland hay baler.
$1000 New Holland rake
$500 436-5536
Six foot pickup disc and two
12 inch plows Gall 753-3629
after 5 pm

20. Sports Equipment
Ten-speed bicycle for sale, $65
759-1029.

22. Musical
MUSIC LESSONS
Piano-Organ
Voice-Guitar

COESTies
For-met-Is MB Music

23-. Exterminating

Kelley's Termit
& Pest Control
/bow 751 3914

24. Miscellaneous

26. TV Radio

trentely

sale!

nice,

El

brand

Wednesday
through Friday, 12:00 to

753-9997
Fisher baby bear stove excellent condition 759-1975

For Sole

Firewood for sale Call Jewel
Puckett 437-4319'
German crystal. several pieces,
dinner and coffee set: German
china Call 759-1757.

Sylvania

House to give away to be torn
down and removed from property. Gas floor furniture, and
gas logs for sale. Call 4892736
Vanity dresser, solid walnut,
card table, Samsonite chairs,
screen wire, G E
carpet
sweeper, blankets and other articles 1663 Ryan Avenue

16. Home Furnishings
Electric range white, good condition, $125 Also electric
space heater $20 Call 4362120.
For sale
Westinghouse
refrigerator, bedroom suite,
like new box springs and mattress, living room suite, antique
oak dresser and rocker Call
435-4128
Hutch, maple finish, -just like
new 16x42x72. $250. 7fi3.
9357
Large Faberware frying pan
coffee pot baby buggy converts
to stroller Call 753-8987 after
6 pm

30. Business Rental

753-7575

5.00.

Clefhes for

doctor's

Large trailer lot for rent, all
hookups
Conway Estates
Highway 280 Call 753-9706
days or 753 9422 evenings
1005 Mobile home for rent, 3
miles east of Murray Also an
acre and a halt lot on Sycamore
Street
Two bedroom, all electric,
water and garbage pickup furnished, one mile out of city
limits. No pets Phone 7535405 after 6 pm.
Two bedroom mobile home in
Riveria Courts $165 per month 759-4496 after 6 pm
Two bedroom trailer. $160 per
month plus deposit Family only. Call 753-8687 from 8 til 5.

Two used 184 X 26 Rice and
Cane combine tires 489-2425
Wheat drill, like new 3822317

names!

Antiques reclining
chair Call 75.3-9531

Homelients
House trailer for rent nice
location 753 3949
In Hardin, unfurnished 12x65,
2 bedroom, bath large covered
porch natural gas e- builtins city water and sewer
Adults, no pets $160 per
month plus security deposit
Call 395-7061

19. Farm Equipment

To settle estate Man's Pa
karat diamond solitaire, white
Jewelers
mounting
gold
estimate $3 000 If interested
wrae PO Box 32 K
Toys, games. dolls. Show and
sell. September 14, 15. and
16. 9 am til 5 pm. Sponsered
by Mayfield Antique Mall.
Highway _121 South, Mayfield
KY. 247-0557.

Apartment size refrigerator
good sewing machine quilting
frames fruit ors, and other
items 753-3924

24x44 Buccaneer trailer, 3
bedroom. all electric, central
heat and air. with Of without
lot. $14,500 Call 436-5883.
For sale Armour double wide
24x54 lust remodeled 431
4729

18. Sewing Machines

14. Want To Buy
Please check your attic' Want
to buy comic books from
1930's through 1960's Call
753-1575 after 5 pm
,
Private individual wants to buy
rental income property. Condition not important Call 7539208 after 6 pm
Wanted to buy standing
timber top prices paid 489
2334

obile Home Sales
2714-

For factory authorized parts,
solos and service colt 19011
642-7619 Located at 102
W Washington St
Court
Square Pons, In

Spinet Piano used like new. Used console and grand pianos.
Practice pianos New Baldion
pianos and organs Lonardo
Piano Company across from
the post office Paris. Ten:
nessee

Commercial building near
University Call /53-2967 after
2 pm
For rent 4 car shop 753-8606
or 753-9997
•

26" TV
with remote control, 6
month old $600.00
-Also-

Stereo Console

INVITATION TO BID
Qualified persons are invited to bid on the
clearance of a 115 x 150 ft. lot located in Hazel, Ky.
Clearance will include demolition al a 4-room house
and 2 small sheds. Bid forms and more information
may be obtained from the Hazel Community
Development Agency, 302 Main St., Hazel, Ky.,
phone 492-8142. Bids will be accepted no later than
4:00 p.m,September 21, 1979.
The Hazel Community Development Agency
reserves the right to reject any and aft, ds.)
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Completely furnished 2
bedroom duplex apartment
Days 753-4342. after 5 pm
1534868

5

Furnished one bedroom very
close to campus Call 753-8741
after 5 pm
For rent 2 bedroom townhouse
apartment, all carpet range.
refrigerator,
dishwasher,
disposer. washer-dryer hookup.
central heat and air Call 7537550. ,
For rent One bedroom garden
apartment Call 753-7550
Real nice 3 room furnished
apartment for rent 2004 College Farm Road Call 753-3924
Two bedroom apartment, furnished Call 753-5140

34. Houses For Rent
For rent 3 bedroom house in
country $225 per month plus
deposit Call 247-6179
Two bedroom house at 1608
Catalina, rents for $180 per
month Available October 1st
Couple preferred No pets
Deposit required Call 7533903.

I

Office Space For
Rent. Call 7537618 after 5:00

Warehouse
Storage
Space
For Rent
Ideal for storing house full of
furniture
antiques,
cars
etc.
overflows
business
Phone 753.7618 after 5.00
m

PRISONER?
Are you chained to a desk or machine 40 hours every
week? Do bells, whistles, and supervisors control
everything you do? Does your work lack opportunity and challenge? The only difference between a rut and a grave is the length. Want to get out
of that rut, want a chance to develope your real
talent and abilities' Stop being a prisoner,, call

753-0940
tr

Six antique cherry chairs with
cane seats 753-7906
Seven foot velvet couch, excellent condition $65 Call
753-8598

Fo
Pu
gil

A

AM/FM with 8 track
$300.00
Call 753-6531 ask for
Sarah
Montclair AM-FM stereo
reciever, cassette recorder with
turn table Excellent condition
Call 753-8705 after 330

3

32. Apts. Fir-Rent

36. For Rent Or Lease
Color Console

3

Stack 3 Mosbey s CB antenna
can talk to Canada and Mexico
New $150 now $75 4928834

It's Fall Planting Time!
Over 60 varieties of shrubs to select from. Also
have trees, azaleas, houseplants, cactus, hanging
baskets.
Atrican Violets
50"and up
10" Fern Baskets
95.99-97.99
Register for $30.00 in prizes to be given away Sept. 29
See us for all your plant needs
Closed Sunday and Monday
901-782-3406

Hutchens Plant Farm
Messed Mt mks met if Neva& ET,rem west se INN Um id. at
Nagel, p ales,tire left et sip,ge 1 =Be.
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FOR REMUS
36. For Rent Or Lease 43. Real Estate

53. Services Offered

49. Used Cars

43. Real Estate

53. Services Offered

$3. Unica Wined

1977 Monte Carlo Extra sharp
753-6562

Carpet cleaning at reasonable
Home anchors Will haul driveway white roc.lk
rates Prompt and efficient ser- Mobile
and Ag lime also have anyMpe
vice. Custom Carpet Care. 489- Aluminum and fiberglass of brown or white Pea gravel
11
older
is!
An
it
Here
Trucks
Used
50.
Mini
underpinning white beige
2114.
Hudson 753-6763
home in the country
and brown Roots sealed Also Call Roger
1962 Chevrolet pickup. 6
Warehouse
free
cleaning,
753-4545
or
2 acres. In ad/
with 11
Carpet
slip
screenor
shift,
patio awnings open
cylinder, straight
Storage Space
satisfied references ed in with or without windows Will do plumbing, heating and
dition to the first floor
side bed $275 Call 153-8124 estimates,
cleandry
or
V2
-8
steam
5
7
i
3
b
ac
5
1
V
1
For Rent
there are 2 bedrooms
Also carports single and dou- air conditioning repairs and
1974 El Camino Classic, ing. Call Lee's Carpet Cleaning
BOYD-MAJORS
upstairs & a full
ble sizes Jack Glover 753- remodeling around the home.
753-4758
Scirocco,
$2200, 1975 VW
REAL ESTATE
Outside
basement.
after 6 pm
1873
such as, painting carpentry,
$2900. See at 1704 Greenbrier Do You need stumps removed
753-8080
storage includes a 7x9
and concrete 753-2211 or
to
satisfaction
done
Painting
753-4981
4:30;
after
37. Livestock-Supplies 3,4 concrete block
from your yard or land cleared
irrtriesstonal Ser. t. eInterior or exterior. Free 753-9600.
1976 Ford Van. $2395 16 ft. of stumps? We can remove
Toy, t
building with cement
- ith
For sale 3 Duroc sows with
Experienced. Call Wet basement? We make wet
estimates
Pontoon boat and motor, stumps up to 24' below the
floor and wired for
pigs 6 weeks old bred Duroc
basements dry, work complete5 pm 753-8442
after
Property
Income
$495.
Van.
Ford
1967
only
sawdust
leaving
ground,
$1050
electricity. Also a
gilts, one Hampshire boar, and
ly
guarenteed Call or write
interior
Call
and
1960 Dodge pickup, $195.
and chips. Call for free Paper hanging
Follow the expert's ad12x26 frame building
a butcher hog Call 753-1348
Construction Co
Morgan
759-1801.
estimate. Steve Shaw 753- painting. Call 431-4617
vice on beating inwith electricity, water
Route 2. Box 409A, Paducah,
Wheat straw for mulching
in
435-4343.
flation, and invest
Licensed electrician Service KY 42001, or call day or night,
1967 Ford pickup, 6 cylinder, 9490 or Bob Kemp
and a wood burning
strawberry and flower beds.
this duplex at 1611
$650.
797call
bed,
utility
calls our speciality. Call 1-442-7026.
shift,
needs,
ofstraight
2
coal
/
11
acres
your
The
For
stove.
gardens, etc Also 2 Billy goats
Miller, elec. heat,
lpock,
Earnest White 753-0605
Edward
write
753-8124
or
Call
8318
peach
trees,
fers
apple
753-3387
Will do housecleaning and
newly carpeted, new
KY
Springs,
Dawson
8.
,
10
.4
t
2
R
4
trees, a strawberry
mini-truck.
Courier
Ford
1979
care. Call Kim. 492houseplant
and
kitchen
in
inlaid
Supplies
Pets38.
Nerndon's
patch and lots of good
Half ton hauling capacity. New
8857 or 436-2667.
painted
recently
bath,
Portable Welding
AKC metered Doberman 7
garden space. Offered
tires. 15,000 miles, 28 mpg. Fence Sales at Sears now. Call
inside and out. Ranges
9 unaea Fralu,, Sy.K1w-gle Inc
19,
Will lay carpet. Free estimates
months old house trained very
Service
at only $36,500.
free
for
$4700. 753-2316.
Sears 753-2310
and Ref. inc. Rents for
Call 759-1823 after 5 pm.
Box
154,
Rt.
6,
intelligent, exceptional pup
$135 each side. A good I'd like an estimate on a medium size rib 1967 Ford pickup. long wheel estimates for your needs.
Ky.
Murray,
Female Frisbee trained Call
Free Column
56.
at
investment $29,950.
JOHN SMITH
For your chain link fencing
base. 492-8352.
roast."
753-9507
759-4948
Call 436-5502.
Free
-kittens.
Montgomery
contact
1974 Jeep Cherokee S. sharp. needs,
AKC Boston Terriers. 753-7438
753estimates
Free
Ward.
Inspection Invited
43. Real Estate
43. Real Estate
Call 753-1463 after 7 pm.
1966.
2 bath
/
Beagle puppies for sale. 153This 3 BR., 11
For sale: cleanup and body 1975 Van, Plymouth Voyager.
5422
home, new on the
Home window cleaning, no job too large
shop, Stadium View Drive. Cali power steering and brakes. Call Firewood for sale. Call 753market, located on a
6174 Monday, Wednesday, and
Dobermans AKC registered. 6
Purdom & Thurman 753-4451. 753-3792.
small, reasonable rates, insured and
or
quiet street. Has been
Friday between 8 and 5, after 7
weeks old, shots and wormed7
753-7411
44. Lots For Sale
experienced,Call 759-1176 day or night.
51. Campers
completely redecoratcall 435-4439.
red and rust, blade and rust.
AROUND T HE CLOCK
ed
in
the past year.
For sale: Wooded lot, 1.6 acres Overhead camper for long Guttering by Sears. Sears conCall 247-3188.
New heat pump, fentwo miles from Murray on Con- wheel base truck, in good con- tinous gutters installed per
Keeshond AKC registered. ex- Brand new 2 bedroom, I bath,
ced-in back yard,
cord Road. Phone 753-8715, 9 .dition. $600. Call 492-8515.
your specifications. Call Sears
ceptionally beautifully puppies built-in appliances, city water
beautifully decorated
COMMERCIAL
til 5. or 753-3428 after 5.
for free estimates.
753-2310
sleeps
ft.,
20
Winnebago,
pedigreed.
1973
shots,
Wormed and
and in excellent conand sewer, nice size lot. Call
PROPERTY
46. Homes For Sale
& power plant, roof and motor Have your driveways white rockreasAnably priced They come Purdom & Thurman 753-4451.
dition. Priced $46,000.
4,000 square foot infrom good family home 7535 bedroom, 2 bath brick home air, hitch, excellent condition. ed before bad weather. Free
Home!!! This can
and
metal building with living room, fireplace and Call 753-4746 after 4 pm.
sulated
Business
3520
estimates. Clifford Garrison,
on 11
2 acres located on den. 30x50 concrete block
/
be your answer to the gas pro753-5429 after 4 pm.
Motors
and
Boats
52.
Two year old registered Dober- blem. .2 or 3 bedrooms, formal
4
busy
highway
miles
Residential building lots
body shop. Located on 3 acres.
man for sale $15 Call 753- living room, formal dining
from Murray. Priced Priced to sell. Call 436-4382 or 1979 Fisher Marine aluminum Insulation blown in by Sears,
Westwood Subdivision, city
2437 or 753-7476.
below
room, double garage, beautiful water and sewer Priced from
replacement 753-8213.
bass boat. 25 hp Johnson save on these high heating and
cost - $60's. Phone
landscaping. No need for gas $3000 to $5000. Call Purdom
motor. fully equipped. Also cooling bills. Call Sears, 75340. Produce
your home and business & Thurman 753-4451.
Realty, 753- Two bedroom home for sale by ideal- for duck hunting. $2900. 2310. for free estimates.
Kopperud
when
Purple hull peas for sale Call. are' together Zoned B-4. Call
1222 for full time Real owner. Located in Marshall Call 753-2316.
o hFaainandhc
South
Ken's Lawnmower
753-0463 after 5 pm_
County on Calloway county line.
Estate Service.
753-1492...Offered by Loretta Starting up or slowing clown?
Fast
718
e
Glasstron with a 65 searlircepair.
ft.
16
1974
COUNTRY LIVING
are
needs
your
case,
either
In
437-4386.
Call
Jobs Realtors.
41 Public Sale
753-7400.
sell.
Must
motor.
Evinrude
hp
means!
your
some Western Cedar 4 bedroom, 11
limited and so are
cropland,
with
acres
178
and a beautiful tri-level home
acres
Three
2
/
Carport sale. 1508 Cardinal
Licinsed Electrician and gas inThis extra neat 7 bedroom timber, lake, and creek. Good bath home with half basement. Call 527-1925.
is what you can have for only
a
hill
on
situated
you
beating
inflation
Is
pm.
4
starting
Drive Thursday
stallation, will do plumbing,
home may be lust perfect for road access. Priced less than Conveniently located on large 53. Services Offered
2 bath home is uniquely
4
This
bedroom,
$56,900.
to
way
One
down?
All day Friday. Stainless sink,
heating and air conditioning.
you Nice garden spot on this $500 per acre. FinanCing lot in city. Priced to sell. Phone
designed and decorated for the large family waneneral
keep up is to own your
'Son-G
&
Brothers
Byers
doll house, coverlettes, and
Call 753-7203.
2 acre lot...Call today for more available. John C. Neubauer, 753-0707 or 753-6781 for apting room and privacy. Part of the house is unown home. Let us show
home remodeling, framing.
much more
infomation. 153-1492 Offered Realtor, 1111 Sycamore, Murand ready for your own ideas. All this
finished
and
3
gutters.
pointment.
you this attractive
aluminum siding,
CARTER STUDIO
by Loretta Jobs Realtors.
Garage sale. Friday 14th, 9 til
ray. 753-0101 or 753-7531.
located just minutes from the lake. Call today for
1or
1-395-4967
is
Call
that
roofing.
home
BR
es
2 miles down Airport Road
/
5. 31
an appointment. Kopperud Realty, 753-1222.
2 baths. liv- Large home - Small price. Here 47. Motorcycl
/
Three bedroom, 11
WEDDINGS &
362-4895.
conveniently located
off on Spring Creek Road
good
Sportster,
city
Harley
den,
and
1974
kitchen
with
room,
MSU
ing
near
is a nice home
at 1510 Clayshire.
Block
work.
and block
PORTRAITS
water and sewer. single garage 5 bedrooms and 2 baths. 2 condition, chrome accessories. Concrete
Garage sale Women's clothes. _Offered in low $30's.
basements, driveways,
with concrete drive in large bedrooms could be Call 753-5093 before 2:30 pm. garages,
size 10. children's clothes,
753-8298
patios, steps. free •
Westwood Subdivision. For rented for income. Living room, Yamaha MX-80. $250. 753- walks,
glassware, appliances. and
estimates. 753-5476.
more information call Purdom dining room, large utility room 1270 after 4 pm.
other items Saturday the 15th,
Termites. You spend thousands
Carpentry service. Whatever of dollars for a home but never
$47,000.
& Thurman, 753-4451.,
only
for
8 hi 4, 1507 London Drive,
more
and
49. Used Cars
your needs, 41 or new, quality think about termites - they
Canterbury
Shroat-Waldrop Real Estate
Landau,
work. Call 753-0565.
Skylark
Buick
1978
759-1707.
cause the most damage next to
Super garage sale! 1607
305 V8, gets 23 -mpg, 13,800 Can't get those small jobs fire. Have your home treated
Catalina Drive Saturday only.
actual miles, one owner. Call around the house or mobile now! 753-3914, Kelley's TerAinley Auction I
Starts at 7 am
753-0366.
Realty Sales
home done? Carpentry, pain- mite & Pest Control, 100 South
Yard sale, Friday 8 til 7 Ladies
(0, CAM AMU,
4plumbing, aluminum 13th Street., Murray. KY. Over
Avenue,
Park
ting.
Buick
1977
.r ur tioneer
and childrens clothes Apequipment, siding, patios, small concrete 33 years experience Home
all
loaded,
door,
Appraiser
swing
toys,
glassware,
pliances,
Nice country home on approxE'h 9011479-2956 479-3713
sun roof. 1977 Caprice jobs. Call 436-2562 after 5 pm. owned.
set, bicycle. at 1518 Canter- imately 1'7 acre wooded lot.
South Fulton Tenn
COUNTRY LIVING
Chevrolet. 4-door, loaded. all
bury
Home has 2 or 3 bedrooms, livThree acres and a
equipment. moon roof. 1976
ing room, den with fireplace,
tri-level
Too many children to live in a Monarch Ghia, loaded, all
beautiful
Yard sale. Saturday at 907 Vine good well house and more.
on a hill
Need a bigger house but equipment. 1977 T-Bird, loadsituated
shoe?
home
Street, from 8 til 4 Good Located on Old Shilo Rd. off 94
can have
can't afford it? See ed, all equipment. 1978 1-Bird
you
you
what
think
is
children's school clothes, men E. Asking $25,000. Shroat$56,900. This 4
4 bedroom home in Town Landau, all equipment.
only
large
for
this
and women's clothing, real Waldrop Real Estate. .759bedroom, 2 bath home
city school district. Well in- 1977 Malibu Classic wagon, 9
nice maternity clothes for sum- 1707.
uniquely designed
and has wood burning passenger. Call 498-8739. Poor
is
sulated
mer and winter, furniture, toys,
in the recreation room for Boy Used Cars, Stateline Rd.. 1
and decorated for the
stove
in
but
style
word
last
the
Not
glassware, odds and ends.
large family wanting
low heat bills. Next time the mile west of Hazel on John
the idea arrangement for a cou43. Real Estate
room and privacy.
kids scream, call Spann Realty Latimer farm.
ple looking for a 2 bedroom
753-7724 for your
is unhouse
the
of
Part
Associates
price.
a
reasonable
at
home
aparteach
bedroom
2
Duplex.
1976 Cutlass Salon, light
for
ready
and
.
finished
appointment
living
nice
kitchen,
ment Low maintenance cost Large sunny
yellow and tan, all extras.
All
ideas.
own
your
Very nice older home in New Phone 753-6725 after 6 pm.
and low vacancy rate Rents or room, and gas heat. Would
On Two Premises
this located just
Psnvidence. Living room, kitover 1 per cent per month make any time spent fixing this
n,
Soiling To The Highest & Bost Bidders
minutes from the lake.
Spann Realty Associates 753- home worthwhile. Spann Realchen. utility. 2 bedrooms and 1972 Datsun stationwago
apan
for
$850.
today
Call
automatic,
tires,
ty Associates. 753-7724.
Located Between Murray, Kentucky and Paris, Tennessee
7724
bath on main level. 2 bedrooms radial
pointment. Kopperud
753-8124.
Call
lot
wooded
Nice
floor.
on upper
Realty, 753-1222.
First Salo-10 A.M.- 718 Acres In Calloway Co., Ky.
and priced at only $18,750. 1974 Datsun 610 stationwagon
Miller 8. Winchester Forms owned by Caldwell
Located 7 miles Southeast of Murray on George Shoemaker Rood, property known as the Old
Shroat-Waldrop Real Estate, with air. in excellent condition.
Shoemaker Rood, 1 Mile to
opprox 4'i miles Northeast of Hazel, Ky.-Tn. Follow Hwy 893 to George
Three bedroom cedar cabin, 759-1707.
is
form
The
Simmons
A.W.
ond
Livestock
753-8670.
forrn
Panorama Shores, with
For sale: 1974 Gran Torino,
Franklin fireplace. Call Purdom
3 Tobacco Banos
•PRESCRIPTIONS•FRESH FRUIT DRINKS
3lams
condition. 759-1078 after
3 Bedroom Home
good
&
Thurman
753-4451.
*HOSPITAL SUPPLIES FOR RENT AND SALE
Dryed
Air
of
5 pm.
2acres, dark fired, 1916 Pounds Burley,.26 Acre
/
Tobacco Allotment - 41
•LEADING BRANDS OF COSMETICS
Concrete Silo & Tremphs & Pond
n,
stationwago
Torino
Ford
1973
small
a
Thurman
wanting
Been
Purdom &
•HOLLISTER OSTOMY PRODUCTS
And Running Creek For Ample Water
Springs
Round
Year
436-2658.
$675.
Insurance & Real Estate farm? We have it!
Ire, Delis ers no Pres( ription in City Limits
Fenced And Cress-Fenced, 4 & 5 Strand Wire
Just listed an 18 acre
1975 Gran Prix, Li model, good
Soorhs,de (our' Square
Gentle Rolling Land
farm with 2 bedroom,
condition two-tone red and
Murray, Kentucky
375 Acres Open
frame
,
sell,
Must
furnished
loaded.
burgandy.
753-4451
Timber Estimated Approx. $100,000-Pine & Hardwood
house ready for ocbest offer. 753-8257.
cupancy. Land is
Pastures of Clover, Lespedesia, Jap,Seresa, Orchard Grass and Fesque
Must sell! 1970 Chevelle, 350
Three bedroom. 3 bath home,: highly productive and
sharp,
mpg,
22
Farm Ti So Offered In 3 Tracts And As A Whole
automatic,
d:
(
den with fireplace, fenced in
level. Call us for more
$750 Also 1968 Pontiac
Cattle & Nay To Sell On This Farm
yard, city school district. Call
information concerniwagon. 350 automatic. 18
Purdom & Thurman 753-4451.
Head Yearlings, Mixed Heifers And Steers
Bull-23
Angus-1
Si
26 Head Of Herefords
ng this farm.
mpg, dependable, $210. See at
Selling To Highest And Best Bidders
The football crowd will love to
205 South 5th St Murray Ky
700 Meadow Lane.
pop corn and relax in this
Some Financing For Assumption At Low Interest Rates
1971 Plymouth Fury II, beige,
Friday Night, Sept. 14th-7 p.m.
warmly paneled rec room with
This Farm Is A Cattleman's Dream
air. FM 8 track, power steering
fireplace! This home also has
FURNITURE-APPLIANCES-ANTIQUES-ETC.
Second Salo-2 P.M. - 675 Acres Row Crop And Cattle
and brakes. Call 759-4024.
fireplace, din12) Bedroom suits,(2)Full size beds,(14) living room with
ued
well-organiz
ing area.
Farm In Henry County, Tennessee ,
1973 Thunderbird, has all the
Various type chairs; (7) dinette suites, shaped kitchen.. extra garage
tires.
of
set
a
new
plus
extras
ii Miles North Of Paris, Tenn.
INSURANCE
(20) dinette chairs,(1) china cabinet,(1) area for cars, boat. and lawn
$1350. Phone 1-354-6217.
& Puryear Road ( Cross Over Rd.
& REAL ESTATE
Murray
Old
on
Puryear
of
North
Located 1 mile
coal & wood stove, (2) antique bedroom equipment. Much too nice to
In 4 Tracts A As A Whole
Offered
good
Is
Be
$800.
1967
Volkswagen.
MN
753-3263
Come by our office at
Plymouth
suites,(2) antique chiffonier,(1) antique 'describe.
200 Acres Now In How Crop - 450 Acres In Pasture - 5.92
1964
condition.
Approx.
Cropped
Row
Approx. 375 Acres Can Be
392 N. 12th Si.
1200 Sycamore or call 753Round Creek Running Through
$100. Call 753-9710_
marble top chest, (5) antique tables, (1) 1492 for more details on this
Tobacco Allotment - Fenced And Cross-Fenced - Gentle Rolling Land. Year
on Good Blacktop Road
Frontage
Road
-Good
Silo
Concrete
Shed
Barns
-5
e
Farmhous
antique oak bed, (3) twin beds, (7) exceptional home. .Offered by
The Property - Good
Whole
To Be Offered In Parcels And As A
HORNBUCKLE BARBER SHOP
couches, (4) 9 drawer chest, (2) desk, Loretta Jobs Realtors.
201 *Mow Strict
East Side of the Road with Barns and Sheds.
the
on
separately
sell
to
Acres
44
1.
(15)electric lamps (10)end tables.
NEW OFFICE HOURS:
Closed All Day Wed
TERMS CASH
.
Monday-Friday 7:30-Noon
Saturday 7:30 til 5:00
2. House, Barns & Sheds and 140 Acres in Rowcrop on the West side to sell separately
NOT RESPONSIBLE IN CASE OF ACCIDENTS
Price of
OWNER
3. Road Frontage and Good Farmland 188 Acres on South West Corner
PRICE SHAVE 75'
HAIRCUT 51.25
GEORGE HODGE&SON INC.
gg.o.g gg.gggas gleipse coll 723 36113 sas• P.t .•
*oft",'WM
to be separate as one tract.
AUCTIONEER
4. Good Lush Green Pastures 300 Acres with fenced Cross-fenced and a creek
VERNON C LILE
Form Equipment To Be Sold At This location
Tractor, 2 Lifts for MovEN.10
2010 John Deere Tractor, 2 Bush Hogs. Several Feeders, Drill, 247 Massey Ferguson
FREE
LIFE
GOOD
ing Hay,Hay Racks
20 MILE
Everything Selling To The Highest IL Best Bidders
Need a retirement
home? Buy this 2
Toggort, Kentucky Auctioneers License No. 5471
Raymond
DELIVERY
bedroom brick home
Registered Trade Mark
located on Irvan
753-0984
Avenue. Quiet neighFloored and ready. Up to 12 x 24. Also born style, ofborhood, has large outcottages, mobile home od-ons, and patios, or U-'
.
fices,
storage
side
AUCTION 8. REAL ESTATE CO., INC.
utility
BUILD, pre-cut completely ready to assemble up to 14
Reasonable
Executive Offices:
x 60. Buy the best for less.
bills. Priced at $33,000.
•First Tennessee Bank Building•Suite 301
Mendenhall
4990
PoplarAt
(IOSID,POMrII S P M TIIWU 2 P m
Kopperud
Phone
36117*(9011 761-5080
Tennessee
Memphis,
Realty,753-1222.
CUSTOM-BUILT PORTABLE BUILDINGS

nfl

ow,

ABSOLUTE AUCTION

2 Farms 1393 Acres
Farm Machinery - 50 Head Cattle - 300 Rolls Hay
2 Sales
Thursday, September 20, 10 a.m. and 2 p.m.

WALLIS DRUG

AUCTION

George Hodge &
Son, Inc.

WILSON

LILE REAL
ESTATE &
N
TIO
AUC
Aurora,

•
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COOKING
IS FUN

Copycat Chocolate Cookies: This One Is Called Moreos
By CECILY BROWNSTONE
AP Food Editor
DEAR CECILY: I enjoy
your copycat recipes. Now I'd
like to try making those
chocolate cookies sandwiched
together with white frosting
that my kids are forever
wanting me to buy. Have you
ever tried to duplicate them?
If so, I think a lot of other
mothers besides me would
appreciate your giving the
recipe. —MODERN MOM.
DEAR MODERN MOM:
Here's my attempt to copycat
the cookies you describe —
available, I'm sure, in every
supermarket from California
to North Dakota. The
homemade ones, which I've
named Moreos, went over big
at my house. Hope you have
the same success.
If you and your children
enjoy culinary history, you
may be interested to know
that the bought cookies were
first put on the market 67
years ago and have been
popular ever since. At that
time the manufacturer
described the cookie as "two

embussed
beautifully
chocolateflavored wafers with
a rich cream filling at 30 cents
per pound." Nowadays the
cookies cost about $1.16 per
pound. Any cook who has
more time than money can use
niy copycat recipe and save
some pennies. — C.B.
CECILY'S MOREOS
2I-2. cups fork-stirred allpurpose flour
I. teaspoon baking soda
L4 teaspoon salt
34 cup cocoa
1 cup ( two I4-pound sticks)
butter or margarine room
temperature
12 cups firmly packed dark
brown sugar
1 teaspoon vanilla
1 large egg
Filling, recipe follows
In a medium bowl stir
together until blended the
flour, soda, salt and cocoa. In
a large bowl cream butter,
sugar and vanilla; beat it egg,
then flour mixture, until
blended. With a rubber
spatula scrape the dough
together and flatten it across
the bowl. Mark in half. i There.

before. Place cutouts at least
4-2-inch apart on ungreased
cookie sheets. With the tip of a
small sharp knife, carve the
letter -M" on half the cookies,
but do not cut all the way
through. Bake in a preheated
400-degree oven until cookies
lose their shiny appearance,
look dry, but do not brown — 6
minutes. With a wide spatula
remove to wire racks to cool
completely. Meanwhile chill
remaining portion of dough
and treat the same way.
Sandwich each unmarked
cookie together with a marked
one, using about 1 teaspoon of
Filling for each pair. To do so,
dip the tip of a small metal
spatula into the Filling (judge
the amount with your eye)and
with another small metal
spatula scrape it onto the
bottom center of an unmarked
cookie: top with an M-carved
cookie, pressing it down so
fillin4 shows at sides. Place
cookies on racks for filling to
dry for several hours. Store
loosely covered. Makes about
5I2 dozen sandwich-style
cookies.
Filling: With a spoon beat
together until blended 2 cups
confectioners' sugar, k4 cup
chilled churned honey, 4
teaspoons hot water and 1
teaspoon vanilla; it will be
sticky. If necessary, stir in
extra confectioners' sugar to
make frosting easy to work
with.

!"Z•

SMALL-FAMILY DINNER
Chicken with Vegetables
Salad
Dill Dumplings
Beverage
kfruit Cup
DILL DUMPLINGS
le cup milk
1.4 teaspoon salt
1,4 cup regular or quickcooking farina
1 tablespoon butter
1 large egg
Minced fresh dill to taste
Melted butter, if desired
In a small saucepan bring
milk and salt to a boil;
gradually stir in farina. Bring
to a boil again and then
simmer, stirring constantly,
until thickened — a matter of
minutes. Off heat whisk in
until blended the 1 tablespoon
butter and the egg. Stir in dill.
Drop mixture by level
tablespoons, well apart, onto a
small, ungreased cookie
sheet. Place uncovered in
freezer until firm enough to
shape — about 10 minutes.
Roll each port* between
your palms to form a ball. In a
3-quart saucepot bring 2
quarts water salted to taste)
to a boil. Add dumplings.
Cover and simmer until
dumplings are cooked through
— 10 minutes. Remove with a
slotted spoon. Serve, if you
like, with melted butter.
Makes 15.

CHOCOLATE — Beloved by both French and American
n is
children in drinks, candies, cakes and cookies. Illustratio
AlexanTheophile
by
lithograph
a reproduction of an original
dre. Steinlen, 1894 Portal Publications).
will be a generous 3I-2 cups of about a 14-inch round — it will
be about Is-inch thick. With a
dough. It will be ,.ery soft, but
don't worry because it will roll floured round 134-inch cookie
PETITE P.D. — P ice Chief Marvin Braswell talks with
out easily. With a wide metal cutter, cut out. Form scraps of
hall in dow4town Girrabelle, Fla., from his concity
spatula lift half the dough onto dough into a ball and, rubbing
verted
telephone booth police station.
if
cloth
pastry
cloth.
into
pastry
flour
loured
more
a well-f
(AP Laserphoto)
necessary, roll out to the same
With a well-floured stockinet"If I ran away, if I went :•overed rolling pin, roll out to thickness and cut out as
against my parents' wishes,
they would probably never be
socially accepted again," she
added. "It would be such a
disgrace.
"If I married an American.
my father would never talk to
OPEN 7 A.M.
me. I can't imagine not
spending Christmas at home,
not seeing my parents. I'm
AUTO SERVICE CENTER
financially dependent. I would
CARS
TriuCKts
Bew.htS
T."
have no *ay to go to school."
Ms. Singh has never dated
American boys because her
etwee—see
parents were "afraid it would
1
corrupt me."
Her parents sold a sugarcane plantation in the Fijis 13
years ago and bought farm
land here. They returned to
Fiji five years ago to arrange
traditional marriages for their
two oldest daughters.
Cultural differences have
caused some problems in her
older sister's marriage
and
away old sales records
because in Fiji, -the men
We want to sweep
we've
so
ever
make the rules," Ms. Singh
er
Septemb
make this the best
said. "My parents have let us
everything in this ad' You've
on
prices
slashed
be very independent."
on hundreds of items ..
She doesn't expect to lose
got 4 big days to save
!
her independence after
now through Saturday
marriage, though, because
her husband will be a stranger
in this country.
"I know what's going on
here," Ms. Singh said. "He's
going to be dependent on me."
Ms. Singh termed the
divorce of a cousin -a
disgrace" but then vowed of
her own arranged marriage:
"I'm not going to stay with it if
it doesn't work."
She is satisfied with the
arrangement, however,
because "I like my life to be
planned.. If it doesn't work
out, you can always blame
• Two 1 ,tierglaS11 bails loi 'Ong !lead
your parents. After all, they
life
got you into it. It's their fault."
• Durable polyester cord body tor
• Hard Work.'
When her parents went to
smooth
ride
Corr.;
Polyester
• Famous PolyglaS value — inside
• Road-gripping Se-rib Tread Oesige
Fiji to arrange the marriage,
Out
&
• Long Mileage Honest Goodyear
Ms. Singh told them "I didn't
Value
5
want a smoker, a drinker, an
old man. I didn't want anyone
ugly. My mom told me he's
$4500
$2875 $3100
878 13
handsome.
whitewall piur.
14
'$
A78-13
G78.14
Cl..IS
''Anyway, there's no way
$185 FIT no
C78-14
G78-15
.
F 78.14
btackwail piss
pus whitewall, plus whitewall, Pius
trade needed
biacewall pius blackwaii
biackerali.pius
no
FIT,
fEt
no
$234
63
$253
$259
FIT,
FIT
$1
no
out of it."
$244 FIT
$238 FIT, no
52 22 FIT, no
trade needed
trade needed
trade need,
trade needed

Groom Will Be Stranger
To Bride In Sikh Vows
NIODESTO, Calif. ( AP) —
Hardeep Singh attends
college, works part time and
wears jeans just like many
other 18-year-old American
women.
Ms. Singh also plans to be
married later this year, but
her marriage will be far
different from what is
customary in the United
States.
She has never met her
bridegroom and can't even
pronounce his name.
parents
Singh's
Ms.
arranged her marriage five
years ago in the custom of
a
Sikhs,
upper-caste
monotheistic offshoot of
Hinduism. She will be married
in her native Fiji Islands to a
22-year-old college student
who will emigrate to America
after the ceremony.
The young couple will be
able to communicate because
she can speak Indian and he
probably speaks English."
Ms.Singh said.
Even though she has lived in
this central California city for
13 years and wants to be a
lawyer, Ms. Singh is willing to
go through with the arranged
marriage for her parents'
sake.
''I love my parents and to do
otherwise would disgrace
them," she said in an interview. "They care for us...I
could still be in the Fiji Islands
where the life is hard. My
parents brought us here so we
could have a good education."
Her parents would become
social outcasts among other
Sikhs if she failed to accept the
arranged marriage, Ms. Singh
said.

CECILY BROWNSTONE
Associated Press Food Edam
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Cyclamate Maker
Sues Government To
Get Back On Market
AP ) — The
CHICAGO
domestic
principal
manufacturer of cyclamates
has sued the federal government in an effort to get the
artificial sweetener back on
the market.
Abbott Laboratories of
North Chicago has lost $42
million since 1969 as a result of
a ban imposed by the Food
and Drug Administration, a
company spokesman said.
The U.S. District Court suit
filed Monday charges that the
FDA has known since 1975 that
cyclamates are safe to use.
Abbott said it asked the
court to act because the FDA
had not moved on a petition
the company filed in 1973
seeking to put the product
back on the market for use as
a "table sweetener and (ip
dietetic foods and beverages."
The 1973 petition said
cyclamates had no cancerproducing or other adverse
effects."

The company said in a
statement Monday that all
reviews by groups of international experts including
health agencies of many
scientifically
sophisticated
western countries have found
cyclamates to be safe for
use," and Abbott's studies
support those findings.
However, the FDA said on
Oct. 4, 1976 that cyclamates
were too dangerous to allow
back on the market.

95

'34"

trade needed

Rogers Says He'll
Assume Responsibility
For Development
ASHLAND, Ky. AP) —
Harold Rogers, Republican
nominee for lieutenant
governor. said Monday that if
he is elected the lieutenant
governor's office will take on
added responsibility for
economic development in
Kentucky.
This would include working
to develop industrial sites and
industrial parks to prevent the
exporting of Kentucky talent
to other states, Rogers said in
a news conference following
the opening of the Boyd
County Republican campaign
headquarters.
"We'll be working with your
local communities and
counties in this section of the
state in developing industrial
sites and locating them,
getting them under option and
developed, hopefully, into
industrial parks," he said.
"The competition is so keen
these days, between states
and between areas of states, to
attract industry that you have
to go the full route."
He predicted that such
development could lead to
growth in Boyd County.

trade needed
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$4300
'4200
•

trade neeC.
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OTHER SIZES SALE PRICED TOO

OTHER SIZES SALE PRICED TOO
ENTIRE STOCK REDUCED'

ENTIRE STOCK REDUCED!

RETREAD SALE!

RADIAL SALE!
155 80813 whiteival
Plus 51 45 FIT
no trade need.

Viva Radial
• Gas-Saving radial
constructiop
• Long mt1Cage, traction tread
design
• White sir:Jesse Styling

55
5

11711 13.
5 60-15.
650-13 or
695.14 black
wall plus rat
to 33C FIT Per
tire No trade
needed

2fon7
PRKED TO
SELL FAST

'52"

$5425

$5515

FR711-14
whitewall plus
$2 38 FIT No
trade needed

C1178
whitewall, plus
$2 57 fET No
trade needed

wr 'ten,
$2 66 FIT No
tiala

• f ully inspected casings • Quality workmanship • New tire
tread designs, non.
radial construction

OTHER SIZES SALE PRICE() TOO
ENTIRE STOCK REDUCED,

$3
For Group
and 24F

and old
batter/
Sizes 22F 24

:8 14
DI& 'twill, plus 311(
to 425 FE( per tire
tiaile needed

78 I4 G111 15
11711-15, or
178-15 bleckwa
plus 485 to 565
Elf Per tire lAr
trade needed

S3 00 MORE FOR WHITEWALLS

BATTERY SALE!
ALL-WEeA,

2f01106° 2fors4320

T,oFt!!!'

Frell
for
car, IOW d,,Ce 'T re051
pocketbOok, FitS
"'
"
PIYM
Ford, Chevy. Cars
end COMpact
INSTALLATION
FREE

"Pale‘
'

CUSTOM WHEEL SALE!
Aluminum Radial Spoke

t:1111P1
toita
''"ft.,‘471
kAktu

The performance look you
want. at a price you'll like'
i
16
$41
14Ir'

HURRY...SALE ENDS SATURDAY!
Shore Manager Robert B. Rudolph, Jr.

Murray

dyear Service Store753-0595
Goo
, Ky.
Store Moors: 1 a.m. until 5 p.m. Most-iat.

Just Say 'Charge It'
ezzomm
p.m?. 5.,,c5,n, 5 •
Use any of these 7 other nays to b.,
Our Owe Customer Crielit Plan • Ma.
ter Charge • Visa • AMU Min(we,
Card • Carte IliancM1 • Diners C
• Cash

